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The Edge...do you have it? 

Its the latest craze! The most 
amazing 3D arcade game ever featuri 
*Curvispace 3D’ and а host of problems 
to solve as Bobby goes in search of his 
Brothers to bring them on home... 
Go on, have a ball! 

£895 
The Ultimate Quest 

You are Prince Kyle accompanied 
by your loyal warriors in this fantastical 

г the legendary Mindstone. 
the first icon-driven graph 

adventure to boast the full features ofan 
adventure and strategy game. Bound to 
enter the annals as а true classic in 
micro adventure 

sk Spectrum (in 48K Amstrad versions 
омин? Just 



SOFTWARE» 

12 Atari Desktop 
No real desktop is as tidy as that 
represented on the Atari ST. 
Duncan Evans looks at a pack- 
age that simulates the clutter of 
the real thing, adding a clock, 
notepad, calculator, and sundry 
other executive toys. 

11 Turbo 64 
Commodore 64 owners have one 
of the best computes around. 
Unfortunately they also have the 
slowest disc drive. Chris Jenkins 
looks at a simple remedy - sim- 
ply plug in this cartridge and 
step back in amazement. 

12 QL designs 
Save thousands of pounds with 
this drafting and design package 
from Talent. With this and a QL 
you don't need to buy a hugely 
expensive CAD terminal. Peter 
Worlock reports. 

GAMES» 

16 Reviews 
More of the latest releases come 
under scrutiny, — including 
Dragonhold on the QL 
Нурепогсе on the C16, Master of 
Magic on the Spectrum, Buster 

Block on the Amstrad, and 
Bump, Set, Spike on the C64. 

19 Arcade Action 
20 Adventure Corner 

Special Supplement 
Print technology 

In this week's free supplement. 
i Desktop publishing lts this year's 
buzz phrase in business computer 
circles. But home micros can get In on 
the act 
iv Laser technology Just a short while 
ago, daisywheel printers were consid- 
ered the bees knees but now there's a 
new kid in town and it leaves the old 
stuff for dead. 
viii Printer buyer's guide if you're 
looking for a printer you'll be spoiled 
for choice. We feature dozens — all for 
less than £500 
xi Hardware review Chris Jenkins be- 
comes enamoured with a small, quiet 
and, above all, cheap little printer for 
the Commodore 64/128. It's got two 
colours too. 

24 Language series 
Logo is one of the most popular com- 
puter languages, much beloved of 
education enthuysiasts. However, it 
has a lot to offer outside the class- 

room, as Kenn Garroch observes. 

26 BBC 
А machine code scroll routine from 
Chris Gibson. 

26 Amstrad 
Part 2 of the Amstrad sound laborato- 
ry. Experimental noise from Brian. 
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4 News Desk 

8 Letters, Puzzle 

15 Communications 
The Spirit of Compunet — 
Gompunet artists in colour. 

plus 

35 Soundcheck 
A host of C64 music software plus 
more MIDI news from mark Jenkins. 

*«PROGRAMMING 
Сайде. 
28 QL 
29 Commodore 64 
31 Spectrum 
32 Bytes & Pieces 
32 Peek and Poke 

44 New Releases 

46 Charts, Hackers 
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Spectrum's 
£600 P 
SPECTRUM GROUP is to 
launch a £600 IBM PC clone 
next week, and as Acorn also 
prepares a badged version of 
Olivetti's M19 it looks like be- 
Coming open season lor the 
Amstrad PC. 

The Spectrum machine is a 
Far Eastern import, and sports 
640К Ram, MSDOS and 
GWBasic and twin 52 inch disc 
drives. At the price, and at this 
specification, the Specirum 
machine could beat the 
Amstrad on price, and has the 
added advantage of having the 
IBM standard operating sys- 
lem, MSDOS, bundled 
Amstrad's machine will in- 
stead have DOS Plus, the PC 
operating system from Digital 
Research, included instead 
Acor's version of the 

Olivetti M19 looks like being 
less of a competitor on price 
than the Spectrum PC. Olivetti 
prices the M19 high by today's 
Standards, and although sell- 
ing it through Acorn would give 

it the opportunity to break into 
the UK educational market it's 
unlikely to allow Acorn, its Brit- 
ish subsidiary, to undercut it 

The machine also lacks PC 
standard expansion slots 

Alligata offers 
dream prize 
Alligata Software is organising 
a "Prize of Your Dreams" sum- 
mer promotion for its pro- 
grams. Anyone buying an 
Alligata tape or disc up to 30 
September should receive an 
entry form for Alligata's com- 
petition draw, the prize being 
goods of your choice to the 
value of £500. 

The form covers current 
stock and Alligata's summer 
releases, which include 
Meltdown for the Amstrad, Pub 
Games for the Spectrum, 64 
and Amstrad, and Trap, Tony 
Crowther's new game for the 
64 

Atari special 
offer on 520 
Atari is to sell its 5205ТМ in 
four different cost-cutting bun- 
dies during June and July. the 
basic pack consists of 520 and 
disc drive reduced from £548 to 
£449, while pack two also in- 
cludes a monochrome monitor. 
and costs £699, as opposed to a 
normal price of £846. 

Pack three consists of 520, 
twin drives and colour monitor 

and is reduced from £996 lo 
2849, while pack four offers 
520, twin drives, monochrome 
monitor and dot matrix printer 
lor £849. This is reduced from 
£1,045. 

Announcing the offer Atari 
UK marketing manager Rob 
Harding said that the packages 
would appeal to a broad base 
of users. 

Micronet puts its toe in MUD 
MICRONET. is to launch 
Shades, Из own version of 
MUD, in August. Shades will 
cost 99р per hour, and will 
have no registration fee apart 
(гот Micronet membership. 

Micronet says it has re- 
ceived many requests for a 
MUD variant, but had problems 

finding a system that could 
cope with large numbers of 
users and would run in 
viewdata format, These prob- 
lems have now been cracked, 
and according to technical di- 
rector Mike Brown Shades ex- 
ploits the positive features ol 
viewdata, including colour. 

RCS Microsystems’ new Zero-One-Q single board computer 
sports 20 character display, 8K of battery — backed Ram and 32K 
Rom. I/O includes RS232 and 42 рагайе! lines. Details on 01-979 

AMS launches Magazine 
Maker digitiser bundle 
AMS has combined its AMX 
Pagemaker and AMX Video 
digitiser to produce a package 
called AMX Magazine Maker. 
The digitiser allows any video 
that produces a composite sig- 
nal to take images from a cam- 
era or TV. These are then con- 
verted to the Amstrad graphics 
screen, and can be used within 

Pagemaker. The combined 
Packages cost £129.95. The 
complete package can be used 
to produce  magazine-like 
layouts. 

Details from Advanced 
Memory Systems, 168-70 
Wilderspool Causeway, War- 
rington WA4 6QA (0925 
4134501/2/3) 

New Sinclair Spectrum is 
ready for production 
4 Continued from page 1 
a product of Amstrad's engi- 
neers rather than Sinclair's де- 
sign team. И doesn't use the 
Astron cards Sinclair had 
planned (ог the Pandora, and 
the technology of Loki, Sin- 
clair's advanced version of the 
Spectrum, remains firmly on 
the shelf. 

The machine's interfacing is, 
however, likely to remain a 
problem for Amstrad, as the 
Spectrum 128 has both an 
RS232 and midi, albeit with 

non-standard plugs, while its 
rivals” the Amstrad 484 and 

6128 do not. Alan Sugar main- 
tains that the Plus 2 will not 
signal the death of the 464, but 
it this is to be the case Amstrad 
may be forced to limit the new 
Spectrum's specifications to 
keep it firmly in the games 
market. 

Amstrad's main professed 
interest in Sinclair was for the 
Spectrum's games capability, 
but a games console launch is 
also a possibility. 
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PCs still pending 
at the Amstrad show 
The latest Amstrad show, held 
at London's Novotel last week, 
sulfered from a severe case of 
PC starvation, As expected the 
‘Amstrad IBM PC compatible 
failed to show. and to make 
matters worse the MSDOS up- 
grade from Vortex appeared to 
have joined it in Limbo. Vortex, 
however, confirms that ils ma- 
chine is ready, and UK distribu- 
tor Screens expects delivery in 
the next eight weeks. Amstrad 
remains mum about its own 
PC, but it appears that some of 
the larger dealers are current- 
ly in negotiation to take deliv- 

ery of the machine, so the 
launch can't be too far off. 
Launches this time round were 
however limited to an Amstrad 
modem, selling at £99.95. This 
is à rebadged version of the 
Pace Nightingale, which retails 
for a sum not unadjacent to 

£99.95 
The upgrade Screens in- 

tends to distribute is produced 
by German manufacturer Vor- 

tex, and is based on the Intel 
8086 processor (the faster ver- 
sion of the 8088 used in IBM's 
РС). It will come with 512K Ram 
and Digital Research's DOS 
Plus operating system bun- 
Фед, and the latter will include 
hooks allowing it to run DR's 
Macintosh-like Gem graphics 
environment. 

Screens isn't willing to fix a 
price for the upgrade until the 
first shipments arrive, but reck- 
ons it will be around £400-500. 
The company also unveiled an 
enhanced version of Vortex's 
expansion board for the 464 — 
this should also arrive ín the 
next couple of months. 

Add-on supplier Timatic had 
been blessed with some new 
arrivals, although spokesman 
Nick Young claimed that the 
hard disc, although ready, had 
blown up twice in prototype the 
other day and therefore 
couldn't be present. He did 
however promise that the non- 
incadescent production ver- 

sions would be very cheap. In 
default of this the company's 
main exhibits were the 
"Bigdisk" duo – one megabyte 
(unformatted) 53 inch discs for 
the 8256 (£209) and 6128 (£249). 
Both of these work in conjunc- 
tion with the company's 
Camelion software program 
that will allow Amstrads to 
read and write MSDOS format 
discs. 

Former Spectrum specialist 
DK Tronics was offering a 
range of Amstrad 464 expan- 
sion devices, including speech 
synthesiser, Ram expansions, 
light pen and 256K silicon disc. 
The latter retails at £99.95, the 
same price as 256K configured 
as Ram 
EMR had a combined hard- 

ware/software music package 
on display. This consists of 
Miditrack Performer software 
and midi interface, the com- 
plete package costing £129.85 
lor 864/6128 version and 
£139.85 for 464. The system is 

“Ofcourse, the cardboard goes 
limp in hot weather 

claimed to work with any midi 
instrument. 

New Star Software's William 
Poe! made a more overt al. 
tempt to enliven proceedings 
by claiming that he would un- 
vell a low-cost PCW8256/8512 
lookalike at the show. Desper- 
ate newshounds reporting to 
the stand were aggrieved to 
discover that the “lookalike 
was a cardboard cut-out mod- 
el, a number of which he'd had 
printed up for the show. 

To prove we can lake a joke 
we'd just like to point out that 
New Star is selling dBase I! at 
£395, while First Software re- 
tails itat £119.95 

Budget game prices 

drop down to 99p 
Budget games manulacturer 
Central Solutions has slashed 
the price of its range to 99р. 
According to a Central spokes- 
man the company is reacting to 
the current stampede into bud- 
get titles, which has seen Fire- 
bird increasing its profile and 
the likes of US Gold and Mikro- 
Gen joining the fray. 

Central's price cut also al- 
fects its ten game packs, which 

were priced at £5.95 and £6.95, 
and are reduced to £4.95 each. 
The company says that it can 
still make a profit on these 
prices, and feels the cuts 
should increase ils market 
share drastically. It intends to 
maintain the low prices, and 
re-released 12 back-to-back 
adventure games tapes at 99p 
each at the beginning of this 
week 

New games house 
Andrew Wright has left 
Activision to form а new com- 
pany, Thalamus, which will be 
the games software arm of 
Newsfield, publisher of Zzap 
and Crash. According to Wright 
Islington-based Thalamus is a 
separate company within the 
Newfield group, and will be 
managed independently. 

Wright intends to release 

four titles by Christmas, one of 
them being a tie-in, and prod- 
ucts, he says, will be of a high 
quality. “You won't ever see us 
producing a £1.99 game, add- 
ing a poster and a sticker and 
putting it out at £9.99, " he says. 
Although he claims to have 
products ready he doesn't in- 
tend to give any details until 
later in the year. 

THE MAN in the photo 15 Vick 
Pearce, developer of the 
Соттіе-Х package for the 
Amstrad PCW. The package 
consists of modem that sup- 
ports Email and viewdata, dual 
serial and Centronics inler- 
face, Comm + software and an 
Easylink subscription form. It 
costs £286.35, and is claimed to 
be incredibly easy to use. But if 
this is the case, why's he trying 
to stick that interface there? 

Telephone engineers should 
phone him on 0992 541118. 

First plans 
expanded range 
First Software and Publishing, 
which recently announced an 
Amstrad PCW8256/512 version 
of Ashton-Tate's dBase || at 
£119.95, is also to sell Ше pro- 
gram on the Commodore 128 
and Tatung Einstein. But ac- 
cording to First boss Sarah 
Galbraith the company has no 
plans to release the program 
‘on the Amstrad PC when It is 
launched 

First has an exclusive UK 
licence from Ashton-Tate to 
market CP/M versions of 
dBase al the current low price, 
but the latter company is highly 
unlikely to be interested in cut- 
ting the cost of its IBM PC 
products. 

First will, however, be 
launching a £49 integrated soft- 
ware package for the PC in the 
summer. this will consist of 
spreadsheet, word processor, 
graphics, time manager, diary 
planner and forecaster, and 
will effectively be a re-issue of 
an integrated suite previously 
marketed by Peachtree 
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Ргодис! Мешв 

Saga bundles 
WP program 
Saga Sy: to bundie its. 
new word processor, The Last 
Word, with its Saga Elite and 
2001 Spectrum add-on Кеу- 
boards. п addition the key- 
boards will come with an offer 
of £20 discount on the 
Centronics GLP printer 

The Last Word sells on its 
‘own for £13.95, and features an 

80 character display, full on- 
screen help facility, calculator 
and a wide range of printer and 
disc drive options. the normal 
price of the Centronics GLP, 
which has both Centronics and 
RS232 interfaces, NLQ mode 
and top speed of 120 charac- 
ters per second, normally costs 
£199.95. The Saga Elite now 
costs £69.95, while the 2001, 
which has an infra-red connec- 
tor, costs £119.95, 

Detalls trom Saga Systems, 
2 Eve Road, Woking, Surrey 
GU214JT (04862 22977). 

Filming cabinet 
for 3inch discs 
Micro Interface is now supply- 
ing the 3 inch Filing Cabinet, а 
ten disc box that fans the dics 
out neatly when opened. It 
costs £5.95 

Details from Micro Interface, 
84 Talbot Road, London N6 4RA 
(01-340 0310) 

Build your own 
Amstrad PCW8512 
CITADEL is offering an up- 
grade kit allowing you to con- 
vert а PCWB256 into an 8512 for 

£189.95. This consists of a Ram 
expansion and second 3 inch 
drive, both of which are fitted 
internally. 

Details from Citadel Prod- 
ucts, 50 High Street, Edgware, 
Middx HAB ТЕР (01-951 1848) 

Epson issues a 
technical manual 
Epson is to sell a comprehen- 
sive technical support manual 

covering both its printer and 
computer products, the manual 
gives detailed specifications 
оп the products, including 
news on the latest Rom up- 
grades, and is intended to pro- 
vide users with full information 
on their machines. The manual 
comes in eight separate sec- 
tions at £10-12 each 

Details from Epson UK, 
Dorland House, 388 High Road, 
Wembley, Middx HA9 6HUM 
(01-902 8892). 

Diary Dates 

JUNE 

24-26 June 
Computer '86 
G-Mex Exhibition Centre, Manchester. 

Details: Business and industry 
‘computer show. This exhibition was 
formerly known as the Northern 
Compuler Show. 
Price: Free entry by business 
registration. 
Organiser: Reed Exhibitions, 01-643 
8040. 

28 June 
Bracknell Computer Show 
Coopers НИ Community Centre, 
Bracknell, Berks. 

PC User Show 
Olympia, London 

Details: Hardware and software for 
ІВМ machines and their compatibles 
Organiser: ЕМАР. 01-608 1161. 

2427 Jul 
Acorn User Exhibition 
Barbican Centre, London 
Details: Hardware, software and 

peripherals for the Electron, ВВС micro 
and Master machines 
Trade only 10am-1pm on 24 July. 
Price: £3 adults, £2 chidren, £1 
discount for advance sales. 

Organiser: Ediionscheme, 01-349 
4667. 

and education. 
Price: 2. 
Organiser: Montbulld, 01-487 5831. 

8th September 
Official Commodore 
Computer Show 
UMIST, Manchester 
 Detalis: А wide range of Commodore. 
hardware, software and peripherals. 
Formerly the Commodore Horizons. 
‘show. 
Price: £3 adults, £2 children, £1 
discount Ки advance booking. 
Organiser: Database Publications, 061- 
456 8383 

OCTOBER 

30-31 October. 
Hampshire Computer Fair 
Guildhall, Southampton 

Details: Business computers and 
communications, 
Price: Free entry by business 
registration. 
Organiser: Testwood Exhibitions, 0703 
31557, 

NOVEMBER 

22 November 
The 6809 Christmas Show 
Royal Horticultural Hall, Westminster, 
London 
Detalis: Dragon software and 

Details: Software and hardware for the 26-28 September репрпепав. 
Dragon, Commodore C16, Plus 4 and Electron and BBC Micro Price: Vie 20, SEPTEMBER User Show Organiser: Microdeal, 0726 6820, 
Price: £1 adults, chidren and OAPs UMIST, Manchester 
50р. 3-7 September Details: Software, hardware and 
Organiser: John Penn, 04203 Personal Computer World peripherals for the Electron, BBC micro. 
5970. Show ‘and Master machines. Produced by 

Olympia, London Асот. 
Details: Software and hardware Yor Price: £3 adults, £2 children, £1 
home, educational and business discount for advance booking. 

JULY computer users. For the first time this — Organiser: Database Publications, 061- 
year the show is to be organised in 456 8383 

16-18 July three separate halls — business, games 
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Spectrum/Amstr 

MIKRO-GEN 
Unit 15 The Western Centre 

Western Road 
Bracknell 
Berks. 



Satisfaction 
hank you for publishing the 
letter from Chris Moore in 

Popular, May 22. | too am an 
Enterprise owner and, as usu- 
al, | was reading through the 
lelters in a rather smug way. 

1 own a computer not only 
with an “ultimate Basic", but a 
Basic that works (cf Atari). | 
also have had no problems 
getting a response from Enter- 
prise Computers, almost al- 
ways by return of post, or get- 
ting the machine fixed (cf 
Amstrad and Sinclair) 

Okay, | admit it’s not perfect 
Having used it for on average 
our hours a day for about four 
months, it broke down. | put it 
back in its box and posted it for 
repair on Monday afternoon. 
On Saturday morning, it was 
back on my desk - the same 
week! 

Sometimes, as a minority 
computer owner, 1 get the teel- 
ing | don't exist — and you may 
bear in mind that we probably 
‘own unfashionable computers 
because we are interested in 
computing not fashion. this 
probably means we are more 
likely to buy computer 
journals. 

Of course most of the inter- 
esting listings you get are for 
utilities, something you are 
less likely to receive trom En- 
terprise owners as this та. 
chine comes equipped with 
most of the requirements lor 
programming 

R Mishra 
Cambridge 

Upgrade woes 

n January | sent my 48K 
Spectrum to Sinclair Re- 

search to have it upgraded to а 
Spectrum Plus. My computer 
was returned four weeks later, 
but unfortunately on testing it | 

Puzzle No 213 

QL in print 
have just bought a 
[s GLP printer 

for my QL. Из an excel- 
lent printer, ideal for the ma- 
chine. For £160 you get trac- 
tor and friction feed, serial 
and parallel interfaces, a 
host of typefaces, a good 
NLQ and complete compati- 
bility with the QL and its 
bundled software (including 
Easel. The ribbon is a Broth- 
er M1009 and Commodore 
MPSB03 type, so is easy to 
obtain. However the state of 
euphoria I'm now in was only 
reached after two printers 
and several wasted days. То 
save others from similar 
frustration | offer the follow- 
ing information: 

There are in fact three ver- 
sions of the GLP with differ- 
ent firmware; the original 
IBM, an EPSON RXBO equiv- 
alent and the QL version. 
The manual with each is for 
the IBM version and in my 
case no extra information 
was given about the changes 
in the others, 

И you use а centronics 
interface you should be able 
to use any of the variants. 
The problem arises from the 
QL's need for a &-bit and no 
parity serial setting not рго- 
vided on the IBM version 

The QL version's cha 
ter set one is 100% compati- 
ble with the QL and codes 
above 192 (decimal) are non- 

discovered that it had only 16K. 
ol memory, so | spent £3.60 on 
postage and returned it to 
Sinclair 

Two weeks later my comput- 
er was returned, but this time 
when | switched it on the 
Screen remained blank and re- 
fused to display the copyright 

printing. Character set two 
repeats above 127 The DIL 
switches are slightly differ- 
ent as follows: 

The Epson version has in- 
ternational character sels 
and an italic typeface. The 
switch settings are com- 
pletely different and | can't 
offer much advice on this. 
Switch 2-2 is the МО switch 
and the communications 
switches are possibly as 
above. 

Micro Anvika, ol Totten- 
ham Court Road, London, 
sold me the printer with the 
switches set for the OL and a 
phone call to Centronics re- 
vealed the switch functions. 

My only criticisms of an 
otherwise perfect accompa- 
niment to the OL are, apart 
from the terrible documenta- 
tion, that thick single sheet 
paper gets caught on the lid 
which necessitates its Ire- 
quent removal. Also the ех: 
tra QL characters do nol 
print in NLO, rather they ap- 
pear as emphasized. Graph- 
ics characters or an italic 
mode could surely have 
been added to the QL 
version 

Steve Lee 
Woodford Green 

Essex 

message. So | spent another 
£360 and returned it again, 
with a covering letter asking for 
a relund of postage costs. 

Two weeks later my Spec- 
trum came back. This time, the 
screen was still blank, the heat 
Sink was lying separately in the 

was box, the ‘loudspeaker’ 

loose in the computer casing, 
and the PCB was held down by 
only two screws 

1 was going to return it again 
when | learnt of the Amstrad/ 
Sinclair deal. 

Please could you advise те 
what to do with my once perfect 
Spectrum which lasled three 
and a half years without a sin- 
gle fault, and now seems to be 
finished by Sinclair's repairs 
department. 

Peter Ball 
Preston 

Try writing to SRL, which is 
what remains of Sinclair Re- 
search is now called, at Milton 
Hall, Milton, Cambridge, CB4 
4AE (0223 862661), explaining 
your problems and asking for 
advice. 

Commodore clubs 
ра starting a couple of user 
groups with a friend for Com- 

modore 64 and C16 owners. We 
will accept inquiries rom any- 
where and we will reply in- 

stantly. There will be no mem- 
bership fee. 
Theuser groups will beaimed 

at swapping hints and tips for 
software, and writing software 
listings. Anyone wanting to join 
the C64 group should write to 
me at the address below. The 
address for the C16 group is 
David Hill, Commodore User 
Group, 61 Madeley Road, 
Havercroft, nr Wakefield, West 
Yorkshire. Please could inquir- 
ers enclose an SAE for reply. 

Stephen Buttertield 
Commodore User group 

51 Madeley Road. 
 Havercroft 

WFA 2РЈ 

Back to Basic 
have read with interest the 
growing debate that seems 

Prolessor Otto Hex was responsible lor order- Square yards. 
(iv) The total area is also an exact number of 

ing the new paving slabs for the college quad- 
rangle. Unfortunately, due to his absent-mind- 
edness, he has mislaid the paper on which he 
had written the details required. 
However, he does remember the following 
(i) The quadrangle, which is nearly but not 

exactly square, is rectangular in shape 
Ui) The length and width are both an exact 
number of feet, and the area (in square leet) is a 
five-digit number ending with a 4 
(ili) This five-digit number contains within it a 

run of three consecutive digits in ascending 
numerical order. 

What is the smallest that the quadrangle can 
be? (Note that by ‘almost square’ we mean that 
the longer side is no greater than 10% more 
than the smaller). 
‘Solution to Puzzle 208 
The first time that there is an equal number of 
both calls for counts greater than one hundred 
is on the count "153- On this call “Fizz” and 
"Buzz" will both have been called forty-one 
times. 
Winner of Puzzle No 208 
This week the winner is A.M. Scott ol Grange- 
mouth, Stirlingshire, who will be receiving £10. 

Е: 

Rules 
The closing date for puzzle 218 is July 15. 
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GREAT GAMES & ADVENTURES 

FORTHCOMING RELEASES: 

JET SET WILLY ІІ овна ввс/к1есїтоп and atari. 

WHO DARES WINS П сеч 

SAVAGE ISLAND I & II (4 scot: dams Graphic Adventure) - 16/44, Spectrum, Com 64 

Addison Industrial Estate, Blaydon, Tyne & Wear NE21 4TE 
Tel: (091) 414 4611 



to have started in your maga- 
zine, lately, concerning the 
usefulness of the Basic sup- 
plied with the Atari ST range. 

As an owner of three difler- 
ent computer systems and my 
wife owning a fourth | would 

‘Swers to this question are very 
unclear. | bought my first com- 
puter purely out of curiosity as 
to what they were all about, | 
have since progressed to a 
machine that | think fills my 
needs well. It has taken me 

hours a day, achieving some- 
thing | can go and buy of if the 
shell straight away. 

This doesn't prevent me 
from continuing to dabble, just 
from a hobbying point of view, 
in programming. When seen in 

more plus 30 pence to cover 
production costs and postage 
back, or b) Send us 90p to 
cover the above plus the cost of 
a tape. 

Jason Roseaman 
like to put forward a few obser- three computers, however, be- his light | think that ST Basic 56 Redlie Close vations. Of all of the profes- fore | realised what | even meets its requirements ade- Stanford le Hope 
sional software we have, on all wanted from one: proper word quately. It might have been Essex 5517 ВВВ 
the systems, | would say that processing, а fascination with — nice if it exceeded its require- 
less than five of the programs computer graphics and ainter- ments brilliantly but I shall not C128 tweak 
аге written in Basic. | would 
conclude from this that profes- 
sional programmers don't see 
Basic as a language to be used 

est in the mathmatics of music 
has led me to the ST. | realize 
there are many more uses. In 
my opinion very few are actual- 

miss НИЙ doesn't 
It seems a gross overreac- 

tion to me to claim that the 
machine itself is flawed be- 

am writing to inform Commo- 
dore 128 owners about some 

incompatibility problems they 
for saleable applications ly uselul in the home. Of my cause its freely given away тау have experienced when 
software. three reasons only the word Basic isn't as good as some trying lo load games in 64 

This, | think, does not mean processing із of any real useto people might have liked. mode. 
that Basic is of no use but that 
other languages are just more 
suitable. 1 would suggest, 
therefore, that it you have 

me. 
| һауе had a great deal of tun 

and pleasure programming my 
computers in various lan- 

Mark Annetts 
Richmond 

Surrey 

Most programs ! have found 
do nol load, eg, Mr Do, PC 
Fuzz, can be loaded by simply 
pressing the Caps Lock key 

boughtthe ST with the intention guages. | even consider myself down and then loading as 
ol producing some application to be quite advanced atit tis Blasting out normal. 
that you feel you must write ironically this — knowledge So far this works for all 
yourself and intend to use in — though that makes me realise ‘ou may have noticed that Anirog tities, Mr Do and 
Some important way then you that if | wish to produce any- there are по! а lot of tape- Goonies. 
should be using the best tool 
for the job 

In fact the more | think about 
this debate the more it high- 
lights one of the fundamental 
problems of the computer in- 
dustry. Just why do people buy 

thing as advanced as a proles- 
sionally produced piece of soft- 
ware | would have to devote as. 
much time as they do to do it 
justice, 

Having already got a full 
time job | can't afford to spend 

based magazines and fanzines 
around these days, so ! would 
like to inform you of my own 
magazine called Blast I. 

This is a monthly mag. To 
receive it, the readers can do 
either of the following: a) Send 

Also you might try switching 
to lower case in 64 mode and 
pressing Caps Lock for an in- 
teresting effect 

Jonathan Dale 
Codnor 

home computers? The an- six months to a year, eight vs a blank tape of C15 size or Derbyshire 

warn ы ша ена E киы, e ы, Ви 
КЫКЕ оша ш momen — im ы ш RAO am РАСА ФМ ADAMS ees | REESE X ARUM co a lea Mo ccc Копиев KM MID. сам META NE R ЖО m Бубе, ФЕ Mant DE Gu mmm e eee M 2 Козы ыы ее 4и 

^ Am EACKTOTMEFÜTURE ess № wa. GREM. S. 320 GOLDENSATON Со 29 BOOKS 
Мин, И KORONIS RIFT. «sw МОМЕ 839 ет BOOT JACK 220 TIME MACHINE. 258 РИ YOUR COMM TO WORK. 4.6. GRANO PAIX DRIVER.. 439 кун FU MASTER 695 PINGPONG 519 MOON RAIDER. Л FIGHTER PILOT. 215 ACADE GAMES FOR COMM 396. SNOOKER. 139 EIDOLON (64728) 695 INT. KARATE 499 — TIME MACHINE. 199 BUG OFF 218 SOGAMESFORVIC20 6296. FRIDAY 13th 399 Vig AR KUNG FU. $99 RIVER RARO. 429  BATTLEZONE 2000. 1% GOLF 215 ARCADE GAMES BBC |. 4.95. 

CHOPPER SQUAD. 338 Буск ROGERS. 199 os ATARI 2600 T^ WORKING ELECTRON. 698 
Зовтимт RIDER ‘SUPERMAN. аа PSYTRON 49 ELECTRON SUP BREAKOUT 498 ELECTRONC ARCADES, 398 ‘SPLAT ZOAK 1.2.3 as FRIDAY tah. 339 ROBOTRON. 438  BESERK 499 FLECTRONMASTER — &95 JET BOOT JACK REACH FOR SKY (C16) 499 А VIEW ТО KILL 159 SNOOKER. 330 COMBAT 498 ELECTRON? GAMES. 5.95 пре BUY Оре RUNS o а LOIRE IN раса Борино me Roto D а V LER Симо СА» E ome ENS DEM tes im rim _ 199 MED cen ВВ УММ К v DESEAS ста STURM а DIE i 
ЗТОСКМАНКЕТ. TITANIC 2s WORLDCUPFOOTBALL 199 тке 288 BREAKOUT 429 MACHINE CODING. опре |o MEE Ro d. im Ee emu c MONEO. pipe Due odd ME LY id пени NL 

SPECIAL* US- GOLD- COMM 64 — COMBAT LEADER £3.39 
PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES AND PO's PAYABLE TO 

29 Rutland Court, Ponders End 
Enfield, Middx EN3 4BJ 01-805 8054 
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Hardware: Review 
the original kernal, a copy of which is 

Гай the problems inherent in the 

High speed 
the one which causes most angst is 

certainly the speed of the disc drive. The 
1541, while reliable and "intelligent", uses 
а serial system which is designed lor 
economy rather than speed. As a result, 
Commodore 64 owners tend to go pale 
when they see the speed of, say, BBC disc 
systems. 

There have been many attempts to 
speed up the Commodore DOS, ranging 

stored in the Rom. 
Installation is straightforward апа 

should present no problems. The toggle 
switch can be mounted permanently, or 
lett protruding from the cassette port. Syn- 
tax for all routines is largely similar to 
slandard syntax; in many cases abbreviat- 
ed. However, there are some useful addi- 
tions; Гог instance, on saving, the Cock- 
roach Rom checks to see whether there is. 
sufficient space on the disc to save the 
program first, rather than just ploughing 
ahead and coming up with an error mes- 
sage И it runs out of blocks. 

The Save With Replace problem, which 
trom cartridge-based operating systems 
such as Quick-Disc, to software packages 
which require you to produce "fast-load'" 
back-up copies of your software. One of 
the latest attempts is the Cockroach Turbo- 
Rom. 

Cockroach's previous attempt to speed 
up CBM disc operations was a software- 
based system. This idea consists ol a 
single 8517 Rom chip in a socket, attached 
to a toggle switch. Fitted instead of the 
normal CBM 64 or SX-64 kernal, it claims 
to be able to speed up loading, saving and 
verifying times by a factor of five. There's a 
price to pay for the extra routines; all the 
cassette and RS-232 code has to be left out 
to allow space for the new kernal. Fortu- 
nately, the toggle switch allows you to 
switch off the Cockroach Rom and return to 

has been the subject to great debate within 
the user groups, has also been circum- 
vented - the Cockroach Rom always 
scratches old files before saving new ones 
in the same name. There's also a screen 
dump feature, although this is disabled it 
hi-res or multicolour screens are being 
used, 

Lastly, thé Turbo-Rom contains many 
disc utility features which are familiar trom 
utility cartridges such as The Final Car- 
tridge and Robtek's Turbo; read disc error 
channel, display directory, intialise disc, 
validate disc, rename Ше, fast format and 
во оп. Most of these commands are single 
characters preceeded by an ampersand. 
For heavy disc users, or multiple disc- 
drive owners who wish to renumber de- 
vices without making hardware changes, 
the Turbo-Rom would seem a worthwhile 
idea. Since it can be switched off al any 
time, there's по worry that it will interfere 
with your software (although apparently 
some programs, such as Easy Script, have 
loading routines which are incompatible 
with the Turbo-Rom), Well worth 
considering. 

Chris Jenkins 

Product Cockroach Turbo-Rom Micro 
СВМ 64, SX-64 Price £19.99 Supplier 
Cockroach Software, 20 The Crescent, 
Machen, Newport, Gwent, Tel: (0633) 

Once Bytten 
31 BOWNESS ROAD 

LONDON SE6 2DG 
Phone Orde: 
(Callers by Appointment Only) 

: 01-698 2911 

IT'S THE WAY WE SELL 'EM! 
THAT MAKES ONCE BYTTEN DISC THE BEST BUYS. 

TOP QUALITY FLOPPIES FROM TOP FLIGHT MANUFACTURERS. 
100% ERROR FREE — LIFETIME GUARANTEE AND NO HIDDEN 

EXTRAS. WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU PAY. 
51" 85/00 96tpi (Suitable Тог all drives up to BO tracks, single sided). 
АЙ prices include envelopes - АЙ discs have hub-rings. Price per 
disc 

1+ 10+ 25+ 50+ 100+ 500+ 1000+ 
90р 80р 68р бр 5р 55р 50р 

51" 03/00 96tpi (Suitable lor ай drives up to 80 tracks, single or 
double sided). АЙ prices include envelopes — АЙ discs have hub- 
rings. Price per disc 

1+ 10+ 25+ 50+ 100+ 500+ 1000+ 
£1.05 Фр 80р 76р 69р 85р 60р 

3)" 55/00 (Suitable for alf drives, single sided). Price per disc 
1+ 10+ 25+ 50+ 100+ 500+ 10004 
£210 6186 £172 €1.67 £1.62 £155 (1.50 

33" 08/00 (Suitable for all drives, single or double sided). Price per 
disc. 

the 

1000+ 
£1.85 

1+ 10+ 25+ 50+ 1004 50+ 
£2.75 £2.45 £235 £2.25 £210 £1.95 

DISC BOXES 
51" 10 Capacity 1+ €1.50 10+ £1.25 

100 Capacity Locking 1+ £11.95 12+ £10.00 
31" 10 Capacity 1+ £1.50 10+ £1.25 
EXTRA ENVELOPES 52” 
10+ 9p 50+ 8p 100+ 7p 500+ 6p 1000+ 5p 
LABELS. 
51" Label Sets (for 10 discs) inc. write-protects 1+ 35p 20+ 25р 
93" Label Sets (ог 10 discs) 1+ 25р 20+ 20р 
IMPORTANT NOTE:— Any order Including 10 or more discs is POST 
FREE, otherwise please add £1.00. 

(p&p 

Complete 

ALPHACOM 32 PRINTERS 

all Spectrums at а 

give-away price. 

4 
с“ £19.95 

High quality 

rmal printer for 

insurance £3.00) 

with one roll of paper 

E REGISTERED MAIL You may pay by VISA or ACCESS card by maii ог phone. NORUNE tor PHONE ORDERS 01-898 2811 
‘Cheques or Posta Orders payable то AMTEN LIMITED piesse Cash should олу oe sent y 

E 
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An irresistible combination 
отршег topics һауе 
their day — artificial in- 
telligence, integrated 

business packages, real-time 
control — but computer graph- 
ics goes on forever. In the past 
graphics terminals have tend- 
ed lo be expensive bul now the 
QU Js: getting n сае ж, 
thanks to the cutely-named 
TechniQL package trom Talent. 

The features of the software, 
coupled with the recent bar 
gain price of the QL, make the 
combination irresistible for 
anyone with a need for a draft- 
ing and design package at a 
budget price. 

TechniQL features full col- 
Our. 65000-dot resolution, 
menu and keyboard control 
and just about everything else 
you could want 

Obviously the theoretical 
size of documents is much 
larger than the screen display 
and any printer capability, so 
the screen acts as a window on 
to the full document (in fact 
you'll run out of memory before 
you get up to the limits of the 

Executive toys ps 
on the ST 

Program Cornerman Micro Atari ST 
Price £29.95 Supplier Microd 
68, St Austell, Cornwall PL25 4YB 

отегтап for the Atari 
ST series is a multi- 
function accessory lor 

use on the GEM desktop. Writ- 
ten by the American company 
MichTron, it has been pub- 
lished in the UK by Microdeal 
and retails at £29.95. 

There are eight accessories 
available although the value of 
four of them is open to ques- 
tion, What you get for your 30 
quid then, is an Ascii table, 
calculator, notepad, dialler and 
phone log, sliding block puz- 
zle, clock and DOS window. 

In order to utilise Corner- 
man, all the files on the disc 
supplied must be copied 
across on to your start-up disc, 
Or wherever you keep your 

software) 
Printouts can be handled as 

multiple sheets which can then 
be stuck together. 

The software is very simple 
to use. You either select the 
required item from menus 
(ESC gets you out of fumble- 
fingered selections) or direct 
operations with a series of two- 
letter mnemonics. 

The drawing of lines, boxes, 
circles, and filling shapes is 

Box 

desktop accessories. И you 
have a 520ST and TOS is still 
on disc then don't bother to buy 
Cornerman as there isn't 
‘enough memory left to run any- 
thing but the smallest of 
programs. 

The Ascii tale simply gives a 
list of the ST character set plus 
codes, This is, of course, just 
what you'd buy a desktop pro- 
gram for. 

Equally worthless are the 
Clock feature and the sliding 
block puzzle. The DOS window 
function allows you to exit GEM 
temporarily and call up a pro- 
gram for manipulating TOS 
before returning to the GEM 
system 

The calculator is useful, 

done, at present, with the 
cursor keys or а joystick. You 
can create your design on any 
or all of eight layers which can 
be thought of as transparent 
overlays to be added or re- 
moved from the work in 

progress. 
This allows you to build-up a 

design in stages. Print-outs can 
selectively include or ignore 
various layers. 

Other features include pan- 

[Ie 
mainly because it offers facili- 
ties nor normally found on the 
push-button variety. You can 
work in decimal, binary, octal 
and Hexadecimal. Upon these 
numbers you can рейогт 
Boolean logic if you so desire, 
as well as displaying word val- 
ues (16 bit), double and quad 
word values. 

The notepad accessory en- 
ables you to store short notes, 
along with time and date, on 
disc for later reference. 

And so to the dialler and 
phone log accessories, and to 
problems. Unfortunately it's set 
up or the US telephone service 
and you must have a modem 
connected. Enquiries — to 

revealed that al- Microdeal 

ning, zoom in and ош, on- 
Screen rulers and multiple 
cells, You can think of cells as 
small designs which can be 
created, edited and stored for 
use in other, larger designs. 
This feature allows you to cre- 
ate a library of ‘building blocks’ 
such as map symbols, machine 
‘components, circuit board sub- 
designs etc. 

At present TechniQL has 
some limitations. |! doesn't 
‘support 3D graphics and trans- 
formations, and it will only 
drive an Epson-compatible dot 
matrix printer. 

While this sort of output is 
fine for certain applications, 
serious users will almost cer- 
tainly want output to a plotter, 
and input by keyboard or joy- 
stick leaves a lot to be desired. 
Therefore support for a mouse 
or graphics tablet would be 
welcome. 

Talent is aware of these 
problems, and is promising 
continued development of the 
package to cover these areas. 

So who will use TechniQL? 
Anyone wanting two-dimen- 
sional design facilities at a low 
cost 

A QL decent dot matrix print- 
er and TechniQL comes in at 
f500. Quite simply, here's 
nothing else on the market to 
touch this combination, 

Duncan Evans 

Product TechniQL Micro 
Sinclair QL Price £49.95 
Supplier Talent Computer 
Systems, Curran Building, 
101 St James Road, Glas- 
gow G4 ONS 

though you can reconfigure the 
dialling format, you can't get it 
to deal with the UK telephone 
system 

This makes it completely 
useless, Microdeal is now 
looking into this, but don't hold 
your breath lor a possible 
conversion. 

As the program stands in its 
current format, in essence 
you're paying £30 for a calcula- 
lor and a notepad. The pro- 
gram looks good, but llatters to 
deceive, and al this price is 
really not recommended. 

Duncan Evans 
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СТОК WHO AND THE MINES OF TERROR —A Massive 

росе RIVO. with 4-way Panoramic
 Scrolling. (86% ZZAP REVIEW) 

The Story so far... 

The Doctor has at last cracked the code to the safe and obtained the Pass Card, 

thereby giving him access to all areas of the Rijan Complex, though no immunity 

against the Master and his Robot Controllers. He continues his search for the TIRU 

plans and seeks further ways to disrupt the mining and processing of Heatonite. 

OBJECTIVES/SCORING. The main task is to escape with the Memory COMMODORE 
Capsule (containing the TIRU plans). Bonus points awarded for CASSETTE. £11.95 

shortest possible time (assuming no use of 'saved-game" option), DISK SI A £1 3.95 

Stopping the Factory (two options), Visiting each of 8 CSCs, ---- = 

Escaping in the Tardis and Taking Splinx and the Crystal. 

The DOCTOR continues his quest . . . 

BBC MICRO 
16K ROM PLUS 

Just above the LH monorail he climbs a series of levels to the CASSETTE — £18.95 

Greenhouse. Avoiding controllers he finds a bucket of Chemicals and a 16K ROM PLUS 

Cloth. Nearby is a tank of chemicals of a different colour! Further up is DISK. 

another CSC and also the Anti-Gravity map. Full pockets are now 

causing him some difficult decisions on which objects to retain. 
He finds an airlocked exit and discovers why he should have kept the 

Oxygen handy! 
NEXT EPISODE — Into the Control Room . . . 
Dynamite . . . Escape Pods . . . РСВ5... 

совесое тво 
Dealers: FREE Demo Program and/or distri 

information — Ring Mike on (0532) 458800 

THE WRITE STUFF 
е Practical Amstrad Word Processing is a 
complete self tutor for anyone trying to get to 
grips with Locoscript on the Amstrad PCW 
8256 and 8512 word processors. 

£19.95 

AMSTRAD кта. мау) 
CASSETTE £11.95 
DISK. £16.95 

SPECTRUM тал. June) 
CASSETTE £11.95 

е The self contained sessions in the book lead step 

by step through the concepts behind practical word 
processing and the use of the powerful Locoscript 

facilities. Each session concentrates on one or two 
major features of Locoscript, and programmed 

exercises show how those features are incorporated 
into everyday work. The areas covered by the sessions 

include not only the ways to improve the presentation 
of documents, but working methods which use 
Locoscript's file groupings and layouts and templates 
to dramatically cut the time needed to prepare a wide 

range of standard documents and forms. 

To Theresa Lacy, Sunshine Books | enclose a cheque/postal order for _ payable to 

12/13 Little Newport Street Sunshine Books 
London WC2H 7PP Alternatively please debit my Visa [_] Access 

American Express 

Please send me. copies Account Number Expiry Date 

of Practical Amstrad Word Signed. — — — ES 

Processing ISBN 0 946408 94 7 Name (capitals please) po 

at £7.95 (plus 90p p + p) Address .— — 
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Evesham Mieras 
R OFFERS 

Check out these оеп. on lop quality dot mati printers. АЛ the тобен aered are ариев 
‘edaced trom ва normal high tel price. Prices are Tuy ciere et VAT, dévary and над ю 
запалу computer wih centenis paral printer por g. ВАС. Bastaia, Aiari ST, Oric, 
Dragon, Memotech or MSX. For Ва COM 64/128 we supply a user роп свика cable. For 
О Pro а E er Aim тайы 
Other than the ST an extra £30.00. Delivery is by insured recelpted delivery and orders are 
‘despatched Ie пел working day aer receipt provided we have stack. 

SHINWA/MICRO P. CPA 80 + 
NOW WITH NEAR LETTER QUALITY MODE 

New NLQ PICA print style 
Standard PICA text (100срв) 
True descenders on jpg eto. 

ELITE node gives 96 columns 

Wo are convinced iat s prier oto ве nant 

RAP. o 0245 < VAT 
Me ribbon and supero sch valectable NLO moda. 

ONLY £199.95 
Price includes Carironica lend 1o mo your miro 

‘Or to sit Spectrum with Kompaton “E” inarace (219 06 

MICRO P.MP165 
‘Thin rior ia n vary high speciation м ап unbeilevabla price I boasts 105 сря in aran 
mode and 70 apn near letter quat moe, which a hor поты задела 

папаи ан а 2K bulla 
in standard PICA 80 c 

lon prico теши c printer sac 1o st BBC. Amstrad, CAMBS, Orc, Dragon. іони and 
Momotoch 

ONLY £249 

ATARI 10808 mona 
ATARI 104087 colour euss 
{theve prices INCLUDE VAT) 
OPUS DISCOVERY 1 и D "cues usse 
CaM 129 computer 
СВМ 128 compendium pack SUDO 2096 smo сюз 

music pack А 3 DISCS (ни rated) 
Сам MPIC рони 80K OF TEN сю 

STAR NL10 
Now high specification printer just released. All tho usual features PLUS easy 
Mont panel selection of most modas, semi avlomasic single sheet leed AND 
plug In interface cariridges.Choose between standard centronics parallel, 

ier but may wish to change later, just buy a new interface 
санлбвов ВО 

‘OUR PRICE: ONLY £289.00 
{state which cartridge required) 

MICRO CENTRE 
1756 PERSHORE ROAD, 

COTTERIDGE, BIRMINGHAM. 
Tel: 021-458 4564 

EVESHAM MICROS 
BRIDGE STREET, EVESHAM, 

WORCS., Wft11 ARY. 
Tel: 0386 41989 

A4/POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY 

TOP HAT SOFTWARE REQUIRE 
PROGRAMMERS FOR SOFTWARE 
DEVELOPMENTS (PREFERABLY 
ARCADE STYLE GAMES FROM 

ORIGINAL IDEAS). 

STILL AVAILABLE “К NOBLE" FOR THE QL 

£9.95 inc. páp 

TOP HAT SOFTWARE, 13 WAREING ST, 
TYLDESLEY, MANCHESTER M29 8HS 

GOEL COMPUTER SERVICES 
45 BOSTON ROAD, LONDON м on Tel: 01 578 0188 

E Н 

TA 

Су I ate cue ЕН um 

Venen мо ws зато ор сном ва LN а 
mmm 
тога 

MEGASAVE 
SOFTWARE 

46 THE MALTINGS, STANSTEAD ABBOTS, NAE HERTS 
‘oun 
um 

ПЫН 

КҮГЕ 
C & F ASSOCIATES (PCW), 

Telephone: (023 73). 
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Communications 

Through the jungle 
Richard Hare examines the friendly, fervent atmosphere of Compunet 

Small percentage of Commodore 64 
Owners have access to, or have even 

seen the Compunet database. 
Those that do have the Compunet 

modem have experienced some of the 
benefits: talking to fellow users; discount 
prices on major software houses’ pro- 
grams; a cornucopia of free user software 
music and graphics plus the opportunity to 
market your own programs on Cnet 
Compunet is rare among British 

databases, since the greater part of its 
content is created by the users 
themselves. 

The network can basically be divided 
into two areas: the first section comprises. 
mainly of commercial and Compunet's 
official software, the Compunet editorial, 
MUD and so on. The other area is reserved 
for programs, graphics, music, clubs, gos- 
sip columns, elc, put up on to the system 
by users via their modems. Aplly named 
"The Jungle”, this section covers a vast 
area of Compunet and it would take you 
the best part of the day to go through it all 

Exciting aspect 
Constant change is an exciting aspect of 
The Jungle and there is something new to 

see every day. The quality of The Jungle 
material is remarkably high and it is quite 
stunning how many talented program- 
mers, graphic artists and musicians there 
are on Cnet. Just recently two 'netters, aka 

Stoat and Tim, programmed an animated 
representation of a concert to accompany 
the tune from Firebird's game Thrust, with 

full co-operation trom the composer, Rob 
Hubbard (Rob is a Cnet subscriber and all 

of his music is available on the system free 
of charge) 

| tis a strange and sorry fact that only a 

Sport Aid 

Uploading a freebie like Stoat and Tim's 
may seem a pointless exercise, but this 
could not be further from the truth. Apart 
{rom improving your standards in which- 

ever field of computing you may pursue, 

uploading your work on to the ‘net could 
result in your talent being realised by 
thousands around Britain, including per- 
haps several software houses. 

This is exactly what happened to Bob 
Stevenson (LD. RS4) and Doug Hare 
(МАСНВ1) who have both uploaded graph- 
ics and programs on to Cnet and as а 
result a lot of their work has graced the 
pages of various magazines, Recently 
they have been working with Activision on 
а new project and several other compa- 
nies are interested in signing them up to 
write software. 

Electronic mail 
Working as a team, Doug and Bob have 
now adopted the business name Kinetic 

Design. although many refer to them as 
Jocksoft owing to their Scottish origins! 
Communicating with other people is one of 

Jane's Place. 

the most rewarding aspects of Compunet. 
One method of contacting another user is 
simply to send them a message with the 
mailing facility. Once you have typed your 
letter using the inbuilt editor program (low 
resolution graphics may be included) you 

can send off your 
message to another 
user which they re- 
ceive instantly. The 
amount of mail you 
receive usually var- 
les directly to the 
number of people 
you get to know on 
Cnet, so your mail- 
box is likely to be а 
bit empty during the 
initial days. 

When you connect 
to Cnet a small pillar 
box indicates that 
you have mail and И! 
you receive mail 
while on line you are 
informed of this at 

the top of the current directory you are оп 
Compunet mail is always a welcoming 
sight when you log-on (perhaps because 
you know it won't be a bill), especially so 
оп your birthday, ог at Christmas when 

you may receive a few electronic greeting 
cards! 

However, communication between us- 
ers need not be limited to mail correspon- 

Thrust by Stoat and Tim 

dence. At a recent Commodore show held 
at the Novotel, crowds of interested people 
surrounded the Compunet stand. The peo- 
ple who visited the stand would probably 
have seen Cnet's new scrolling chat sys- 
tem, Party-Line. Basically Parly-Line en- 
ables you to converse with several users 
ata time. 

Team spirit 
Chatting on Party-Line is very similar to 
using a CB Audio and indeed many users. 
have adopted a special dialect whilst 
speaking on Party-Line! Late night/early 
morning chats are usually crowded and at 

Jungle Eye by Rob Stevenson 

around half past one a few weeks ago Jeff 
Yakus" Minter, Tony “Ratt” Crowther 

and Archer (no alias) MacLean were 
among the people chatting on Party-Line. 

Party-Line is a very fast system which is 
well presented and incorporates several 
useful commands. Its predecessor, Chat- 
On-Line, is slower to use, but can still be a 
hive of activity when it picks up the pace. 

In this article I've tried to give a brief 
insight into a tew aspects of Compunet 
which | particularly enjoy. 

1 think, however, that Cnet's greatest 
strength is the team spirit, which always 
seems to be present — а sort of friendly, 
fervent atmosphere. 
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Games: Reviews 

On the beach 
great opportunity to play А0 а, чыш Sar 

strain, Bump Set Spike is one 

of the best sports simulations it Med neque noe 
Not, | hasten to add, that it has 

the graphic sophistication of a 

Summer Games; but, unlike 
that compilation of joystick- 
waggling exercises, Bump Set 

Spike is great fun. 
The game, which features 

‘selectable Rob Hubbard music 
(get down!) or sound effects, 
can be played on either indoor 

or beach backgrounds. | found 

the indoor court better, be- 

cause the ball sometimes gets 

lost among the seaweed on the 

beach. There are nine difficulty 

levels, which affect the speed 
of the ball and the amount of 
"bounce". The faster levels 
are a lot more fun, since very 
good rallies can be built up 

Each team features two play- 
ers. and you can select which is 
under joystick control by hitting 
the fire button, According to 
whether you are in an offensive 
or defensive mode, the fire but- 
ton can also be used to control 
the hit power, diving, and the 
"spike" move — batting the ball 
downwards over the net rather 
than hitting it up into the air. The 
position where the ball will land 
is marked by a fast-moving 
cross, and you must position 
your player in the right place to 
make апассига!е return. Hound 

The big bang 
n the back of this simu- 
lation of contemporary 
combat in Europe's in. 

struction booklet it says of the 
events portrayed, "They must 
never be allowed to happen 
On this evidence it is doubly 
true because though Nato only 
has to survive for 30 days be- 
fore Warsaw Pact supplies run 
out, lasting even that long 
seems almost impossible. In 
such circumstances chemical 
and even nuclear strikes seem 
the only option. 

Theatre Europe is a direct 
descendent of the SPI style 
board wargame, based on 
masses of research and with a 
heart of hard facts. The sense 

ECS 

4 
of the hexagonal grid is ban- 
ished by brilliantly smooth 
gameplay though. The map 
command screen is cursor 
controlled, with information on 
units appearing immediately. 
This screen also serves for 
supply purposes at the end of 
each round; a vital consider- 
ation because armies without 
equipment can't attack 

The other major screen is for 
air and special missions. Air 

power is allocated lo recon- 
naissance, air superiority, in- 
terdiction and counter air, 
while the special missions in- 
clude those all important 
chemical and nuclear options — 
though using these can result 
in the end of civilisation and a 
generally low rating as a 
general! 

There is also a third, optional 
section, the action screen 
Which contains an arcade 
game to modify combat bonus- 
es depending how well you do 
оп it. Из obviously been in- 
cluded to try and tempt people 
who've not wargamed betore 
but | don't think that many hard 
core computer commanders 
will want it 

The program runs incredibly 
smoothly and Ше ассотрапу- 
ing booklet is packed with facts 
and carries a persuasive mor- 
al. My one reservation about 
the game, other than the action 
screen which can be ignored, 
is that the play balance is 
wrong. In a two player game 
the East may be less 
dauntingly omnipotent, but 
with the Spectrum in charge of 
the Red Army ail we can do is 
paint our windows white and 
wait for the big bang! 

Paul Svycarsky 
Program Theatre Europe 
Micro Spectrum 48K Price 
£9.95 Supplier PSS, 452 
Stoney Stanton Rd., Coven- 
try CV6 506. 

it a bit hard to master the art of 
diagonal shots, but it came to 
me in the end 
One or two player options, 

cheeky Ше speech-bubbles 
and an overall combination of 
great gameplay and whacky 
details make Bump Set Spike 
опе of the most fun games I've 

seen for months 
Chris Jenkins 

Program Bump Se! Spike 
Micro СВМ 64 Price £1.99 
Supplier Mastertronic, 8-10 
Paul Street, London EC2A 
4HJ. 

Warrior of the future 
ей, guess what folks? 
Adventure Soft Ltd 
(formerly Adventure 

International) have finally re- 
leased their lirst adventure un- 
der their new name and guess 
what else? it's great 

The plot may not be very 
original, but then what is nowa- 
days? Nevertheless, where the 
originality of the story leaves a 
lotto be desired, the playability 
of the game more than 
compensates. 

Adopting the role of a coura- 
geous, resourceful warrior of 
the future, trained in all the 
martial arts. Your task — to 
infiltrate the mighty Arcadian 
Empire, tind agents of SAROS 
(Search and Research of 
Space) and glean from them 
secret codes, thus enabling 
you to defeat the queen com- 
puter which (didn't you just 
know) controls the minds of the 
Arcadian troops. 

Disguised as a merchant, 
you must travel to different 
planets before you finally find 
all the various parts of the code 
needed. You do this by travel- 
ling in the Caydia, your own 
custom built spaceship, com- 
plete with cleaning droids, 
Heap rations, laser sword 
(come back Luke Skywalker) 
and other essential items you 
will need for your quest. One 
very nice touch was the way 

—— 
SEIS Sai usn 

certain objects are actually 
written into the location de- 
scriptions, so my advice is to 
read and examine everything 
carelully. 

The version | played was text 
only (BBC 8 Electron) bul, being 
apuristadventureratheart, this 
suited me fine; however, the 
Spectrum graphics are superb 
and for once do seem to add 
something to the game. 
As a parting shot | would like 

to congratulate Mike Woodruff 
and Co for producing an excel: 
lent adventure and | look for- 
ward 10 seeing their next re- 
lease entitled Temple of 
Terror Meanwhile, ехре& 
СВМ64 and Amstrad versions 
of Rebel Planet soon. 

Roger Garrett 
Program Rebe! Planet Mi- 
cro Spectrum/BBC Price 
£9.95/£7.95 resp. Supplier 
US Gold, Unit 10, The Park- 
way Industrial Centre, 
Henage St, Birmingham B7 
ALY. 
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Games: Reviews 

Addictive romp 
astertronic are really 
coming up with some 
good software now, 

and Richard Darling, author of 
the latest offering Master of 
Magic, has come up with an- 
other pleasant surprise 

Your character has been 
dragged beneath the surface of 
a dark pool by the hand of 
Thelric, the M of M, who 
plunges you into a strange 
mystical world of Magic and 
Evil. Ho-hum, another Sunday 
afternoon in the country! But he 
has plunged you because he 
wants you, yes you, to retrieve 
the lost Amulet of Immortality 
no less, But all this is just 
window-dressing for the game 
proper, which involves your 

character in plenty of monster- 
bashing and scroll- and potion- 
getting 

The screen is divided into 
four main windows. At screen 
top-left is a very small plan- 
view of your immediate sur- 
roundings, a line-of-sight view 
that opens out realistically as 
you round a corner or enter a 
room to show the inhabitants 
or objects. At the bottom of the 
screen is an information win- 
dow showing a graphic repre- 
sentation of the monster at the 
current location as well as oth- 
er details such as adjacent 
doors and staircases. These 
graphics are very colourtul and 
detailed, which is just as well 
as those in the plan-view are 

Assorted nasties 
he year is medieval -and 

| goblins, ghosts апа 
witches rule the domain 

of all that is evil in the world of 
Dragonhold. 

You play the part of a little 
animated character that goes 
оп а long quest in search of the 
Elixir of Life — however, to stop 
the noble fellow from complet- 
ing his task is a selection of 
assorted nasties. 

If you are a Dungeons and 
Dragons freak, then you will be 
at home with this game, as it 
has a similar feel, Your status 
window displays your current 
attributes, with the most impor- 
tant being Endurance; when 
this reaches zero, you've had it! 

You move from screen to 
screen across the land, en- 
countering beasties who may 
well try to kill you, the most 
annoying of which | found to be 

the Vampire Bat which dogged 
me throughout. | found a cruci- 
fix and tried to use it on the 
thing only to find it had no 
effect. | took the object to а 
Vicar, who promptly mugged 
me 

| started getting on much 
better in the game when I start- 
ed talking to characters — you'll 
find this gets you quite a bit of 
help one way and another 

Altogether, Dragonhold is a 
nice combination of arcade ad- 
venturing and conventional 
verb/noun fare. — Highly 
recommended 

Mathew Palmer 

Program Dragonhold Micro 
QL Price £19.95 Supplier 
Computer Systems, 12 
Bannerdale Rd, Sheffield S7 
204. 

You hove entered the Dark Слет» of the 
Hidden Kingdoms. Before you lies a fabled 
and of wonders and evil creatures. Tae 
core, for feu return safe of body and aind 

merely character-sized, with 
you merely a square blob. 

The largest window, top 
right, displays a scrolling com- 
mentary on what is happening 
to you, with a read-out of game- 
time and barometers for your 
status. The final window dis- 
plays a number of options 
which change depending on 

prevailing conditions. Nearly 
always present is the Run op- 
tion, allowing you to get clear 
of monsters and other threats 
but you may also be offered 
Examine, Pick up, Drop, ask tor 
an inventory and other such 
adventure-like commands. You 
may also Open and Close 
doors a they are chanced upon 

there are also the Cast and 
Attack options, each of which 
lead to a sub-menu of spells or 
a choice of what to attack (you 
know several spelis at the be- 

ginning, and may, for all | 
know, pick up new spells as 
you progress). Time stands still 
while you are in the menu, so 
that attacks never become too 
sweaty 

Much of the adventuring feel 
is here — you start off with no 
weapons, but not far from the 
start, you'll be able to tackle a 
monster that is carrying a dag- 
ger, and you can pick up this 
once you've deteated it, Prob- 
lems such as this abound, and 
while the complexity of full- 
blown arcade adventures 
won't be found here, there's 
quite enough to keep the play: 
er occupied 

All in all, Master of Magic is 
a good role-playing game. 
While the program is not in the 
same class as some of the 
more expensive offerings 
around at the moment, it's сег. 
tainly an addictive romp 
through monster-infested and 
treasure-laden dungeons, and 
a jewel in the budget crown. 

Tony Bridge 

Program Master of Magic 
Micro Spectrum Price £2.99 
Supplier Mastertronic, 8-10 
Paul St, London EC2. 

Disaster to disaster 
iter Ego, the male ver- 
sion, proved curiously 
compulsive in the Popu- 

Jar office a couple of weeks 
back. Now Activision has re 
leased the female version and 
it's having the same effect. 

Alter Ego is one of the 
Activision ‘oddball’ releases. 
You get to choose a personal- 
ity. and then ‘live’ it through 
seven stages of life from baby- 
hood to old age. By choosing 
‘experiences’ from a series of 
on-screen icons, and reacting 
to them in a number of different 
ways, the program analyses 
your personality and charts 
your progress through li 

The female version uses 
many of the scenarios from its 
male counterpart (some slight- 
ly adapted) so is not substan- 
tially different. But at least it 
doesn't assume you're going to 
spend your life tied to the kitch- 
en sink. 

The program probably ap- 
peals most to the egomaniac 
side of one's nature. Getting 
the chance to do all the things 
you wouldn't in real life - writ- 
ing a novel, marrying eight 

times, skipping school and all 
sorts of wild sexual experi 
ences (Ihe program carries a 
parental warning notice) — is 
not only huge fun, but also 
seems to bring out Ihe rebel- 
lious streak in everyone play- 
ing it 

There is a generous helping 
of (very American) humour 
running through the game, but 
don't expect your ‘life’ to be all 
happiness and derring-do. 
Much of what happens will de- 
pend on how your personality 
has shaped according to the 
program in previous stages: 
my latest ‘life’ lurched from 
disaster to disaster. Widowed 
at an early age, my adopted 
children inexplicably disap- 
peared in the disc changeover 
from stage six to stage seven, 
and 1 died a cocaine addict and 
alcoholic. 

Christina Erkine 

Progam Alter Ego (Female) 
Micro Commodore 64 (disc 
only)Price £27.95 Supplier 
Activision, 23 Pond Street 
London NW3 
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WORLD PUBLISHER OF 
COMPUTER SOFTWARE 
OFFERS YOU A GREAT 

CHANCE TO 

With tremendous opportunities for 
FIRST CLASS PROGRAMMERS 

in the fields of 
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAM TRANSLATION 

GAMES DESIGN 
Exponsion in all Не Group's activities 

requires constant HIGH QUALITY SOFTWARE 
ond we now 

URGENTLY REQUIRE 
products for Autumn/Winter 1986. 

If you would like to work with the Best for 
Maximum Reward either Directly or on a 
Freelance Basis contact in confidence: 
Software Development Manager 

6 Central Street, Manchester M2 5NS. 
Tel: 061-832 6633 Telex: 669977 
Completed programs also wanted for: 

SPECTRUM : AMSTRAD · COMMODORE 64 C16 
ATARI: BBC and ELECTRON Micros 

Cash or Royalty Poyments - Immediate Decision 

CONTACT US TODAY! 

T8/POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY 

HIGH QUALITY 
PROGRAMS 
WANTED 

FOR 
SINCLAIR SPECTRUM 

AMSTRAD 464/664/6128 
COMMODORE C16/C64/C128 

ATARI XL/XE/ST 
computers 

contact Philip Morris 

HOW! 
061-855 1556 

All programs and samples of 
work are evaluated in strictest 
confidence. Call or write today, 

ENGLISH 
SOFTWARE. 

1 North Parade, 
Parsonage Gardens, 
Manchester M60 1BX. 
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Games: Arcade Action 

short while ago Artic released 

CPC machines, Obsidian and Alad- 
din's Cave, unusual in that for once they 
weren't just conversions of established 
Spectrum games, but actually made an 
attempt to exploit the features of the 
Amstrad 

Of the two the most successful to my 
mind was Obsidian ~ the gameplay was 
challenging with fast action, devious puz- 
2105 to complement your reflex skills and 
the graphics were excellent. Set in а space 
age craft, a clever combination of colours 
and design created an almost 30 metallic 
quality that only Virgin's Strangeloop and 
Mikro-Gen's Equinox have been able to 
match 

Aladdin's Cave was more standard fare, 
principally just a platiorm game of few 
locations. However И. did have one or two 
intriguing qualities and new touches that 
made it enjoyable and | lound myself 
returning many times for another go. One 
particularly novel feature is that your char- 
acter has the power to be able to change 
into a variety of different beasts in order to 
best tackle the obstacles presented, Now, 
after a decent interval of time, I feel it 
would not be unfair to release the tips for 
this one. 

There are five characters that you can 
assume in all. Only the Man shape can be 
used to collect objects, only the Monkey 
shape can climb poles, the Parrot can fly, 
the Dolphin can swim and the Genie can 
float left or right. 

You automatically turn into the Dolphin 
when in water, but the other characters 
are selected by pressing the Down and 
Jump keys simultaneously. Up and Jump 
together will turn you back into a man. 

The games rooms are laid out as follows 
for those of you who wish lo make a map: 
Menagerie - where you must collect fruit 
for the monkey. Exits are to the top right for 
the Chandlers room and bottom right to the 
Technocave. 
Chandlers — collect fish for the Dolphin. 
Exits top left to Menagerie, bottom left for 
Technocave and bottom right to Cellar. 
Technocave — collect iron bars to help you 
in the Preciple and the Guard Room. Exits 
are bottom left - Chandlers, mid left — 
Menagerie, bottom right Aladdin's Cave. 
Cellar — collect the feather for the Parrot. 
Exits are top right to the Chandlers, bottom 
left to Passage and roof to the Aladdin's 
Cave. 
Aladdin's Cave - collect diamonds for the 
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Aladdin’s cave explored 
Tony Kendle offers some tips for Artic's arcade adventure, 
and promises undying support for Commodore 64 owners 

Genie. Exits are bottom left to Technocave, 
bottom to Cellar and top right to Preciple. 
Passage - bottom left to Cellar and bottom 
Fight to Chamber. 
Chamber - bottom left to Passage, roo! left 
to Geyser, roof right to Desert. 
Preciple — top left to Aladdin's Cave, 
bottom right to River. 
River - bottom left to Preciple, bottom right 
to Geyser. 
Geyser - bottom left to River, top right to 
Desert, ground right to Chamber. 
Desert — top left to Geyser, ground left to 
Chamber and bottom right to City. 

routine also lets you see the name of each 

level of the game. Just type in the listing, 
rewind the game tape to the beginning and 
type RUN. Then follow the on-screen |п- 
structions. The routine should also work 
оп the 664 and 6128 Би! | haven't tested it 
on these” 

The Amstrad version of Bounty Bob was 
technically competent but completely На! 
and uninspired. The graphic charm and 
atmospheric colour scheme of the original 
seems to have been abandoned and, even 
more of a pity, the special codes that allow 
access to different levels of the game also 

REM BOUNTY ВОВ STRIKES 
BACK ' 

REM AMSTRAD CPC 464 
REM INFINITE LIVES 
REM STEPHEN HULLEY 1986 
MEMORY №5900: СЕ5. 
LOAD" " : LOAD" ! " 4040 
A-8900 
FOR N=@ TO 51 
READ D#:POKE A+N,VAL 
Си++) 

City - collect the diamonds to bribe the 
guard. Exits are bottom left for the Desert 
and bottom right for the Inner City. 
Inner City - exits are top left for City, top 
right for Guard Room and bottom right for 
Spell Chamber. 
Guard Room - Collect the arrows to move 
the guard and kill the wizard. Exits are 
bottom left to the Inner City and bottom 
right to the Wizard's Lair 
Spell Chamber - Collect the spells to kill 
the wizard. Exits are top left to the Inner 
City and top right to the Wizard's Lair. 
Wizard's Lair — the conclusion of the game. 
To kill the wizard you need both the spells 
and the arrows. Exits are top left to Guard 
Room and bottom left to the Spell 
Chamber. 

Have fun, but 1 warn you it still won't be 
easy and | have yet to come near that 
wizard! 

Staying with the Amstrad CPC for the 
moment, Stephen Hulley of Hemel Hemp- 
stead has written in with a routine that 
gives infinite lives on US Gold's Bounty 
Bob Strikes Back. Stephen writes, "The 

NEXT N 
CLS: PRINT 
CALL 48916 
DATA 21 ,6Е,06,56,18,2С, 
56,05,С3,40,00,21,54 „ВО, 
36,00,2C,36,89,C3, 04, BD 
DATA Е5,11,40,00,21,00, 
BB,01,37,02, DS, ES,C5,78, 
21,4B,40,56,72, 2E AE ,36 
DATA 72,6C,ED,B0,37,C3, 
2с,вв 

"PLEASE WAIT" 

seem to have been dropped 
This may be due to memory constraints 

but it is a stark lesson on how to turn a 
successful and entertaining program into 
just another platform game clone. Still, 
having said that, the layout of the various 
screens is, іп some place, cunning to the 
point of being fiendish and | for one will 
find these extra lives extremely 
worthwhile. 

Finally this week, here are a couple of 
pokes for the CBM 64 version of 
Underwuride trom a regular contributor 
Chris Eastwood of Witney. To get the tips to. 
work in their present form you must have. 
access to a reset swilch, useful things and 
highly recommended to any Commodore. 
owner who enjoys poking their games. 

Load the game and reset it and then 
enter the following 
Роке 40537, 141 
Poke 34404,45 
Sys 36209 to re-start the дате. 
These have the effect of giving you,inlinite. 
lives and also disabling sprite to sprite 
collision respectively. 
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Сатез: Адуещиге Согпег 

couple of weeks ago, we saw 
A оте Commodore programs which 

were set around beaches or the 
sea. Probably the most fruitful area for 
adventure plots, though, is а little higher 
up in space, and after that introduction, it's 
по coincidence that the programs we're 
going to look at this week are space 
operas 

Mike Burley is the sum of the brains 
behind Starcrash Software Systems, 
whose first ‘Survival Simulation’ for the 
Spectrum is now ready for your delight. 
Starcrash is Quilf'd and text-only, but the 
təxt is, says the press release: "So rich 
that it comes as close as it possibly can to 
being an interactive novel, where the 
reader's immersion in the atmosphere and 
volvement in the situations which arise 

will give a sense of ‘on the edge of your 
seat’ participation’ 

Mike tells me that the adventure has 
taken 18 months to come to fruition: while 
the text is very loquacious (not necessarily 
the sign of a great novel), careless mis- 
takes In spelling and grammar occur on 
just about every screen, and these detract 
a little from the overall impression. If 
you're thinking of writing an adventure. 
please take а little care over punctuation 
and spelling — such an easily-checked 
thing can make all the difference to an 
adventure and put the player in a receptive 
frame of mind. 

Loading is accomplished via the "LOAD 
CODE" command (I spent half an hour just 
looking for that long-neglected "CODE 
key), but this belies the fact that the 
simulation (lor this is what Mike calls his 
adventure) is Quilf'd. А very well-known 
title-soreen (black and white) leads us to 
the first part of the game and the first 
screen of text "You awake, the acrid 
stench of burning insulation heavy about 
you. Showers of incandescance spit and 
plume in hazy, out of focus flurries of 
glowing, sparking snowllakes. Ever so 
slowly, painfully. Fuzzy memories flit elu- 
sively through the concussed synapses of 
your well shaken brain cells . . ." And on 
and on, for another two full screens. But at 
the end of it all comes the well-known 
phrase or saying, "| await your com- 
mand’, and it's back to Quil-and to try to 
match words and phrases with those in the 
computer's memory. 

Starcrash is, as \'ve pointed out, as 

Deep in space 
Tony Bridge ventures into the unknown — and looks at a 

few of the new space operas 

Knight Tyme trom Mastertronic 

much a simulation of survival on а space- 
going vessel (in this case, the crashed 
Lady Angela) as itis an adventure, and this 
means that descriptions go into great de- 
tail in an attempt to create a tangible 
atmosphere. Most of the time this is suc- 
cessful, though the player is required to 
wade through reams of rather purple (and 
not very well зрей-спескей) prose. It's all 
very hi-tech while aboard your crashed 
spaceship, but once outside, you'll find 
yourself in “Impenetrable Jungle, adven- 
turers for the use of, Mk I 

Juggling in the jungle 
Getting out of the wreck is nicely done, 
being accomplished in a couple of ways, 
only one of which is the optimum method. 
As you can only carry four items at a time, 

there's quite a lot of juggling involved in 
getting the objects to their required posi- 
tion: once out of the ship, it proves difficult 
to get back in, so you must SEARCH and 

EXAMINE every location thoroughly. 
The Jungle is pretty hostile, and death 

looms at every corner, just waiting for the 
unwary adventurer. 

Starcrash is in two parts, the completion 
ol the first part yielding a password to the 

more difficult second, so there's a lot of 
adventure to be played. In his location and 
object descriptions, Mike has used a lot of 
imagination and lifted the general tone of 
the game far above the usual Quill'd effort 
- there's a wonderful moment beneath the 
Lady Angela when the "carnage produced 
by the meeting of ship and jungle, jagged 
saw blades of metal and wood spear at you 
from every point of the compass” 

‘Surrounded by the humid jungle, silence 
unbroken except for the dripping of mois- 
ture and the inexorable march of deadly 
killer ants, you are put in mind of the 
oppressive atmosphere of Allen (and. 
strangely, Thunderbirds, though that se- 
ries was по! exactly a horror-house). 

So there's a lot of adventuring to be 
done here, and the price of just £4.95 
makes the program almost mandatory fare. 
for Spectrum owners (and versions for 
other machines might be a good idea for 
the future, Mike). 

Starcrash Software Systems is at 1 
Walsingham Avenue, West Didsbury, Man- 
chester M20 ВМА. 

Starcrash was written with a luluristic 
re-design character set, and so was our 
next adventure, Rogue Comet from Walrus 
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Games: Adventure Corner 

Computing. This one concerns your el- 
forts, as the sole saviour of the human 
race, to plant the Omega bomb in the 
required position to knock the comet off- 
course, thus missing the Earth. 

That's the scenario, and the game is 
typical Quiifd stuff: very terse descrip- 
tions, sharply-drawn graphics, a few 
sound effects courtesy of The Patch, word- 
matching and so on. On the first screen 
appear three differently-coloured buttons, 
each of which has a different effect, and it 
doesn't take much for even the most nov- 
ice adventurer to work out how to reveal 
the secret objects. Almost straight away, 
the usual Quill-hunger comes into play 
(why? it's been done a zillion times before, 
and it's all getting a bit b-o-r-i-n-g now 
please, no more hunger scenarios!) 

1 found it all a bit of а pain in the ВХХ; 
atter the first few locations, one gels the 
feeling that what is to come is just more of 
the same. Although | would be the lirst to 
champion the Quill and the sterling work it 
has done in getting the efforts of non- 
programming adventure writers to the at- 
tention of the general public, nevertheless, 
Оийга adventures can become awfully 
boring sometimes, and one longs for the 
flexible approach of, for example, Infocom 

Although Rogue Comet has been well 
reviewed in other circles, | find the asking 
price of £4.95 just too much. When there 
are programs like Knight Tyme, Spell- 

bound, Seabase Delta and do on all avail- 
able al just £2 or £3, it's about time that 
prices were re-thought and re-adjusted 

Walrus Computing is al 73 Landor Drive. 
Glanymor Park, Loughor, Swansea SA4 
291. 

From the Ош! to GAC, and another 
opera in space for the Amstrad. This is 
from Maltdale, a new London-based com- 
pany which will introduce their catalogue. 
including QOR, at the Novotel Amstrad 
Show. Qor is the name of a planet, founded 
by rich space pirates and "the ruling 
classes”. Eventually, the pirates ousted 
the nobles, one of whose exiled number. 
Zaucu, is returning to the planet, bent on 
revenge. You, as Jo, a special agent of the 
Supreme Universe Command, must ac- 
company him and turn the situation to your 
own advantage. The background scenario 
is very confused, with vague hints of vast 
empires in space in the manner of many 
SF authors ol the 50s and 60s. 

Lost in space 
Maltdale has, unfortunately, missed the 
opportunity to present Jo, like Level 9's 
Kim, as an androgyne — he's very firmly 
referred to as male. 

The storyline proceeds quite well: start- 
ing on board the space vessel, you have a 
limited number of moves before it lands, 
and you must then explore the landscape 
ot Qor. The graphics are very well drawn, 

hi-tech when on the ship, pastoral on Qor, 
and eerie when that is required. But the 
graphics and story are all that | find 
interesting in this adventure: GAC, even 
more than The Quill, has to be very care- 
fully programmed, and author Steve Baker 
has left many errors untrapped. Screen 
layout is very haphazard, and essential 
commands such as Help and Examine are 
not recognised. A very idiosyncratic ter- 
minology is used throughout - what to 
make of this gem of a location description, 
for example: along the main cabin 
corridor to these o and a dead end 
These what? and the "o" is used along 
with abbreviations like "mo" and "tho'" 
as well as newly-invented words like "zao- 
zoom" and awlully feeble in-jokes ("Why 
is this called the Galley, there aren't апу 
Gals here" being one о! the more outra- 
geous attempts) to batter the player into 
bewilderment 

An ами lot of work needs to be done on 
this one belore | could recommend you to 
invest in it; | don't have a price for Qor, 
though I'm sure that it will be too much, 
whatever it is. 

May | ask software companies to please 
play-test your programs thoroughly (not 
just ask the kids next door to have a look) 
before asking the public to part with their 
hard-earned cash? 

Maltdale Services is at 88 Benerly Rd. 
London SW11 6DU. 

C FOR YOURSELF 
€ This book is an ideal companion either as 
a practical introduction to the C language or 
as an aid to the quick development of a wide 
range of applications. 
€ Thetheme ofthe book is data-handling, 
and methods of programming data-handling 
routines in C. Topics covered include control 
routines and menus, interactive data entry 
and text editing, screen format and form 
generation, error handling, useful data 
Structures, sorting (both in memory and on 
disk), indexing and retrieval. Full testing 
routines are included forall the programs in 
the book. 

To Theresa Lacy, Sunshine Books lenclose a cheque/postal order for £ 
12/13 Little Newport Street payable to Sunshine Books. 
London WC2H 7PP Alternatively please debit my Visa[] Access[] 

American Express Г] 
Please send те “ copies of Account Number = ExpiryDate пл 
The C Compendium ISBN Signed - Жек Су 
0 946408 90 4at £12.95 (plus 90р Name (capitals please) _ 
p&p) per copy Address - ET. 
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VIRGIN GAMES 
presents 

JAMES CLAVELL'S 
GER 

THE GAME... 
Setin 1600, in around 130 screens of beautiful Japanese landscape, you must live 
out the political struggles of the times in this innovative and sophisticated arcade 

adventure with icon driven commands. 

Amstrad 464/664/6128 Cassette (£9.95)[] Amstrad 464/664/6128 Disc (£14.95) ] 
Commodore 64/128 Cassette (£9.95) Commodore 64/128 Disc (£12950 

Please make cheques and postal orders to Virgin Games Limited and 
post to the address below. Please do not post money. 

Virgin Games Ltd, 2/4 Vernon Yard, 119 Portobello Road, London W11 2DX 



INSIDE 
IV 

Laser printing — will the 
latest technology fall to 

home micro prices? 
VII 

Bits and pieces — how to 
get more from your print- 

er with new ideas 
VIII 

The popular printer guide 
— a selection of sub-£500 
machines to choose from 

The Citizen Two-Colour 
printer — small is beauti- 

ful for CBM owners 

Т" printer is one of the most important 
peripherals you can buy for your micro. 

I's the only way to produce permanent 
copies of data which don't rely on the micro 
itself when you need to ге-е 

Rather than just giving you a list of 
suggested purchases ~ though you will find 
à popular printer guide on page МИ — we've 
tried to use this supplement to give you 
ideas on how you can make more use of 
your printer, and what you can expect to 
see in the years to come 

Our recent reader survey showed that 
70% of you thought a printer was the first 
peripheral to buy 

Laser printing, desktop publishing, 
interfacing, budget printers, and money 

saving ideas are all covered this week. We 
hope that you'll get some ideas, and start to 
use your printer more as a creative tool 
rather than just a listing machine! 4 

imine them. 

One mag per desk 
PETER WORLOCK EXAMINES THE DESKTOP 

PUBLISHING CONCEPT: PUTTING YOUR PRINTER 
TO WORK PRODUCING YOUR OWN "MAGAZINES" 

sktop publishing is the buzz phrase of 
the year in computing circles. And it's 

odd that such a booming subject should 
owe its success to Apple's Macintosh — 
hardly the world's most popular computer 

The idea of using a personal computer to 
create magazines, brochures, reports, 

with the 
Software programs that allowed you to 

graphics and different sizes of text have 
been around for years. The Macintosh made 
the breakthrough by being the first micro 
to offer different text sizes and styles, 
together with high-resolution graphics, as 
standard features of the machine. In other 
words, it was a natural for desktop 
publishing. 

But it required another breakthrough of 
sorts to allow the boom to start. It came in 
the form of Apple's Laserwriter, arguably 
the best computer printer available. What 
makes the Laserwriter so great (apart from 
the £5,000 price tag) is the fact that it is a 
powerful computer in its own right, with a 
68000 processor, 500k of Rom and 15 
megabytes of Ram, and it can produce up to 
eight pages a minute with a resolution of 
19-25 JUNE 1986 

posters and so on did not sta 
Mac 

300 dots per inch. In comparison most dot 
matrix printers produce a resolution of less 

100 dots per inch 
his means that the Macintosh with the 

Chopper Squad 

Wina 
night out 

Committee power 
struggle - who's next. 

for the chop? 

А 
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FLEET 
STREET 

CITY OF LONDON EC4 

Welcome te to the world of personal 
publishing on your BBC Micro! 

FLEET STREET EDITOR gives 
you everything you need to produce 
professional-looking printed materials 
—inone package! 

Just £39.95 including VAT! 

A QUICK TOUR ROUND THE DEPARTMENTS 
Each Fleet Street Editor page is constructed as a series 

of panels, with up to 8 panels per A4 page. Here's where you construct those panels: 

GRAPHICSLIBRARY STUDIO 
Where you modiy 

and watchit wrap. 
omatically round yu 

ica Use if 

PRINT 

N Editor fles 

На WRITE FOR BROCHURE AND FURTHER DETAILS 
raphies. . . The Graphics Lib а vellous idea. . . The Studio is: sais Tie Gre rary amus. Sis | S ORCI 

FLEET STREET EDITOR FREEPOST В54382, Paulton, 
Bristol BS18 5BR 

r. Educational Computin 

FLEET STREET 
Е==== не: 
GIVES YOU WORDS 

Иво facesTit tes Sour text 

EDITOR 

of gau 

Tanuaruw 1986 

` AND PICTURES 

Xu 
Nirrorsoft a 
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Laserwriter can produce pages that look 
very much like those in commercially 
produced magazines. But even without the 
Laserwriter, the Mac remains the best 
desktop publisher around. There are 
currently three programs available — 
Macpublisher, the cheapest at under £100; 
ReadySetGo, at about £120; and Pagemaker 
for about £400. As you go up the price 
range the programs become easier/faster/ 
more flexible. 

‘The examples shown here were created 
with ReadySetGo and printed on the Apple 
Imagewriter, a dot-matrix printer. A sample 
Laserwriter page is included for comparison. 

Although you don’t need to buy a 
Laserwriter (you can send your discs to а 
printer who will output your work on to a 
Laserwriter — much cheaper), 
the Macintosh desktop. 
publishing system is beyond 
the means of most readers. 
However, the Mac's features. 
will gradually become available 
on other computers ~ the Atari 
ST is a good bet. When that 
happens we can all become 
publishing tycoons. 

In the meantime, publishing 
packages for the more familiar 
home computers continue to 
appear. The best-known so far 
are Fleet Street Editor from 
Mirrosoft, and Pagemaker from 
AMS, designed for use with the 
AMX mouse. 

Both packages are available 
at the moment only for the 
BBC B, but both will be. 

supplement 

The ring-bound 
manual is divided 
into sections. 
covering the. 
different 
departments, and 

includes a section 
оп printing methods 

which gives you 
some ideas of the 
problems faced by 
journalists and 

printer in the days 
before 
computerisation! 

The Graphics 
Library section is a 
file of images which 
can be used on your 
page. There are 
around 400 images, 
including 
illustrations, 
symbols and 
cartoons, and a selection of “fancy” 
alphabets which can be used to create 
“banner” headlines. Sports, computers, 
music, maps, heraldry, caricatures, animals, 
astrological signs and Christmas images are 
just a few of the subjects covered, and there 
are further library disks planned. 

Panels 
Panels from the graphics library are 

loaded into the Studio section of the 
program, where they can be edited to your 
taste. Alternatively, you can create your own 
graphics from scratch, using several Реп, 
Ink, Brush, Copy, Reflect, Reverse, Enlarge, 
Reduce, Fill, Rubber-banding and Align 
functions. It's very similar to conventional 

justification and word-wrapping options, 
Page Make-up is the next section, where 

you pull all the text and graphics panels 
you have created into one display area, and 
space them out as you want them to appear 
on the page. In the Preview and Print 
department, you can examine the finished 
page and send it to the 

The final department, Administration, is 
not, as you may suspect from the title an 
excuse to put your feet up and have а cup 
of tea, but the area in which disk 
formatting, graphics mode transfer, printer 
drivers and other utilities are dealt with. 

Don't forget, though, that with Fleet 
Street Editor, and other publishing 
packages, the story doesn't really end when 
you have produced your finished document, 
For a start, it takes around ten minutes to 

produce a page of finished 
print at the highest possible 
resolution, so the idea of 
running off several hundred 
copies is a bit daunting. Better 
by far to use a photocopier. 
Various useful tips on 
photocopying, as 
lithography, stencil and 
binding are included in the 
Fleet Street Editor manual 

Concept 
Fleet Street Editor is the 

first of what will be several 
desk-top publishing packages 
for home micros. This article 
has been intended to give you 
some idea what the concept is 
about, rather than to review 

available for the Amstrad from 
July, and Fleet Street for the Atari 520 ST 
from August, and PCW 8256 from October. 

Fleet Street Editor is described as “the 
first of a new generation of one-step 
publishing packages”. Divided into six 
different sections — studio, graphics library, 
copydesk, page make-up, preview and 
administration — Fleet Street Editor is 
designed to reflect the method by which 
real papers are put together. 
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art packages, but without the colour 
functions. 

After creating your images with graphics. 
and large text, you go to the Copydesk to 
enter your "body copy". The Copydesk is а 
simple wordprocessor, which can use View 
or Wordwise files. There are four single- 
height and six double-height fonts 
available. After defining your text area you 
can enter text using a variety of 

particular programs in depth. 
‘The best way to learn about 

desktop publishing is to try it for yourself — 
like the computer 
printer itself, 
you have to 
experience what it 
can do for you 
before all the 
applications become 
obvious. 4 
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technology could make home 
printers fast, powerful and 

. silent if it weren't for 
E рот. Jenkins 

Look out for the laser 
Wk dot-matrix and thermal printers 

have become so cheap that few 
computer users are unable to afford them, 
business users can enjoy the benefits of 
much more powerful and sophisticated 
machines. These include daisywheel printers 
which offer very high quality and 
interchangeable type-faces, and, at the top 
end of the market, the laser printer. But is 
it possible that the price of laser technology 
will come down to home user levels? 

Apple 
Laser printer technology is perhaps most 
familiar through machines such as the 
Apple LaserWriter, which, in combination 
with the MacIntosh, forms a complete 
"desktop publishing"system. Indeed, Apple 
would claim to have invented the whole 
desktop publishing concept. 

However, the Mac/LaserWrite system still 
costs around £7,000, so the facilities it 
offers are not really available to the 
amateur. Paul Smith, MD of Electronic 
Printing Systems, thinks that this might 
change soon. 

EPS is in the forefront of laser printer 
technology, and Paul Smith is well aware of 
the possibilities of the “budget” market. At 
the moment EPS sells hardware and 
software to a market composed of about 
25% mainframe users, and 75% PC users. A 
typical product is the EPS 1000, which at 
£4,995 is within the price-bracket of most 

IvIPOPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY 

medium-sized companies with heavy 
Photocopy, printing requirements. 

Yes, that read PHOTOCOPY — because 
the laser printer is based on photocopier 
technology, and the EPS 1000 will function 
as a photocopier as well as a printer. The 
EPS 1000 is a highly-volume desktop 
machine. In the laser printer market this 
means a 10 page per minute device, about 
the same size (and physically similar to) а 
photocopier, at 27 x 21 x 10 inches. 

The EPS 1000 offers RS-232 and 
Centronics interfaces, and so can used with 
most popular PC's including IBM, Wang, 
DEC, TI, HP and so on. It features landscape 
or portrait printing, margin set, tab, 
alternative fonts, shadowprint, underline, 
justification, variable line spacing, subscript 
and superscript, line drawing, and a 
resolution of 300 dots per inch horizontal 
and vertical. 

Silence 
Until you have seen the output of a laser 
printer you cannot really imagine how 
much better it can be than the product of 
even the best daisywheel. The added 
advantage of laser, of course, is that it can 
mix fonts, combine text and graphics, print 
up to around 48 point-size text, and, not 
least, operate in almost total silence! 

At the moment EPS's Paul Smith can 
only see one major obstacle to this sort of 
technology coming within the home-user 

price range. “The laser printer is based on 
much the same technology as the 
photocopier, and photocopiers have not 
dropped below 4600-£700 because of the 
basic cost of the ‘engine’. The price of this 
is stuck at around $900, and until there's an 
OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer) 
who can offer the ‘engine’ (the actual laser 
device to which the manufacturer adds the 
RAM, ROM and operating system) at a lower 
price, laser printers will be high-priced.” 

This situation is, hopefully, going to 
change when the demand for better quality 
printers makes high-volume sales of laser 
printers economical. 

Volume 
Paul Smith predicts that within two to 
three years we may see laser printers at 
around £1,200-£1,300 which will produce 4 
pages per minute, and will beat the quality 
of the present-day inkjet devices such as the 
sub-£1,000 Hewlett Packard Thinkjet, 
which can offer colour facilities, but cannot 
Caste di speed or resolution with the 

Perhaps we will see some high-volume 
sales outlets — such as, perhaps, Amstrad — 
adopting the concept of laser printing 
within the next couple of years. If so, it may 
not be long before the current crop of 
noisy, inky, tardy printers are replaced by 
silent, speedy, powerful printers at 
affordable prices. 4 
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Pick yourself a printer 
he Popular Computing Printer Guide is intended to help you choose the right printer for your needs. We've set a limit of £500 but 
bear in mind that you may need to spend extra to gel an appropriate interface for your micro. 

Г s $|3 t 3 ПЕЕ 
я US зна OUR 

PRINTER Е А | SoS | S| |o | 
Citizen 2-colour г [хн | s Ту | 2 [Reviewed this isue 
Alphacom F | oN | N К Y | 5 | thermal printer 
Samleco DT-80 г | Y | N [or | ү | 13 [Very cheap dot ma 
Brother НЕ-5 F|v|N lor 15 | HRS-C Commodore version 
Smith/Corona 80 Y | N [OR] v | 13 | tractor feed extra 
Centronics GLP2 Y | y [en | v | 3 | tractor feed extra 
Seikosha 100 N N 4 N 17 [Similar to CBM 801 
Shinwa CP-80 Y | N | cr] v | 6 | OL version available 
OKI Microline 80 N | N [CR | N | 16 | Tractor feed extra 
Shinwa CP80 Y N CR ү 6 RS-232 extra. 
CBM MPS-801 N | x [s | v | 4 [Descender ROM available 
Smith/Corona ТР ewe т ри 
Smith/C 0100 Y N CR E 13 
Samlec DX85 ү N CR T 13 
Seikosha 250X у |х | с |у | и 
Star NL 10 N Y CRS Y и interface cartridges 
Riteman A1 Y N € Y [] extra 
Riteman C + Y Y CR Y 6 extra 

| Epson LX-80 ү | Y | cr] y | 11 |ва as CBM MPS 1000 
Mannesman/T 80 Y N € N и No RS-232 option 
Riteman Plus Y Y с T Y Tractor feed extra. 
Epson RX-80 Y |N | |n 22e 
Daisy Step 2000 - |- |c |= | 6 разуме 
Samleco DX-086 Y | N [cr] v | 13 |532 ека 
Canon PW1080 Y | x [ск | Y | 13 | RS232 optional 
Epson ВХЗОР/Т y | fer} y [а friction feed 
Dyncer DW16 арсар яе | heel 
Silver/Reed oe ee a | 2 ywheel 
Taxan KP810 Y |x jer] v extra 
Centronics H80 vi v lice | т |3 extra 
OKI Microline 82 Y N CR № 16 tor extra 
Smith/C 0200 Y Y CR Y 13 
Samleco DX135 Y N CR Y 13 | RS. optional 

Brother НК15 - - C/R - 15 | Daisywheel 
Star $6-15 Y Y CR Y 14 s extra 
ACT Writer 10 үа | è f y | 1. |Cheapest ACT printer 
Juki 6100 - - CR - 6 RS-232 optional 
Riteman 2 Y | Y [cr] v | 7 |n exa 
Seikosha 700A. N N CR Y 17 | № tractor option 
C. Itoh 8510 9x Y N CR N 10 | RS-232 extra 
Epson FX-80 10 [oxo] T| Y| S | CR | v | [nsz22exa 

! 

1 ACT, Shenstone House, Dudley Road, Halesowen, West Mids. 021-501 2284 KEY: 
2 Citizen, Citizen House, 97 Uxbridge Road, London W5. 01-579 2042 Din the FEED column, Те tractor feed, 
3 Centronics, Petersham House, Harrington Road, London 01-581 1011 P=pinfeed and F=friction feed. In some 
4 Commodore, | Hunter's Road, Weldon North Ind Est, Corby, Northants. 0536 20: cases tractor feed is an optional extra for 
5 Dean Electronics, Glendale Park, Fernbank Road, Ascot, Berkshire. 0344 885661 ЖЕ Зи Liste ED pay Te, 
6 Keyaki, Enterprise House, 42-14 Terrace Road, Walton-on-Thames, Surrey. 0932 242777 | с Centronics, R - RS232, S- Serial 
7 Kode, Station Road, Calne, Wilts. 0249 813771 Нея 
8 Mills Assocs, Unit 6, Wilford Ind Est, Ruddington Lane, Wilford, Notts. 0602 818222 P NLQ= Near Letter Quality. 
9 Micro Peripherals, 69 The Street. Basingstoke, Hants. 0256 3232 > Nine sec the Dealer Guide for 

10 Newbury Data Recording, Hawthorn Road, Staines, Middlesex. 0784 61500 pene 
11 Peripheral Hardware, Unit 13, Monkspath Business Place, Shirley, West Mids. (21-745 3033 PUE QU RRP hop around for 
12 Star, Unit 6, Worton Grange Ind Est, Reading, Berks. 0734 75227: bargains! 
13 Samleco Computer Services, Dedworth Road, Windsor, Berks. ( 854717 
14 Star Micromics, Craven House, 40 Uxbridge Road, Ealing. London. 01-840 1800 
15 Thame Systems, Thame Park Ind Est, Thame, Oxon. 084 421471 

| 16 X Data, 750-751 Deal Avenue, Trading Estate. Slough, Berks. 0753 72331 
17 Seikosha, DRG Business Systems, Lynx Cres, Winterstoke Road, Weston-super-Mare. 0934 419914 
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MEMORIES WERE MADE FOR THESE... 

TELEPHONE 
01-681 8702 
Mite tor mora details or senc 
cheque or postal order fr 
£126.00p payabieto 
‘SUNSET 1 

FARNHAM, SURREY : VIDEO DIGITISER 
GU10 1DF Price: £126.50p inc. VAT. 

f150p pp 
DESCRIPTION OF DIGITISER. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
The SUNSET professional digtseristor use win Create superb sual affects by aking a стос  Theédgtserwiloperatewih any 625 ine. 

scum 48K Gotsedpctre, and running t through a composite vicac output ед as rom vioo 
Golsereonsstsolacompac!piugin spectrum crawing program camera. or vdeo recorder on sil гате, Оклнев 

interlace tached tothe Spectrum anda suit ot Use & lor scenic алаузд. a tuli 256 x 192 x 4 bit, picture. Dispays ths on 
ae ean be used lor promotonal рир уои computer screen Automatic adjustment ot 

y compatible mih Miroenwe unis and ives lor bast use ої coming vdeo sgnal. 
‘lows you to ransler any stationary video picture OTHER FEATURES є selection ol shoe and grey scale levels, canbe 
оло your computer screen Or screen picture sona analyser made ater di sing to achieve ће best picture 

Al se orto Pictures may be dumped io cassette о mcrodrva. uly scia uses locaton Digused peaa. is agustable within fOr usa in your own programs, or wih one ofthe 
# уоп ме wrüng your own games, tis istoryou. гетото spectrum drawing programs. Fully menu driven 
Thssystem willputprofessionaldigitsed е5 ^ Saye and retrieve high resoluton 2563 192x4br 30d very Smple to use, supplied with a 
поуом games Grey от you'postersor a ae AE A m nonam èt comprehensive manual Amstrad version 
video fim avaiable soor 

№ If you want the best from your Spectrum 
ensuring it advances with technology, then 
Saga Systems have the ideal keyboard for 
ou. Look at the choices available. Ww 

Bi JE 

WORD comes to word processors we have The Last Word. 
> The Last Word - Sinclair User Classic Award. (1398. U 

В. рО А R D S - 
> Saga 1 Emperor - "Good looks » Saga 3- “The best.” Chris 

works remarkably well." Jenkins, Popular Computing 
Sinclair User. £29.95 Weekly, The Last Word available 

with it free. 169.95. 
Я Direct Entry Keys 

> Saga 2 +- "Well done, Saga." Sinclair User. £54.95, P Saga 2001. Infra red remote transmission, out of this world 
Direct Entry Keys The Last Word available with it free. 11935. 

b в Ж pte Ser COM | 
РУТ > LTR Printer, Letter quality printer > The Citizen 1200 Precision dot 

, М for only £11995 matrix, with 2 year warranty. 
Prints in ink on paper. "The 1200 is an excellent printer. 

MET 9 characters including 
ADVANCE 

SEND OFF NOW FOR FULL CATALOGUE OR CALL 04862 22977 

А е T Sinclair User. £235.00 
s За Underline. 
n omn 
e SY The GLP (Great Litle Printer 
E > $5 Dot matrix printer, 100 cps, letter quality mode. (1995 ЕЕ Sogo pe E R ty P ШЕВА 
maage p Merosiveenension cable forusewithyourSaga3: 6495 > Dust cover. To keep your computer and Saga keyboard cien 
ӘБ ФШ S P Sound Boost. To put music in your ears land television) £995 1485 

LJ} QU a P Fexicable enables you to drive 2 interfaces. £11.95 b Centronics interface. To drive your printer. £34.95 U 
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supplemen 

Printer plotting 
f your greatest worry is that the cost of 

bringing your company to its kn 
а solution which — though it sounds 
expensive — should be a worthwhile 
investment. 

The Inker, from Applied Technology, can. 
save businesses a packet simply by re-inking 
old fabric ribbons. The idea is based on the 
fact that fabric ribbons run out of ink long 
before they are too worn to use — but 
hammering an ink-starved ribbon is the 
quickest way to wear it out. 

YA 

Applied Technology is the UK distributor 
of the American Inker, and the company's 
own offices use the product to save à 
fortune on ribbons. The Inker consists of an 
ink reservoir and a drive shaft, with a 
mounting adaptor which can be chosen to 
cope with all kinds of ribbons; Epson, 
Olivetti, Hewlett/Packard, DEC and so on. 

The savings which can be made in offices 
which might have anything up to twenty 
printers are astounding — one Health 
Service branch apparently managed to save 

f you need new ideas on how to use 
your printer, and a useful reference 

guide to control codes and word 
processing, you might like to look out 
for Getting the most from your Printer 
by J W Penfold. 

Published by 
Babani, this 84 
page bookette 
costs £2.95, and is 
aimed at owners 
of all the popular 
home computers 
and printers. 
Sections include 
an explanation of 
ASCII, control 
codes, sending 
codes to the 
printer, dealing with features such as 
bold and emphasised printing, line 
feeding, density modes and so on. 

The section on word processors covers 
some popular packages such as Quill and 
Visawrite. 4 

Getting Tho 
Most From Your 
Printer- 

Berhard Babani Publishing, The 
Grampians, Shepherds Bush Road, 
London W6 7NF, 01-603 2581. 

£11,000 per year by using The Inker. 
‘An added advantage is that Applied 

Technology can supply blank ribbons, and 
coloured inks in five varieties, so that you 
can customise your printer output to suit 
your needs. 

Only really heavy printer users are likely 
to find The Inker profitable, since it costs 
£195 + VAT. But for businesses which 
spend a fortune on replacing ribbons which 
could well serve for years, The Inker 
represents a clever money-saving method. 4 

Applied Technology, FREEPOST MI 135, 
Stockton-on-Tees, Cleveland, 0642- 
672268. 

FT om your printer to a whole new 
application with the Underware 

‘Transfer Ribbon from Banbury Bu 
Computers. If you are fed up with listings, 
bored with word processing and tired of art 
packages, how about making T-shirts? 

‘The Underware Transfer Ribbon, 
developed by the American Diversions Corp, 
allows design to be printed out an normal 
printer paper, then ironed down on to a T- 
shirt. At the moment the Epson version 
only is available, but Banbury are hoping to 
make Canon, Kaga, and other makes 
available. 

Any screen image, using hi-res, low-res or 
text, can be prepared on your machine, then 
flipped over to produce a mirror-image for 
printing (if you have appropriate art 
software). The design is then ironed onto 
the shirt — polyester works best, while 100% 
cotton shirts tend to provide a less 
washable image. 

The black only ribbon costs £12, while 
for £19 you can get a set of coloured pens 
using the same special ink, to hand-colour 
your screen dumped design. 

For quick, cheap, "disposable" T-shirt 
designs for events such as shows, sports 
days, open days, or whatever, the Underware 
Transfer system seems to Бе another 
ingenious application for the humble home 
computer and printer. 4. 

Banbury Business Computers, 3 Schofields 
Way, Bloxham, Banbury, Oxon, 0295 
720812. 

NEW IDEAS FOR MAKING 
THE MOST OF YOUR 

COMPUTER PRINTING SYSTEM 

sers of the Amstrad PCW machines, 
who require more facilities than those 

provided by the printer supplied with the 
system, will be interested in two bundling 
deals offered by Wilding's. 

‘The Amstrad PCW 8256 is being offered 
with either a Brother НКТО, or a Silver 
Reed EXPD 500 daisywheel printer. The 
printers cost £199.95, while the cables 
and driving software, which includes New 
Star's New Word processor and a spelling 
checker, costs £149.95. Both the printers 
are standard Centronics devices, and the 
prices include VAT. 4 

Wildings Office Equipment, 303 High 
Holborn, London WCI, 01-405 9104. 

f space is at a premium in your home 
computer set-up, one thing you can do 

without is the problem of where to put a 
stack of printer paper. 

Now PW Engineering has come up with 
paper management system which solves 
most of the problems in one go 

The hardware is produced in sturdy sheet 
steel, finished in beige acrylic = particularly 
suited to the ВВС computer for which the 
system was first designed. It consists of a 

base plate on which the printer sits at an 
angle designed to allow the user to examine 
the print-out as it appears, a set of legs and 
a removable rear paper tray. 

There's a combined cable protector and 
paper shield to prevent paper becoming 
entangled with your mains and computer 

PW Engineering, Churchill Road, Bicester, 
Oxon, 0869 253226. 
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EBWPLETE Везни à Б BIST 
FOR SX SPEECTRUA SSk7PLUS EE FREE DISKS! 

DESEGHER= ОСЕНЬ ARD FETHTENG 
ЕЕ 2 Bi nr int ot FANTASTIC 51" FLOPPY DISK OFFER 
gommand. US vo E un ри BULK PURCHASE ENABLES US TO OFFER YOU 

cre лр 88 lo * TOP QUALITY (GUARANTEED) 
18тай. SEREEN TTRIBUTE CONT + DOUBLE SIDED oadscreens.- on. use ,SOREERLINE for 12581 X BOVRACK (05 TP 
39nitb^ бэрт ipo anes ONE BOX OF 10 DISKS ONLY £9.95! 
A ERPS” cones an 855: BUY 2 BOXES AND HAVE 5 FREE DISKS! 

BEST (е, 25 DISKS FOR ONLY £19.90) 
HD?2 | PLEASE ADD £1 p&p PER BOX ORDERED 

z A ir s 400K MITSUBISHI DISK DRIVE WITH PSU ONLY £149.95 
те STORER. 40/80 TRACK SWITCHBASE + FREE UTILITY DISK 
PLUS documentati on for БЕ ES 
load address, PO fonts, PRINTER BARGAINS 
те: с E-HEIGHT SEIKOSHA GP500 ВО COLUMN + 10" CARRIAGE 
Fonts and ANOTHER АВ ВОВЕ WITH PIN FEED FOR ONLY £97.95! (All usable independently) (£S DELIVERY CHARGE) 

Корона аку ме о бег THE NEW ALL STAR NL-10 PRINTER 
ЁШ > un QUALITY 120 cps DRAFT MODE 

5 SUPERB 30 cps IN NLQ MODE 
works, w FRICTION AND TRACTOR FEED 
compati NEW TOUCH BUTTON CONTROLS 
gee Shia SK BUFFER — AND MORE! 

M LAUNCH OFFER PRICE ONLY £239.95 (£6 DELIVERY) 
ALL 3 P аа реса AND M BBC MASTER 128 £470 + £8 DELIVERY 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 
TIGER SOFTWARE. 

66 ST MICHAELS LANE, BRIDPORT, DORSET DT6 ЗАВ 
Tel: 0308 27691 

and we will send you free of charge a Popular Computing 
Weekly binder complete with logo and holding 13 
(3 months worth) of your favourite computer weekly. 

Please enter my annual subscription to Popular Computing Weekly at £19.95 U.K. (£37.40 

overseas), and send my free Popular Computing Weekly Binder. 

1 enclose a cheque made payable to Sunshine Publications Ltd. 

С] Please charge my Visa/Access card 

No: 00100001 100001 ] Expiry Date:... 

Name: Address: 

Which computer do you use?. 

Return this form together with your payment to: PCW Subs., 12/43 Little Newport St., London WC2H 
7PP (Please allow 24 days for delivery). 7 
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LONDON'S LARGEST DISPLAY OF PRINTERS MONITORS 
COMPUTERS AND PERIPHERALS 

DON'T TAKE A CHANCE —COMPARE BEFORE YOU BUY 

PRINTERS ON 
DISPLAY — MOST ON 
DEMONSTRATION 

London's 
CITIZEN 120D 
NLQ Dot Matrix Printer 

rgest Computer Shop 
COMMODORE DYNEER DW12 STAR NL10 

(identical to Silver Reed | 120 с.р.в. NLQ dot 
120 с.р.5., 4K Buffer, 
Friction/Tractor, Epson/ AMIGA EXP400) high quality 

daisy wheel printer with 
superb specification 

matrix printer. Heavy 
duty construction, many 
unusual features. Parallel IBM Compatible 

£1739 0c var 
In Stock Now 

Phone for Details 2139.55 inc var 
or СВМ64 versions. 

£279.95 inc var 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT | contact our specialist ext department on 0-606 6362 
DOT MATRIX PRINTERS 
Brother HAS 
Brother 150810 

Epson GXBONLO 
EpsonFXBSNLG. 
EpsonFX105NLG 
Epson LOBOONLG 

ООМО 

М 
Seikosha СРБООА. 
SeikoshaSP100O NL 
SeikoshaSP 1000 VCNLGCEM 
SelkoshaMP1300AINLQ ЗОО ср. 
Star NLIOUBMINLOincl/F £z. 
Star SG10C NLGICBMUFI 

1451 APOSMEDRES. «аз 95 
1441 DS High RESAGE £443.95 DAISY WHEEL 

icr mes; | PRINTER PACKAGE А Ej BM caper fi : [^ FOR PCW8256/8512 

MM REC URES ва: £199 
санан -96 + VAT Маат £199.95 (£229.95 inc VAT) 
COMPUTERS 
PCWB256 256K 1 «D. Drive 
FD 1 MbSeconddrive 
CPS Seria/Parallel/- 
Fullrangeo! business 
CPCS128 

CPEAGAGocur Monitor 
FD1Seconddriveincludingcable 
DMP2O0ONLOPrinter 

Everything youneed to produce letter 
quality print from the Amstrad PCW 
range 
© Dyneer DW12 (Silver-Reed 
ЕХРА00) High quality daisy wheel 

ter 
* PCW Parellel/Serial interface 

arallel Printer Cable 
JEW Tasword 8000 Word 

Processor Software 

OPEN MONDAY-SATURDAY 9 AM-6 PM OPEN MONDAY-SATURDAY 9 AM-6 PM 

Sia den) паста Бага for Pocket Wordstar WP 
Star Sl Lt £25 inc VAT 
Star SDISNLO S208TROMOS Б | Extra tor Newword WP 248 ine VAT 

SUPERDISKS perboxoften 5500 0500 5596ТР1 DS96TP1 
Add ВОр for P&P per order 40TR 40TR 80TR BOTR 
BASF 51%" £18.20 £20.00 £22.00 

РАІЗҮМІНЕЕІ INTER aog MSW" 22250 £2290 2750 
Военно VERBATIM 57А" £17.50 £17.50 £22.90 
Eie] DYSAN 5'4” £20.70 £20.70 £27.50 
ВОО ток БУЗ £16.70 - £33.90 

РОВ SONY Зе £37.80 MAXELL" РОА. 
Commodore DPS1101 PRINTER RIBBONS 5 ‘Single prices, deduct 10% for 5+ uer Data WP 120 с 20 Condo DX SOS па 
fom btock Custom cables made to order - Er] 
Let our experts match your computer to 80 £5.20 the printer of your chole. Самар 2: £220 (i modais paralle-centronics  — COMBOGABGÉ.. £780  JUUGIDUMS . E440 Tal RS2SEC вувіаво ас same 

Л ч Men prio Mail Order + Export + Trade Hot Line Phone 01-686 6362 
моми: (FEW Deivery by Securicor (4 doy) please add £5.75 per remm „Веси, 

£209. Send ott or order by shone вол your Acces, Viga No. Рикерт DEG S362 
1431 MZSTORES Spectrom... #22895 | |тте en recip of order or craqua clearance, Or Telex your order on: 

t 6240 Attn 19001335. à 1451 ОВМЕОНЕВЕС Е Еее ORT CUSTOMERS SUPPLIED TAX FREE. 

ALSO VAST RANGE OF DISK DRIVES, JOYSTICKS, DISK BOXES, INTERFACES, SHEETFEEDERS, ETC 

НЕ YOLTAGE 53-59 High Street, Croydon, Surrey CRO 10D. Tel: 01-681 3022 
Prices correct at copy date. Subject to change without notice due to currency fluctuations etc. E & O.E. 



Thanks to a super deal we can 

offer you this highly advanced, 
high quality printer at the low, low 
price of £49.91 

You can make more of your 
Commodore with the CITIZEN 
printer. If you have a VIC-20, C64, 
С16, Plus-4, C128 or С12ВО, you'll 
be expanding into word and data. 
processing in no time at all. 

This top notch printer from 
CITIZEN — famous for hi-tech 
watches and electronic office 
products — is packed with some 
really stunning features. 

To obtain your Citizen printer 
go along to your local store or in 
the event of difficulty complete the 
coupon below, enclosing payment 
for £49.99 plus £2.50 p&p. But 
hurry, stocks are limited! 

VIC-20, C64, C16, Plus-4, 

roll 

typewriter ribbons. 

printing. 

inverse characters. 

expanded print capability. 

CITIZEN 
Available from all good computer stores nationwide. | 

MEGASTREAM LIMITED 
Dept. PCW, 1st Floor, Commerce House, 146/150 Commercial Street, 

London E1 6NU 

WE GUARANTEE BEST TITLES AT DISCOUNT PRICES 

‘AMSTRAD RRP OurPrice ВВС RAP Our Price 
£ E COMMANDO 9% 199 

GETDEXIER 895 £699 WINTER 
SPINDIZZY 9% 699 OLYMPICS 150 592 
BATMAN 899 699  BRUCELEE 9% 600 
TOMAHAWK 9% 899 COMBAT 
COMMANDO 9% 750 BATTLEZONE 2% 299 
FRI, 13th 896. 650 C BAT ZOPNE 995 E 
SUPERSLEUTH — 896 699 YIERKUNGFU 995 639 
WORLD CUP CITEDAL 995 699 
CARNIVAL 699 ЯЕРТОМ2 9.95 699 
SHOGAN 699 SPEECH 995 609 

COMMODORE 64 SPECTRUM 
BATMAN 795 599 

THRUST 199 GREENBERET 785 592 
INT KARATE 4%  QUAZATRON 865 650 
FORM ONE SLIM 199 THEPLANETS 955 E 
SPELLBOUND 299 STARSTRIKE2 7% 59 
Y 850  WAYOFTIGER 995 559 
AIRWOLF 599  BiGGLES 998. 699 
WORLD CUP BACK TO 
CARNIVAL 6S9 FUTURE 995 69 
SPINDIZZY 699 WORLDCUP 
BREAKDANCE 299 CARNIVAL sss в 

WE INSURE A FAST AND EFFICIENT SERVICE. 

Postage packing included. Overseas orders add 75р per title. Mail order only. 
Cheques or postal orders (sterling only). Made payable to 

Megastream Limited 
Dept. PCW. 1st Floor, Commerce House 

146/150 Commercial Street, London ЕТ 6NU 
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The incredible Citizen two-colour dot matrix printer! 

е Compatible with Commodore 

and CI28D Home Computers. 
е Helicak-driven print head — as 

used on expensive printers. 
е Seven-wire dot matrix head. 
е Uses STANDARD plain paper 

е Uses STANDARD two-colour 

е Responds to Epson control 
codes in dot addressable graphic | Pease send me 
mode with single and multi-line 

е Prints Commodore graphics and | ~~~ 

C128 

£49.99! 
COMMODORE COMPATIBLE 

[^ сазе of difficulty, use this DIRECT ORDER coupon. 
CITIZEN Printers at £52.49 each 

Including postage and packing, at a total соя of € 
| Name 

Address 

© Programmable line spacing and 

| ss 
[кесш 

[| Post to: simon реа 
SPECTRUM GROUP PLC Hunting Gate, Hitchin Hens, SG4 ОТ), 

MICR 

POS ТЕАТ 
OCOPYRIGHT 1986. 
SPECTRUM СЕВ 

TURN YOUR FRUOURITE 
SCRE еди INTO 

in CHANSE COLOUR 
"TY 

REENS 
GIANT POSTERS | 

ney 

nich ODRIUE COMPATIBLE 

CHESUES /РОЗ TO 
а зоетсаг MICROS| 

PO BOX 79 
MACCLESFIELD 
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supplemen! 

Two colours better? 
TO IGNORE THE £50 CITIZEN TWO-COLOUR 

| COMMODORE MICRO OWNERS CAN'T AFFORD 

| PRINTER, SAYS CHRIS JENKINS 
| 

he sheer bulk of most dot-matrix 
printers, along with the not 

inconsiderable cost, is enough to dissuade 
many potential purchasers from making the 
investment. If your home set-up is limited 
to a small area, the problems of fitting in а 
printer, with all its attendant wiring and 
paper stacks, can be just 100 much hassle. 
Commodore computer owners now have 

the perfect solution, in the form of the 
excellent Citizen 2-Colour Commodore 
Printer. 

Priced at an incredibly low £49.95, the. 
Citizen is deceptively small and unobtrusive. 
At first sight, the natural assumption would 
be that it was some form of plotter, similar 
to the Commodore 1520, or maybe a 
thermal paper printer. But nothing could be 
further from the truth; it's a full function 

dot-matrix device, which, although it can 
only print on 23” “till-roll” paper, is 
incredibly efficient and useful, 

Serial 
Measuring only 240 x 176 x 81 mm, and 

weighing in at 2Kg, the Citizen is so small 
that it will fit on the most cluttered desk 
(and I should know!). It's mains powered — 

| none of the worries over power failure 
associated with battery devices — and comes 

| with a built-in Commodore serial interface 
for complete compatibility with the Vic 20, 
CBM 64, SX-64, C128, Plus/4 and C16. 

Controls are kept to a minimum. On the 
back are the ON/OFF switch and the serial 
port (just the one). On the front, three 
LED's; red for ALARM, in case of paper 
jamming or data error, and green for ON 
LINE/OFF LINE and POWER; and three 

| 19:28 JUNE 1986 

buttons, LINI ELECT (online) and 
bi СТ (offline). That's all there is to it. 
The paper “till roll" mounts on two arms. 
which clip to the back of the printer, and 
feeds through under the cover and across. 
the print head. There's a tensioning arm to 

clear, although obviously limited to 40. 
column width. This can be an advantage if 
you are printing out program listings, since 
the printout appears in exactly the same 
format as the listing on the screen. 

With a print speed of 65 characters per 
second (48 lines per minute in 40-column 
mode), the citizen is by no means slow. 

keep the paper taut 

Addresses 
In operation, the Citizen is like most 

other Commodore-compatible printers, 
except for the two-colour capability. The 
manual, which is surprisingly full and clear 
considering the low-end market at which 
this device is presumably aimed, explains all 
the business of device numbers, addresses, 
secondary addresses and control codes 
needed to operate any Commodore printer. 

Several useful extras can be accessed by 
using simple CHR$ messages. The line 
spacing, normally set to 55 mm, can be 
altered using a secondary address of 6, and 
you can select either the upper/lower case 
or upper case/graphics mode using SA 7. 
Most usefully, the width of the characters 
printer can be doubled using CHRS(1), 
changing the matrix size used from the 
normal 7 x 6 to 7 x 12. There's also an 
INVERSE printing function. 

Printing in red is achieved using 
CHRS(20). You can't mix red and black on 
one line. The red/black ribbon used is a 
standard size which shouldn't be difficult to 
obtain when you need a replacement. 

Bit image programming allows you to 
define your own graphics characters using 
simple Basic commands, and there are also 
commands for paging, carriage return and 
line feed. The print produced is remarkably 

lack the refinements 
of some printers ~ multiple serial ports, 
fancy paper feeds, compatibility with a wide 
rage of non-Commodore machines, and the 

like — the Citizen is absolutely ideal for 
producing listings, programming notes, 
financial figures, and so on. It wouldn't do 
for word processing because of the paper 
size; but just for the hell of it, I tried it with 
Paperclip software and got faultless results. 

At this price, any Commodore micro 
owner without a printer could hardly afford 
to ignore the Citizen. In fact, even if you 
already own a printer, wouldn't you like to 
go one better than the Joneses and own 
two? The Citizen Two-Colour Printer makes 
it a distinctly interesting proposition, 4 

Product: Citizen Two-Colour Printer. 
Micro: Any Commodore serial device. 
Price: £49.99, 
Supplier: Devron, 155 Moorgate, London 
EC2, 01-638 3339; Citizen, 97 Uxbridge 
Road, London W5, 01-579 2042. 
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LANDSCAPE Overcome the SMALL PRINT width ofthe 8256 printer and print sideways down the paper! Invaluable for those wide reports and spreadsheets. NO 8256 USER SHOULD BE WITHOUT THIS о М LY £1 9.95 Inc. VAT and Postage in the UK. Orders with cheque to: 

EPROMS, 8271 (ree ety amnes) ayy куш eem Nos и, 18 ERU im 2 S Брад ш oy ЕН по. ря БОШ гери zo UM — is 35 ще a ЯО ae dn 42 ЕССЕ $5 de e са за оше $5 ПЕ Е Е -- 55 ge пылае %® @ 

Systembuild, 13 Market Place, Market Deeping, Peterborough. Tel: 0778 344388 

Tai range ci Roms availabe) 

KP810 
exvar За 

LX-80 (EPSON) BRERA 

cron ИУ and colour option EIRAS + VAY 

DISC PACKS SPECIAL OFFER 
ЕЕН ‘este Dis ата Га nc VAT 

DISKETTES "Din bay чөе 08 000 мр Lite wary УЗ, aiacount o quantiies ot 100) 
Phone for our best price before placing your order 

{EDUCATIONAL а GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 

3898 Ine VAT 
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м Dept 
128 West Street, 
Portchester, Hants, 
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COLLEEN 
the complete computer service 

Full training facilities available 

Business A range of Business Software for most 
micros 

Education Programs designed to your specifications 

Music See our latest release — 'Colleen Music 
Compendium' — £29.95 an incredible pack- 
age. Also: ‘Colleen Music Creator‘ — £19.95 
disc, £14.95 cass. 'Colleen Playalong and 
Tutor Package’ — £12.95 disc, £10.95 cass. 
‘Colleen Guitar Tutor and Drum Machine’ — 
£12.95 disc, £10.95 cass. ‘Colleen Music and 
Programming Tutor' — £12.95 disc, £10.95 
cass. YAMAHA CX5M - ‘Colleen Super 
Playalong’ (tape only £8.95). 

For the Commodore 64, 128 and Atari. 

Disabled Special software editions for the disabled 

Entertainment Whether your taste be arcade or adventure, 
we have the answers 

Software Support |f your problem be business, music or basic 
programming, this service is a must. Avail- 
able up to 9.00pm, 7 days a week, over the 
electronic mail services, providing a rapid 
answer to your problem. 

For more information, contact Mr. J. P. MOLLOY 

COLLEEN LTD. 
Colleen House, 18 Bishop Street, Penygraig 
Tonypandy, Mid Glamorgan, CF40 ІРО 

Telephone: Tonypandy (0443) 435709/434846 

Telecom Gold. Май Box 72 MAG 95347 Telex 265871 MONREF © quoting Reference 72 MAG 95347 PRESTEL Page 24733026 
Reg. Trace Mark 
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Logical and systematical 
Ken Garroch takes a look at the learning possibilities of Logo 

Papert and his colleagues at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technol- 

оду, as а computer language aimed main- 
ly at school children to help them to learn 
to think logically and systematically. 

Its main feature is Turtle Graphics, used 
ав the graphic output, The turtle is usually 
a small triangle which is moved around the 
screen, although most Logos also have 
facilities to use a real "ме" turtle on a 
piece of paper on the classroom floor. The 
commands available, to start with, are 
very simple and fairly few. For example, to 
move the turtle in a square, the following 
sequence would be executed: 
FD 10 
RT90 
FD 10 
RT 90 
FD 10 
RT90 
FD 10 
RT90 
FD 10 
RT90 
(FD = ForwarD RT = Right Turn) 

This may seem a little tedious. Fortu- 
nately, there is structure built into the 
language in the forms of TO and REPEAT. 
So, a shorter version of square would be: 
TO square 
REPEAT 4[FD 10 RT 90] 
END 

The 7Ostructure is used to define words 
in a verb type manner. Once defined, 
square can simply by typed in to make the 
ше draw а square. REPEAT is pretty 
obvious; it says repeat the next sequence 
а specified number of times. To give 
square different sizes, a variable could be 
introduced 
MAKE "side 10 
TO square 
REPEAT 4 [FD side RT 90] 
END 

The language of turtle graphics general- 
ly follows this simple style, allowing words 
to be made up of other words, ед 
TOpatt 
REPEAT 6ü[square RT 6] 
END 
which will produce a pretty pattern, The 
idea is to enable children to develop some 
idea of geometry by experimentation. For 
instance, once a square has been defined, 
a hexagon is simple, just change the angle 
from 90 to 60 degrees and up the number 
of repetitions to six. From here, а circle is 
but one step, along with the ideas of 
infinity and approximations 

All of this may sound easy, or complicat- 
ed, depending on your point of view. 
However, the main idea is to use the 
language and develop at your own speed. 
Once the ideas of structure have been 
taken in, Logo allows the manipulation of 

| OGO was designed by Seymore words, numbers, and symbols as in most 
other languages but, in a different way 

In the early days of artificial intelligence. 
one language that came to the fore was 
Lisp (Literally thousands of parentheses). 
This allowed the manipulation of informa- 
tion as a series of lists. 
(ABCD) 
is a list of letters with A at the head, and 
BCD as the tail. In turn, A may have a list 
attached to it known as a property list. 

Logo and Lisp 

Seymore Papert was working at MIT in the 
artificial intelligence laboratory, where 
Lisp has its roots, and so it is not surpris- 
ing that Logo and Lisp have quite a few 
similarities. In fact, early versions of Logo 
were written in Lisp and apart from the 
turtle graphics, Logo is very similar in 
style and structure. 

All information is treated as a list wheth- 
er it be numbers or words, so: 
[This is a list) 
is a list of words апа 
[1232 46] 
is а list of numbers. To extract items from a 
list, the commands /TEM, and FIRST can 
be used, so 
FIRST [This is a list] 
returns This. 
ITEM 3 [This is a list] 
returns а 

The actual commands vary from version 
to version. In the main, those used here 
are general and may need alteration to 
work with one of the common versions 
such as Dr Logo from Digital Research (as 
bundled with some of the Amstrad 
machines). 

Being able to manipulate data in list 
format brings us back to the main idea of 
Logo, which is to teach structure. Every- 
thing in the world can be defined as 
belonging to a set or list. Many things 

Simple Turtle Graphics 

come in pairs (shoes, arms legs, elc), 
Others such as apples, pears can be 
grouped in different ways. A pound ol 
apples may contain four, but apples can 
also be said to be part of the set of fruit 

In Logo, these concepts can easily be 
represented as the lists. 
MAKE "apples [apple! apple2 apples 
apple4] 
MAKE “Huit [apples oranges pears 
grapes] 
MAKE "diet [fruit water veg] 

The structure of the diet can hence be 
broken down. 

Logo has data structuring implicitly built 
in, unlike most olher computer languages. 
where allowing one object to relate to 
another is a matter of defining special 
structures to hold the information. In Ba- 
sic, it is almost impossible to do this in a 
way that is easy to understand. In every- 
day objects, however, laying everything 
out in sets with their relations implied in 
their titles is as natural as breathing. The 
other main feature of Logo is how pro- 
grams are written. 

Minor parts 

Taking the idea of lists, and expanding the 
idea of defining words to do things as well 
as mean them (Verbs and Nouns), pro- 
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grams are written as a collection of small 
Sections that perform minor parts of the 
whole. This idea of splitting up a program 
into smaller, more manageable parts is 
applicable to all programming and all 
problems and, perhaps, a desirable way of 
thinking 

All these technicalities may lead you to 
think that as a teaching language (or 
environment), nothing definite 15 learned 
when using Logo. For instance, there is no 
learning by rote, no geography, history, 
elc. All of which is true except when you 
take into account the circumstances under 
which Logo can be taught. Logo programs 
need some information to work with and, 
after all, most subjects are mainly about 
details and procedures, all of which can be 
included in Logo programs. 

Concept learning 

Now that the Amstrad 664 and 6128 have 
become widely available, more people will 
be coming into contact with Logo. It has 
been available on machines like the Apple 
|, BBC, and RML, for quite a while, but 
unfortunately, it has not caught on. This 
may be due to the misunderstanding that 
computers are really only suitable for 
children (and adults) over the age of 12. 

Logo is not a computer language ог the 
training of future programmers (although it 
gives a better grounding than most other 
languages), it is a world waiting to be 

ANCIENT & MODERN 
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explored like an adventure game. It has all 
the primitive words and commands avail- 
able. all that has to be done is work them 
into something, learning the concepts of 
structure and geometry as you go. It is 
ideally suited to younger children who are 
just beginning to learn the basics of read- 
ing and writing 

As has been said, the are number а 
versions available, there most common 
being Dr Logo. This will run on most CP/M 
systems that provide graphics output. Un- 
fortunately, it is very slow, a fault wit 
nearly every implementation I've seen. 
The turtle graphics take a while to gener- 
ate when compared to other computer 
graphics systems such as those provided 
from most Basics. 

There is not very much standardisation 
between the various versions, different 
words are used for different things, lead- 
ing to confusion. However, the basic turtle 
graphics instructions are usually the 
same, it is the extensions that аге non- 
standard. Unlortunately, the same cannot 
be said for the list processing commands. 
and when going from one version to anoth- 
er, a lot of time is spent rooting around in 
the manual to find out exactly the word 
needed to do a particular job. 

Logo is a much misunderstood lan- 
guage, which accounts, perhaps, for its 
lack of popularity. It is not so much a 
programming tool as are other languages, 
itis a learning 1001 

кама 
pcm 

AMAJOR ADVANCE FOR THE 

Here it is. 
beat them all 

Logo 
Buyers Guide 
Program Turtle Graphics Micro 
BBC/Electron Price £16.80 Sup- 
plier Acornsoft, Fullbourne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton, Cambridgeshire. 

Tel: 0223 245200. 
Program Logo Micro Commo- 

dore 64 Price £34.95 Supplier 
Commodore UK, 1 Hunters Rd, 
Weldon Trading Estate, Corby, 

Northamptonshire. Tel: 0536 
205555. 
Program Logo Graphics Inter- 

preter Micro Commodore 64 
Price £7.95 Supplier Kuma, 12 
Horseshore Park, Pangbourne, 
Berks, Tel: 07357 4335. 
Program Snai/ Logo Micro Spec- 

trum Price £9.95 Supplier CP 
Software, 15 Dispatch Rd, Lon- 
don N19. Tel: 01-272 2918. 
Program Logo Micro Spectrum 
Price £39.95 Supplier Sinclair 
Research, Milton Hall, Cam- 
bridge, Tel: 0233 86266. 

Awarded a 
Sinclair User Сток. 

"January 1986 

The computer sport simulation to -x 

With its unique custom-built 
miniature surfboard — 
which clips easily over. COMMODORE 64 AND 1541 DISK DRIVE 

SCREEN DUMP ciem c 
FAST SAVE. ная TURBD-ROM жум ni o 3 

ONLY EIS 99 INCLUSIVE — SEND CHEQUE ORP O TO 
C ] тоасі 

20, THE CRESCENT, MACHEN, NEWPORT. GWENT, NP1 BND (0633) 440434 

the keyboard — 
SurfChamp gets 
as close as possible 
to real surfing 
Blasting, aerial cut-backs, going off-the-lip sli the stunts ane 
manoeuvres of the professional surfer are within reach, at tha 
breakers rollin across your TV screen 

Come to the regional Surfing Championships 
‘See focal and computer press for details 

£9.95 @ COMMODORE 64 

New Concepts Lid, Dublin Street, Carlow, ireland Tel: (010-363) 803 33483 
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Programming: BBC 

SCROLLER 
by Chris Gibson 

his short machine code program 
| allows the user to input a message 

(up to 255 characters long) which will 
then be scrolled at the bottom ol a Mode 7 
screen under 6502 interrupts. This means 
that any Basic program can be run at the 
same time without affecting the scrolling 
Thus the program could be used as part of 
a title sheet to а game. 

Just type in the program and type Run, 
The screen will clear and the message will 
begin to scroll. To stop the scrolling type 
Call Disable — typing Call Enable will 
resume the scrolling 

The way the program works is to store 
each individual character in the string M$ 

ina reserved data bank called Bank (Lines 
350 to 390). The computer then sels the 
interval timer to the value held in the 
memory locations called ‘Speed, This 
must be a negative number as the timer 
increments it by one every hundredth of a 
second. 

When the timer becomes zero an inter- 
rupt occurs and the computer jumps to the 
routine (labelled Hout). The status of the 
computer is stored on to the stack (Line 
110) and the scroll is carried out (Lines 110 
to 130). The timer is reset (Lines 160 to 200) 
and the computer status is restored (Line 
150). The computer is then allowed to carry 
on with its normal functions, 

TOMODE? 

SOUSWORD=LFFF 11 22,7290 
AOvECT=: 

0! SPEED=-10 
70SPEED?4=6FF 
ВОРОН PASS- OTOS STEPS 

1200DX МТЗ 

150 LDXMO:. SCROLL:LDA 
A XP INXICPX #з5євмЕ SCROLL 

140368 SET 
150PLA: TYA:PLA: TAX: PLA 
160.8ЕТ 
170LDXWSPEED 00 &100 
1BOLDYWSFEED DIV 8100 
19ограва: JSR DSMORD 
200RTS 

ENABLE 
'20LDA VECT:STA VECTOLD 

Z00SbYTE-LFFFA: OSHRCH-SFFEE 

ECTOLD»&.70 
SODIM SPEED 5,5% 100, BANK 

зовхева. 
100tOPT PASS 
110.RQUT 1PHP:PHA: TKA: PHA: 

А BANK, X2STA &7FBA:INC 67 
M7FSB.XiSTA LIES 

LP RTS. 

230LDA VECT«1: 
2аозвк SET 
2SOLDAWRDUT MOD &100:5TA МЕСТ 
Z&OLDAWRDUT DIV R100:8TA МЕСТ+Е 
Z7OLDAWL4:L.DXWS2 JSR ОБВУТЕ 256 
2AORTS 
290. DISABLE 

LAWS: JSR OSBYTE 
10LDA ЧЕСТО БТА МЕСТ 

320LDA YECTOLD+1:STA VECT#L 
S00LDAWL 

Ax PHA ззоктвиз 
ЗАОМЕХТ 
эзонв= "э. 

2 6802 inte 
Try 

ater 
n) 

3701FAc32. 

This message is now &croll 
pts а 

oas of any Program. . 
itering th 

the speed 04 the «c 
Xé0FDR Lei TO LENCHS) 

THEN NEXT 
3801 (ВАМК-1) "AS NEXT 
S9OFORI=(L-1) TO 255: 7BANK«32: NEXT 
AO0CLSECALL ENABLE 

та VECTOLDeL 

d will scroll 

Programming: Amstrad 

his week sees the second and final 
| helping of listing for the Sound Ое- 

signer program we started last 
week. As explained before, the utility is 
fully icon driven and very easy to use. 

Files are loaded into the sound designer 
by selecting the Load option. Any enve- 

lope not included in the file being loaded 
will not be affected — therefore files can be 
merged into the designer from various 
difterent files if required. 

Selecting the Disc icon (which will only 
operate if you have a disc drive connect- 
ed), will produce the same menu as for 

SOUND 
by Brian Cadge 

tape, allowing loading and saving of files 
to disc. An additional option is Directory, 
which will display the filenames of all Env 
files on the disc. 

The penultimate icon shows a fat cross 
X' – selecting this allows you to clear the 
entire current envelope settings. Select 
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Programming: Amstrad 
"Wes! to go ahead, or ‘No’ to cancel the 
command, Clearing the envelope wipes 
‘out the volume graph and resets the vibra- 
to settings. Only the current envelope is 

cleared, all others remain unaffected 
The final icon shows a left pointing 

arrow, this is used for deleting the last 
section of the current volume envelope 
entered on to the graph. И no sections 
have been entered then the command is 
ignored. 

‘Attempting to add more than five sec- 
tions on to the volume graph will produce. 

an error message and will be ignored, as 
will attempting to add a section that goes 
"backwards! in time. 
A little experimentation with this pro- 

gram can create some quite impressive 
results which, when combined into your 
‘own programs, could have your Amstrad 

sounding like a small orchestra (maybe) 
For those interested in the workings of 

the program, the various subroutines and 
key sections of code have been fully com- 
mented. The small section of machine 
code at the start of the program is used to 
produce the small arrow which moves in 
response to your joystick: you will find it 
produces a smooth and flicker free point- 
er. The routine exits to Basic when the 
joystick fire button is pressed. 

Owners of an AMX Mouse for their 
Amstrad may like to know that the program 
will work equally well with this, rather than 
а joystick, without modification — you do 
not need to load any other software first. 
Whenever а new volume envelope sec- 

tion is added, the program automatically 
works out the “рез fit’ line which will 
produce the correct volume change over 

the required time. It is only limited by the 
Amstrad's sound hardware. 

The usual technique is used for check- 
ing for the presence of a disc system. This 
involves setting an On Error trap and 
calling the | Disc command. И this com- 
mand exists then no error will occur and a 
disc system is present. If it does not exist 
then an "Unknown command’ error will be 
caught and the program will note that no 
disc system is present and default to tape. 

All sound designer files are simple Ascii 
files which contain Basic compatible Env 
and Entcommands on separate lines start- 
ing at Line 500 in steps ol ten. The program 
checks for syntax errors when loading in а 
Ше and will abandon the load if any are 
noted- this will only occur if you attempt to 
load in files which have not been produced 
by the Sound Designer, 
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Programming: QL 

inclair SuperBasic is a powertul and 
flexible programming language, but 
it lacks some facilities, including a 

mechanism to 'trap' unexpected errors. In 
this article we provide a new command to 
banish errors associated with file and 
device handling, and reveal a simple pro- 
gramming trick that makes the error in 
expression message a thing of the past. 

Other Basic interpreters allow an On 
Error Goto statement, or something simi- 
lar, which diverts the computer to a certain 
line when an error occurs. Late versions of 
the QL recognise a When Error command 
which resembles On Error Goto, but this 
has а number of snags. 

When Error only works on versions of 
the QL from JS onwards. This means that 
you can't use it in programs which аге 
intended to run on any QL — most British 
machines belong to versions АН or ЈМ, 
which do not allow the new commands. 
Secondly, When Error is an undocumented 
feature of the QL. Sinclair didn't explain 
the command in the QL's documentation, 
во you have to use it by trial and error. 
Finally, the implementation of When Error 
‘on the JS and MG OLs is far from bug-free 
This combination of factors makes it little 
more than a curiosity. 

In this article we present an alternative 
мау of checking for errors, in the form of a 
new SuperBasic function, Status%, which 
will work on all versions of QL. The func- 
tion lets you check the validity of file and 
advice names from within a program, 
avoiding errors such as in use, not found, 
already exists and bad name. 

Status report 
Status% is a function which expects a 
single string parameter. The string should 
be the name of a QL device, followed by 
parameters (if any) or a file name. 

The function analyses the string to find 

QL TRAP 
by Simon Goodwin 

ош whether or not it starts with the name of 
а device on the current QL. Any parame- 
ters of the name are then checked (tile 
names, or extra information, as in 
serTEHC). Finally the function attempts to 
open a channel to communicate with the 
device specified. If successful, the channel 
is closed and any file which has been 
generated en route is deleted. 

Status% returns an integer (whole num- 
ber) which indicates the degree of success 
it had in performing these operations. The 
possible values are shown in the table 

The function can cope with any device 
linked into the QL's QDOS operating-sys- 
tem - including add-ons — so you can use it 
оп а basic QL, secure in the knowledge 
that it will also work with floppy discs. 
modems, parallel printers and so on. 

The following command indicates that 
the file ‘Supercharge’ exists on floppy disc 
number 1 
Print Status*s("flp1. supercharge") 
-8 

The program 
The code for Status% occupies only 112 
bytes. It links itself into SuperBasic, so you 

can use the function in any Basic program 

once it has been loaded — you can treat it 
just like one of the built-in functions. 

The listing consists of a simple Basic 
loader which reserves space lor the com- 

mand and Pokes it into memory. Type it in 
then Run. The Са! command in Line 210 
links the new code into SuperBasic. Once 
the message Status% Loaded, has been 
printed you can delete the Basic — it is only 
needed to set up the code in reserved 

memory. If you accidentally mis-type some 
of the data the computer will print an 
appropriate message. Correct the error 

and re-run the program. 

Trick arithmetic 
Status% is very useful, but it can only trap 
errors associated with files and devices. 

Programs can often be made to crash И 

text is entered when a number is required, 
and Status% cannot help with this prob- 
lem. Luckily а simple programming trick 
can be used to get around this. If your 
program contains the command /nput X, 
the QL will read any sequence of charac- 
ters from the keyboard until Enler is 
pressed. The computer then tries to evalu- 
ate the characters as И they were a пит- 

ber. И the characters are not numeric the 

program stops with the report error in 
expression. Luckily it is possible to get 

around this problem, in most cases, with a 

single extra statement. The solution is to 
read the characters as a string at first, so 
that they can be checked within your 
program, rather than by the QL system; 
Input Temp$:X= "0" & Тетр$ tor instance. 
We now use the string variable Temp 

as a temporary store for the characters, 
The digit '0' is tacked on to the front of the 
string before it is copied into X, the numer- 
ic variable. If the string was numeric, the 
extra zero at the start will have no effect on 
the value — for example, 125 and 0125 
represent the same value. If the string was 
not numeric, X, takes the value zero, since. 

Value returned Meaning 
бог more The device exists, and 

is not busy; a file with 
the name specified (if 
any) does not yet exist. 
The parameters (if 
any) are valid 

-30r -6 The device name and 
parameters are valid, 
but the QL has insutti- 
cient free space to 
open a new channel to 
the device. 

There is no device 
with the specified 
name on this QL. 

8 A file with the пате 

specified exists on the 
device specified 

9 Eitherthe device spec- 
ified exists, but it is 
already in use and no 
other task may use it 
until the present one 
has finished; orthe file 
specified is in the pro- 
cess of being written. 

-11 The device is ‘full 

-12 The device name is 
valid, but the file name 
or parameters are nol. 

-16 The medium (disc, саг- 

tridge etc) cannot be 
accessed because il is 
faulty, or has been 
changed while files 
were still open. 

Table of values returned by the Status% function 
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the QL stops evaluating as soon as it finds 
а non-numeric character. In either case 
there is no error, 

This is @ uselul trick, but it does not 
allow you to distinguish between a ‘real’ 
value zero and one that indicates an error. 
In most cases this won't matter, but if need 
be, you can filter out real zero values by 
comparing Temp$ with "0", immediately 
after the Input. If the strings match you can 
set X to zero immediately, and jump past 
any code that might otherwise reject it 

There are a few other special cases to 
be checked for. If the user types a capital 
or small letter "Е" you'll stili get an error, 
because the QL expects an ‘exponent’ 
after and ‘Е’; in a number: ‘OE! is illegal 
where '1E6' is fine. Very big numbers — 
such as 1£700 - also cause problems. 

Finally, the QL only allows a digit, or 
nothing, after a decimal point, so you can 
fool it by typing in two full stops. In practice 
itis ready to check for these cases and you 
can often get by without bothering about 
them, and still have your programs fairly 
well error trapped. 

100 REMark QL STATUS% Command loader 
110 REMark (C) 1986 Simon N Goodwin. 
120 RESTORE 240 
130 base-RESPR(112) 
140 total=0 
150 FOR i-base ТО Базе+110 STEP 2 
160 READ otal=total+d:POKE_W i,d 
170 END FOR i 
180 IF total<>778258 THEN 
190 PRINT "Error in DATA." 
200 ELSE 
210 CALL base 
220 PRINT "STATUS loaded." 
230 END IF 
240 DATA 17402,10,13433,0,272,20178,0,0,1,12 
250 DATA 1875,21569,21589,21285,0,13435,0 
260 DATA 278, 20114, 26116, 21315, 26372, 28913 
270 
280 
290 
300 
310 

DATA 20085, 16881, -6144, 11784, 11273, 14352 
DATA 21060, 1924, 18628, 30210, 29437, 28675 
DATA 20034, 8774, -11324, 21641, 11273, 14848 
DATA 26122, 28674, 20034, 8265, 28676, 20034 
DATA 8774, 21897, 13189, —6144, 28672, 50725 

Programming: QL 

320 DATA 11593, 88, 20085 

Programming: C64 

raphics is a machine code routine 
which allows access to high resolu- 
tion graphics from Basic. Nine new 

commands are added to plot points, draw 
lines, change colours etc. 

The program consists of 1140 bytes of 
machine code, residing at $000 (49152) 
which means it is untouchable by Basic or 
the Operating System. The high resolution 
screen sits al $2000 (8192), mainly due to 
inadequacies of the VIC chip. Consequent- 
ly, for programs larger than 6K ($0800 — 
$2000). Basic has to be moved to $4000 
above the screen. Even so, this still allows 

GRAPHICS EXTENSION 
by C Woods 

24K for Basic programs. 
To use Graphics, type in Program One. 

exactly as it is printed and save И. Once 
salely on disk or tape, type Run. If there 
are any errors in the Data, the program 
should point them out to you. Once it 
reaches the end (when it prints "OK") 
save it again. this one being the final copy. 
Any previous copies can be deleted. 
Now type New which will remove the 

Basic loader program but leave the ma- 
chine code intact. The new commands are 
now active. 

The screen is divided into 320 columns 
by 200 rows (64,000 pixels) each of which 
can be defined as a backround or fore- 
ground colour. Each pixel is relerenced by 
an x (0-319) and y (0-199) coordinate. 

The colours are now defined in blocks of 
8x8 pixels, each block having а 
backround and foreground colour. These 
blocks from now on will be referred to as 
attributes and are specified by x (0-39), 
and y (0-24) coordinates. 

The commands are all prefixed by Sys 
49152. eg- Sys 49152,Р.10050 plots a 
point at 100,50. The nine commands are as 
follows:— 
G-Enter Graphics mode. 
T-Return to Text mode. 
C, b, {Clear the graphics screen to either 

foreground or backround (as зе! by 
the last D command) and set the 

backround to colour B and the fore- 
ground to colour F. 

Paxy-Draw a line from the coordinates 
(ку), of length 1 and in a direction 
indicated Бу d. d = direction, 0 Up, 
1= Right, 2= Down, 3= Left 

D, cfc is 1 then P, plots a point in the 
foreground colour and C clears the 
Screen to the backround colour. If c is. 
0 then these are the opposite way 
around. 

А, x, y, b, f-Set the Attribute at coordinates 
x, у to the background and 
foreground colours b and f re- 
spectively. The x and y coordi- 
nates are in the range 0-39 and 
0-24 respectively, unlike the 
other commands. 
M-Move Basic to $4000 

(16384). This command fol- 
lowed by New will move 
Basic above the Hires 
screen. This should be 
typed in before using pro- 
grams greater than 6K (in- 
cluding variables). | would 
suggest that i is always 
used at the start of a 
session. 

V-Dump all the simple variables (ie, not 
arrays) to the text screen. 

The foreground and backround colours 
referred to earlier have the following 
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Programming: C64 
codes: 7 Yellow 15 Grey3 if you change any colours in hi-res and 

0 Black 8 Orange For example A, 10, 15, 0, 2 would set the — then return to the text screem, you will see 
1 White 9 Brown  atttributeat(10, 15) to backround blackand garbage, to remove this just clear the 
2 Red 10 Light Red foreground red. screen. 
3 Cyan 11 Grey 1 Normally the colours come from loca- Program Two is an example of what can 
4 Purple 12 Grey2 tions at the top of memory but now they be achieved; just let your imagination run 
5 Green 13 Light Green соте from locations $0400-$0800 (1024- wild and atter a little experimentation you 
6 Blue 14 Light Blue 2048) which is the test screen. Due to this, should get the hang of it. 

18 fer «49152 to 50282 ster 10 1870 data 133,252,160,0,173,204.194,201,0,240, 1597 
20 сз-а 1689 data 6,177,251,13,203,194,76,194,194,173, 1473 
30 for bea to ato 1690 data 283, 194,73, 255,49,251, 145,251,174, 197,1792 38 read а 1700 data 194, 172, 199, 194, 104, 96,0, 0,0, 0,959 
38 сзчсъ+а 1710 data 0,0.0.0,0.0.0,173.119.195.407 
бё Роке bid 1720 data 201,0,240.32.201,1,240,47.201.2, 1165. 70 next Б 1730 data 240,5,201,3,240, 59,96, 174, 197, 194, 1409 
За read ch 1740 data 173-198, 194,172, 199, 194.32, 37,194, 200, 1593 90 1f chos then Printerrar in line*:a~48152 1750 data 206,117, 185,208, 247,96, 174,197, 194,175, 1807] 
108 next a 1760 data 198,194, 172,199, 194,32, 37, 194, 136, 206, 1562 
119 Print"ok*" 1778 data 117,195,208.247,96.32.101,195,32,83.1306. 
1000 data 32,253, 174,201.80, 209,3, 76.87, 192, 1306 1799 data 195,32,47.195,173, 117, 195, 208, 242, 173, 1577 
1010 data 201,65,200,3, 76,210, 192, 201,67. 200, 1439 1798 data 118, 198,208,237, 96, 32, 101, 195, 32, 63, 1297 
1020 data 3,76,89,193,201.71,200,3. 76, 130, 1050 1808 data 195,32.65.199, 173.117, 195, 208, 242, 173, 1595 
1030 data 123,201,94,209,3, 76,68. 133,201.76. 1303 1910 data 119,195,208,237,96, 173, 197, 194, 24, 105, 1547 
1040 data 200,3,76,130.192,201,77,209,3,76, 1174 1820 data 1,141,197, 194,173,198, 194, 105,0, 141, 1944 
1058 data 75,133.201.86,208,3, 76, 82,193,201, 1318 1830 data 198,194,96. 173,197, 194,56,233, 1, 141, 1483 
1060 data бё, 209. 3,76, 70.192, 32,0, 175. 96.528 1040 date 197, 194, 173; 190, 194,239,0, 141,199, 194, 1722 1070 data 32.115,0,32,253 174, 32, 169, 193, 165, 1159 1890 data 96,173,117, 198,596,259, 1 1412 1172 195, 1324. 
1088 data 20,41,1,131.204.194,96,32, 115.0044 1860 data 173,118,195,233.0, 141, 118 195, 96, 174, 1443. 
1998 data 32,253,174,32,165,193,165,20,141,197.1370 1070 data 197,194, 173, 198/194, 172, 199, 194,32, 37, 1590 118 data 194. 165,21, 141,198, 134,32-253,174,32,1404 1908 data 194.141.1958. 194,96-0-0,0/165-197, 1145. 1110 data 163,133, 165,20, 141, 199, 194-173-198, 194,16%9 199 data 201,128,240, 1,96, 165, 39,133, 187 188 1961 1120 data 174,197, 194. 172, 199, 194,32,37, 194,96.1489 1900 data 46.133.109, 165.169, 197,48, 208, 7. 165, 1345 
1130 data 32,115,6,32, 233, 174,32,163, 193, 165, 1155 1910 data 197.197.47,208, 1,96. 160,0, 177, 167. 1260. 
1140 data 20,141.197,194,165,21, 141,198, 194,32, 1303 1920 data 201.129,176,89,32,210, 255, 200, 177. 187, 1655. 1150 data 253,17432,163,193,165,20,141,199,194,1534 — 1938 deta 201,127, 176,23, 32,210, 299,32,00, 196, 1348 1168 data 32,253, 174,32, 163, 193,165, 20, 41, 3, 1076 1940 data 165,187, 164,168, 32. 162. 187, 32, 221, 189, 1527 
1179 data 141,119,199.32,253.174,32,163,193,165,1467 0 1980 data 32,90, 171,169,255) 209, 121, 41, 127, 32, 1108 
1180 data 21,201,0,240,10,201,1,209,28, 165, 1075 1968 data 218.255, 169,36,32,210,255,32,90, 196, 1489 
1190 data 28,201,64,176,22, 165, 20, 141, 117, 195, 1121 1970 data 169,34,32.210,255,160.0, 177, 187, 178, 1394 
1200 data 165,21,141,118,195.24,109. 117, 195,201. 1206 240,21.200, 177,107, 133, 34,200, 177, 107, 1596. 
1210 data 0,240,4.32,205,194,96,26,22,115.1014 133,35. 160,0, 177, 34, 32, 210, 255, 200, 1236. 1220 data 0,32,253,174,32, 163, 193, 165,20, 201, 1233 202, 200,247, 169,24, 32, 210, 255, 76, 54, 1487 1230 data 40, 176-97, 141,194, 194,32,253, 174,32, 1323 196,176, 146,41, 127. 32,210, 255, 200, 177, 1569 1240 data, 163,193, 165, 20, 201,25. 176, 72,141,195, 1351 187.201. 127. 176. 18,32, 210,255, 32, 68, 1226 1250 data 194,32, 253, 174,32, 163, 193, 165,20, 41, 1267 196, 169, 70, 22 210,255, 169, 79, 32, 210, 1421 1260 data 15,141,196, 194, 32,253, 174,92, 163, 193, 1393 255,206, 35,41, 127, 32 210295, 169, 37, 1369 1270 data 165,20, 10, 10, 10, 10, 13, 196, 194, 141, 769 52, 210, 255. 32, 09, 196, 160,0; 177, 107, 1337 
1290 data 196,194.173,195,194,10,10,24, 109,195, 1300 133,98. 200, 177, 187, 133, 99, 162, 144,32, 1365 1290 data 194, 10, 162,0, 134,292, 10, 38,252, 10, 1062 68, 169, 52, 221, 169132, 90, 171, 169.13, 1115 1300 data 38,252, 133,251,24, 165,252, 195,4, 133, 1357 32,210,255, 24, 165, 167. 105,5, 133, 187, 1303 
1319 data 252, 172, 194, 194. 173. 196, 194, 145,251,96, 1067 2090 data-144,2;2307160,32, 220225, 32. 225,255, 1591 1320 data 32.72.16, 96,32, 115,0,32,211, 198,961 2160 data 208.1,96. 155,203, 20164, 209, 241, 56, 1443 1330 data 96.32.115.0.32.137, 193,56, 22, 115,848 2119 data 176,155, 56, 32, 240, 255, 160, 3, 24, 32, 1133 1340 data 0,32, 120, 195, 96, 32, 115,0, 32,253, 675 2120 data 240,255, 169.61,32.210,235.24, 165, 187, 1596 1358 data 174,32,163,190,165,20,41,15,141,196,1140 2130 data 105,2, 193,187, 144,2. 2з. 168, эв, 234, 1321 1360 data 194,32, 253. 174,32, 163, 193, 165,20, 19, 1236 
1370 data 10, 10-10, 19,196, 194,141,196. 194,32,596 
1380 data 16, 194,32, 225, 133,96, 32, 119,0, 32,935 
1390 data 194, 199,96, 169,0 (41,0: 4: 141, 1:995 
1400 data 64.141,2,64.169.1,139,43, 19, 64,028 Program 2 
1410 data 133,44,143,46, 169.3, 133,45.96, 32,834 
1428 data 139,173,76.247,163,22,225,193.32.194,1493 1@ 9r-49152 
1438. data. 193.182,70. 169,0. 160, 150, 32. 37. 194. 1152 
1440 data 165,197,201,4,206,250,32,211,192,95,1597 20 SYSSr.d.l:svsSr,S':svser,c.8.1 
1450 data 173,17, 209,9, 32, 141, 17,209, 173,24, 1082 G8 for х=й to 319 
1469 data 208.9.8.141.24.209. эв, 173, 17, 209, 1992 за 
1470 data 41,223,141. 17,208, 169.21, 141,24,209, 1195 
1480 data 96, 169.0, 133,251, 162,0, 160.8, 138, 1109. ба sysor.1.x,.16@-1/2,2,1 
1490 data 24,105.92, 133, 282, 173/204,194,201.0,1916 со "i 
1500 data 240,5,169,0,76,253.193, 169.255. 224, 1584 next x 
1518 data 31,208,4,192,64,176,2,145. 251,200, 1273 70 for x=@ to 219 
1520 data 206,243,232,224.32.200,219,96, 162,290, 1673 + 
1530 data 173,196,194,197.255,3,157.249,4,157,1545 S8 у-з1п<х/25. 39»*100«1868 
1546 data 243,5, 157,237, 6, 202, 209,241,96, 142, 1537 90 зуз9г.р,х.,» 1550 data 197,194,41, 1,191, 198,194,148, 199, 134,1493 106 mesct x 
1860 data Z01,1,209.5,224,64, 144. 1,95, 192, 1136 157 data 200,176.251,72,192,74,74,74,141,209,1414— 110 for х=@ to 39 1880 data 194,138,78, 198,134, 106, 74, 74, 141,201, 1258 ч 
1590 data 194,152,41,7,141,202,194,138,41,7,1117 128 svyssr. ах, 12 rndCIDK16, rndC12*1 1608 data 170.169.126,224,0,240, 5, 202, 74. 76. 1288 138 next x 1610 data 91,194,141.293, 194, 169,0, 133,251, 173, 1549 Fi 
1620 data 200, 194, 133,252,74, 102,251,74: 102,251, 1633 148 set э%:1# 93- then 118 
1630 data 24,101,252.133,252,169,0,133,253,173, 1490 158 Print"5";:svssr,.t 1640 data 201,194, 10, 10,10, за, 253,24, 181,291, 1652 
165a data 193,251, 165, 253, 101,252, 133,252, 165, 251, 1956 
1868 data 24, 109,202, 194, 133, 251, 169,252, 105, 32, 1467 

м 
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Programming: Spectrum 

emolition is a version о the classic р: 
you may cry, but the difference is, 

that this one is written in compact machine 
code with smooth, fast graphics — unlike 
the original version on the Horizons tape! 

Type in and run the loader program, 
entering the start address as 29997. Now 
enter the data in listing two from leftto right, 
with the checksumatthe end. All being well 
you should be able to enter the next line. 

И an error is indicated, enter the ad- 

by A Seyern 

dress of the line to Бе retyped. When you 
have finished, the code will automatically 
be saved. 

For both the gamesplaying novice and 
the machine code alficionado, this one's а 
little cracker! 

ТЕ INPUT “Start address 
и tenet тн IU, Meise NO шет но я 14 92 205 227 45 2822 (1!) 

nan О Dx ти o race nec ЖАН 30 00 15000 2 59 70 150 (65) 75 ы 1838 0 111259 (996) 

m S ЕЖЕ ncs 0 uc» un A жшж ща um 4 * a. 1 2 си 
MS АЕК E ace IF adi ek ^ MUN 58 49 1561279 254 239 212 (90 аэ 72 05629 M то (982) 

$0 1028 38381: 28 1912024 9 22329 19 (882) B é 25030 1 10 197 285 (88) 
58 ТР (2M DEN BEEP .1,-28: PRINT FLASH 1; 30389: 101 50 67 156 58 48 1567? (755) 183 19316 246 13 120 167 (940) 

Checksum error!*; FLASH B® at чан Cec; — ENT: SB 78 158 129 79 238 188 204 (1094) 194 94 128 42 258 205 48 128 (1185) 
601018 94485: 32 119 121 294 152 212 27 ИВ (1045) 19922 108285 187 13 42 2 (728) 

в IF 021284 DEN SAVE *DewolCODE "СЕ 29097, FAMI: 120 58 68 1561212388 24 (966) 751 22 & В 2024 195 (958) 
` дара реа зип: В 1959 68 15656 47 Ш? (423) 251 10822 98 4 68 181 169 (605) 

1 2 1212287 135 115 (774) 329: 58 67 15858 #2 117 33 125 (МВ) 111 180 185 116 165 111 116 32 (798) 
157» 17220056 6 3 28 (8M) IT: 12134 108 117 285 187 117 281 "zm y 50 SA 32 65 UD 
47 16 250 177 95 122 28 192 (1131) 34$: SB 67 15671 58 68 156 104 з 46 B 181 118 101 114 11022 (695) 
10987 à 3 ЖШ 1 252 (799) 3MSy 2 19815 194 212 150 A поща 49 45 32 26 (23) 
238 95 163 122 2387 138 135 (1657) Jól: £8 155 02 294 50 70 156 285 (100 | 4 n BA 22 58 45 12 82 un 
135 135 135 111 283 246 14 138 (1115) 3849: 198 12020 58 78 15629 88 (HED 797172 88 10 RUT (95) 
12128286 3 28047 16 (874) зил SA 78 156 285288 121 20158 (1849) 16 5 8 B 6S 67 @ 45 (430) 
252290 0 181 111 281 17 125 (1148) 30485: 49 156 217 68 SA AY 156 S 01818) 24778 84 12 48 (93) 
126 8 12858 45 117 26 (493) 30493: 200 12128158 71 156 167 282 (1196) i5 32 Bi 85 73 9 22 ж (442) 
1819 20 12 58 92 117 (553) WM 8 119 58 72 196 0 58 73 (598) в що 19 1 011410 (33) 
287 юз 4 4 71 76 (728) 38589: 1588220 201540 6 258 (790) 15 115 32 8 78 84 £P 82 (м) 
125 23 & 28 57 16 298 50 (98) Жил: 15 215 38 73 15619848 215 (976) 2 ПЕШ 32 112 188.97 101 (729) 
ду шшя 4 10 50 92 (ва) 30505: 285 4111958 109 ALA (991) 3 1 3 8 7 79 76 из) 
17237 лз мл (79) 38518 24 му 27 120 28071 22 (1418) зиз» 4% S 135 (681) 
76 VSOM 3 2833 16 258 (945) жуп 119 29379 282 121 119 261 205 (1249) 128 6 116 126 21535 16 291 (009) 
за ша в шия (44) ми из M а а Be 62 в 6 X UP (50) 
43 ши 24 15 мя (40) 3855: Ы 87 1 241227 120 203 35 18 75262 28 59 07 156 (458) 
^ 1715 X 1762 В (550) Ses 71 194 189 119 12243. № : St 60 15662 1 за (612) 
58 Q ШИ 19 197 213 25 (82) заўз 12294 8 218 155 119 98 éb 250 120 62 255 58 78 196 (94D) 
% 117 289 192 58 44 ШИ (E55) з: 156 195 155 119 205 155 1958 (100) юв WA в з 4 1% (USD 
12 168 119 35 58 43 11774 C737) 3S9: 68 15688 а 6 4 BT (Уза) 58 71 156 205 205 118 285 158. (1170) 
126 M8 I 35 58 42 1U71 (738) МБР: 294 127 29 128 283 7] 194 1&6 (1352) 181 25419129 1292071 (1195) 
126 181958 4$ 11771 58 (782) — 3M 119121983 87 102 24 224 (1139) 262 12 118 203 103 288 118 195 (1151) 
Aj MIA 58 47 175 120 (58) ЗЫ 218 155 119 58 М 156 62 168 (979) : Si 121 285 215 118 285 155 119 (1089) 
29 8 194112117 20 8 @ (878) 3001: 58 47 0758 86 158 58 82 (636) à шз 1 5 в « (45) 
9 8 8 е 78 58 14192 (45) 382: 11733 189 121 M 188 17 285 (844) B 9 12 197 205 1813 192 (888) 
8 723 E B а м 6а LIS) NETS 187 Ш ж 118 285 158 208 205 (122) ш 206 м 1816 231 (96) 
156 М 74 156 195 128 128 2 (97) — заду. 68 1191 24 239 207 120 283. (100) B 8 260 и 195 109 126 (732) 
1 58 71 156 62 18 S8 73 (470) — 3MSj: л 22 12» 120 58 73 156 167 (967) 7 їй М8 10724204 24 (999) 
156 265 7 13 62 8 58 72 (465) зми 20271 12158 67 15258 68 (ВИ) M 180 138 295.215 64 2 (861) 
15251 20 62 0 211254 (И) зы: 158 208 248 280 63 288 8 280 (1489) 21 8 108 ШВ 298 (469) 
вице во ми (99) зил ало оа зв B (0 238 (28 1208 24 P (525) 
I MB 206 2 1917 (SED) 3885: 25 lé 253 58 67 156 па 26 (1053) Q7 M #6 1817171 (172) 
X в 25 1816 MES и (476) — 349) 28 8 вы 2 | Z2 8 (828) S 96 105 265 1013 19316 (7%) 
1943 1B 16 216 21 H9 (493) 38781: 95 25 126 280 177 194 176 119 (1865) 24 13 121 167 194 144 27 (1221) 
179 237 82 62 178 Ш 16 247 (1167) — NUR: 238 Sé 282 176 119 2383 280 (1252) ж?з 7323 58 12892 (994) 
é S S 16288 14 28 02 (456) 3017: 63 28363 229 25 68 128 225 (1168) аз E 20 23016 20294 (1885) 
15 135 135 1987. 1935 13 (007) 3) 62 78 Пе 258. 11958 128 (761) A3 19 124 181 194 176 121 217 (1875) 
W 12116712219490 0835 (И) 30795 92 2367 242 11958 72 (855) 231 76 5 19 7 2 в (м$) 
35 35 35 Ш лов жи (588) WA: 156 218 148 282 89 128 195 176 (1316) 36 % S 2851813 19316 (7%) 

мил 128.62 в 58 шш в (WD за: 11922775 M 108 285 85 45 (94) : MP2UOMLIU 3 жн 17 (128) 
зру з и шиге 1885847 (18) WT: 2 2 2/502 8 20502 8 (W) S в жїз 217 281 217 (1829) 
эзи 1742 128 S8 66 156 EQ 108 (TED) 085: 255 0892 287 жы (00) 309: IA 19522140 в (HD) 
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Bytes & Pieces 

Menu Writer 
on Spectrum 
by BE Ashley 
This is a routine for Spectrum utility writ- 
ers that find Menus a tedium, in that it 
centralises the vertical text, highlights the 
title and checks the input. 

Line 1120 restores Data line using variable 
Data 
Lines 1130 - 1140 Print Menu heading in 
Bright, 
Lines 1180 — 1170 insert blank lines for 
vertical lab. 
Lines 1180 - 1210 print Menu options & 
selection number 
Line 1220 prints selection request again in 
Bright 
Line 1240 checks for valid selection 

List 2 is for reference. Load it to print a 
sample menu. Any further menus simply 
require three lines similar to List 2 
The program as written will evenly space 
out eight selections clearly: add further 
Menus to increase, 

List 1. 

1000>ВЕМ ** Mj wer 
y В.Е. ASHLEY. 

1100 REM "+ MENU ROUTINE ** 
1110 POKE 23658,8: CLS 
1120 RESTORE DATA 
1130 READ Р5 
1140 PRINT AT 2, (32-LEN PS)/2;FN 
ие (PS) 
1150 FOR Nel TO (17-DL*2)/2 
1160 PRINT 
1170 NEXT 
1180 FOR N=1 TO DL 
1190 READ PS 
1200 PRINT “ТАВ 3;PS:TAB 2918 
1210 NEXT M 
1220 PRINT AT 20,7;FN HS("SELECT 

1 TO "«STR$ пое" 
1230 LET QS-INKEYS 
1240 IF 05<"1" OR ỌS>STRS DL THE 
N Go TO 1230 
1250 RETURN 

List 2, 

190»DEF FN 
153 O 4CHRS 

MWS(TS)-CHRS 19+CHRS 
аз+снвз 0 

200 
210 с05 

=5 
220 GO SUB 1000 
230 REM CONDITIONAL GOTO/GOSUR 

** SEARCH MENU ** 
LET DATA=8500: LET DL 

НЕВЕ ie. GO TO 7000+500"(Qs="1") 
+600" (Q5-"2") etc.etc 
250 STOP 

8500 DATA "SEARCH OPTIONS", "BY D 
ATE", "BY DETAILS","BY CATAGORY", 
"BY AMOUNT", "BY REF.£", "MAIN MEN 
о" 

Hi-res Print 
on CBM 128 
by Stephen Hardcastle 
Here's a short subroutine which enables 
you to print a standard bit-map graphics 
screen (Graphic Mode 1) onto a CBM 1526 
printer. The subroutine may be included in 
any program provided the names о! vari- 
ables used in the main program don't 
clash. 

To test that you have typed the subrou- 
tine in correctly, you could enter one of the 
‘graphics programs from the system guide 
(page 8-13 is the best in my manual). Type 
in the subroutine and save it, then enter 
and run a graphics program. The hires 
graphics screen will remain intact provid: 
ing you don't use a Graphic Cir command 

Next just load and then run the subrou 
tine with Gosub 2000; № all is well then the 
screen will go blank and the printer come 
to life. The printing takes а long time but 
lhe result with a good ribbon is worth 
waiting (ог 

For any one with a CBM MPS 802 printer 
here's а good chance this program will 
work as И stands. 

eee FAST 
2010 ОРЕМ 4,4,0 
геге OPEN 5,4,5 
2038 OPEN 6,4,6 
2046 PRINTWS .CHRE(20) 
гезе FOR Y = е TO 24 
2060 FOR x = е TO 39 
2078 BYTE = 8182 + (X485 
2050 лв «>=: BIT = 7 
2098 FOR 1 = 0 TO 7 
2100 DEC = 128 : COUNT 
2118 
2120 
2130 
2140 
2158 
2160 
2170 
2189 
2198 
2200 
2218 
2220 
2230 
2240 
2250 
2260 
2270 
2280 
2299 
2300 
2313 

DEC = ОЕСУ2 
NEXT 2 
AS = AS + CHRE(COUNT) 
BIT = BIT-1 
NEXT 1 
PRINTAS AS 
FOR L = е TO X 
PRINTWa,* "2 
NEKT і. 

NEXT X 
PRINTS ‚СНВ с 1322 
NEXT Y 
PRINTHS -CHREC36> 
cLosce 
cLoses 
cLoses 
sLow 
RETURN 

+ сеезавз 

FOR J = BYTE TO BYTE + 7 
IF «PEEKCJ) AND EfBIT) = гтват THEN COUNT = COUNT + DEC 

PRINTHG ,CHRECGSA) ICHRECI4 15) 

Fractals 
on Amstrad 
by Martin Thomas 
Here is a short program for the Amstrad 
machines. When run it produces a stepped 
landscape that looks quite interesting. 

To be more technical, it produces а 
three dimentional graph of a log function If 
the expression /nt(2"Log(x-- y) in Line 40 is 
replaced, another view is obtained. 
Examples include: 
Int(2"Tan(x"y!1100)) or 
1100). 

(2°Atn(B°Sinix'y! 
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Soundcheck 

guitar tutor packages, omitting only 
to mention what machine they ran on 

— the C64, as it happens. This week anoth- 
er guitar tutor program for the same ma- 
chine has turned up as part of a much 
more complex system marketed by Col- 
leen under the name Music Compendium. 

The Compendium has several sections 
including a Music Theory Tutor, Guitar 
Tutor, DID (sound) Chip Tutor, Playalong 
section, Drum Machine and Sound Cre- 
ator. Good value for money for the price of 
опе tape or disc, you may think 

The Music Theory section is in two parts, 
covering first the stave, treble and bass 
clets, notes on the stave, ledger lines, bar 
lines and repeats, and then note values, 
rest values, time signatures, ties, pickup 
notes and accidentals. If you have to learn 
music theory there are worse ways, and 
the Colleen package persuades the C64 to 
give you musical examples as you go 
along, It's hardly the same as having an 
‘open book in front of you though, let alone 
a human teacher. 

Still, it should be possible to pickup 
some basic terminology to enable you to 
go in to the Guitar Tutor. This simply 
allows you to punch in any major, minor, 
seventh or minor seventh chord on a grid, 
and shows you what fingers to use and 
where to play the chord on a guitar finger- 
board. The computer sounds the chord in а 
plunky sort of voice simultaneously, and 
you can tune up each string of your guitar 
to the computer before starting. 

The SID chip tutor is a little odd, cover- 
ing most of the Pokes necessary to 
squeeze sounds from the C64 chip, but 
‘omitting the random and envelope settings 
and referring only to the user's manual for 
any hint as to how to produce musical 
tuning. When there's a fab book around 
like Electronic Music on the Commodore 
64 (author Mark Jenkins, published by 
Sunshine Publications, and where's this 
month's royalty statement?) it seems more 
fun to work through the SID chip more 
comprehensively yourself, 

The playalong section is good fun 
though —it produces boogie, country, disco 
ог waltz backings in any key, controllable 
from a Music Maker keyboard if you have 

l ast week we looked at a couple of 

A musical education 
Mark Jenkins looks at some new music packages for 
the C643 and Atari 520 

one, at a choice of three tempos. 
The drum machine is similarly good fun, 

allowing you to enter 2- to 10-beat patterns 
of up to three voices and chain them into 
songs. Forty bars can be created and 
edited and there's a good selection ol 
swishy percussion noises. 

Bars and patterns can be loaded from 
and saved to disc and any bar may be used 
as many times as you like in a pattern, and 
can be copied or moved within the pattern. 

The last part of the Compendium, the 
sound creator, has three distinct sections, 
the creator, combiner and effects master. 
As these are a little complex (with the 
ability to create music and sound effects 
for your own programs) we'll take a look at 
them next time, pausing only to remark 
that the Colleen package seems a good 
buy for those wanting a little musical 
‘education, tor those who think they may be 
interested in music but aren't sure (re- 
member it's not just about dots on a piece 
of page) or for those who want to use their 
64 as a basic accompaniment machine for 
other instruments. The whole compendi- 
um is available on a double-sided disc at a 
reasonable £29.95, and sections are also 
available individually. 

You can contact Colleen at 18 Bishop St, 

срорсгродяце 
E 

SPACE = SILENCE 

$ FRE н, 
Penygraig, CF40 ПРО or phone 0443- 
434846. 

A little more upmarket now with the 
latest MIDI packages from Steinberg, 
which is launching а whole new range at 
the British Music Fair at Olympia from 1st- 
3rd August. 

Pro 24 is a 24-track MIDI sequencer for 
the Atari 520ST and 1040ST with 5,000 
patterns, 200,000 events, up to 64th note 
quantise or real-time recording, individual 

STYLE SELECT 

not and MIDI event editing, single step 
recording, insert, delete, cut append, re- 
peat, punch in and out and much more. For 
£165 it seems set to become the industry 
standard MIDI composer package. 
Pro-Crealor is an editor for the Yamaha 

FM synths which also has the capability ог 
creating sounds randomly down to the 
name displayed on the synth's LCD. Cost 

is £120 for the Atari version. 
Track Star is an eight-track MIDI se- 

quencer for beginners on the Commodore 
64/128 which includes four sampled drum 
sounds of bass, snare, hi-hat and percus- 
sion. It has four demo songs and six demo 
rhythms, punch in and out, fast forward 
and rewind and many other facilities, and 
is £70 including a MIDI interface. 

The Edit Kitfor Pro 16 composer files оп 
the C64/128 has ten octave range and 
complete editing facilities down to the last 
note and MIDI or drum event. Cost is £30. 

Из now possible to buy Pro 16 for the 
C64/128 on an Eprom with built-in interface 
for £177.50, and Steinberg also markets 
editor packages for synths from the 
Ensoniq Mirage Sampler to the Korg DW- 
6000, Contact OSC at 68 Wilsdon Way, 
Lyne Paddock, Kidlington, Oxford, 0865 
67056. 

We'll be looking at some of these prod- 
ucts in more detail in the near future 

Tiyou have any queries or tips for this 
column, please wrile to Mark Jenkins at 
Popular Computing Weekly, 12-13 Little 
Newport Street, London WC2H 7PP, 
Mark would also welcome examples of 
your own music on audio or program 
tape, or disc. 
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Programming: Peek & Poke 

Keyboard query 

Mark Griffith, of Cambridge, 
writes: 

am thinking of buying a 
microcomputer. Is there a 

keyboard with the Dvorak lay- 
ош that | can buy to go with а 
РС? 

А The Dvrorak keyboard lay- 
out is used to enable touch 

typists to go faster, it has the 
same number of keys as a 
normal keyboard but with a 
different layout. The idea is to 
put the more commonly used 
keys in more convenient posi- 
tions. In fact, the Dvorak key- 
board is so similar to the nor- 
mal keyboard that it may be 
just as easy to redefine the 
keys rather than invest in a 
new keyboard 

Superkey, from Borland (Al- 
tar Computers 041-228 4211 
price £69.95) is a piece of soft- 
ware that will do this for you, it 
comes with the Dvorak layout 
as standard, 

There are two other types of 
‘go faster’ keyboards that you 
might like to consider, the 
Maltron, and the Velotype 
Both use completely different 
keyboard styles trom the norm, 
Velotype allows a number of 
keys to be pressed at once and 
in contoured to fit the hands, 
the Maltron is contoured, and 
has a special layout allowing 
the hands to be as still as 
possible. 

Amstrad INK 

P Grey of Wirral Merseyside 
writes. 

1 recently purchased an 
Amstrad CPC 6128 micro 

computer and have been trying 
fo come to terms with its Basic 
programming language. One 
thing that | am having a little 
trouble with is how the colours 

are placed on Юю the screen, in 
particular, what INK, PEN, and 
PAPER do. Could you make it a 
little clearer? 

To be honest, | also had a 
little trouble with these 

commands since they are not 
explained very clearly in the 
manual 

After a lot of playing 
around,here is my understand- 
Ing of how it works. 

The Amstrad has 27 colours 
available of which a selection 
can be placed on the screen at 
any one time, depending on the 
screen mode. In mode 0 there 
can be 16, mode 1 has four, and 

up. it can be used on the 
screen, either by PAPER, PEN, 
ог graphic commands. So if ink 
1 is set to blue, the command 
PEN 1 will cause anything writ- 
ten to the screen to appear 
there in blue. Paper works in 
the same way with the only 
oddity that the paper is defined 
as the cell within which the 
character appears. 

И you want to change the 
colour of the screen, find out 
which ink is currently assigned 
to paper and alter the colour 
assigned to the ink. 

To sum up, the computer has 
а pallette of 27 colours, 15 of 
which can be assigned to inks, 

Dvorak Keys 

4 ЕССЕ 
gre 

3 
РУ 
o ШЕ! 

Рл 
h[tInIs[-]^ 

x[b 

mode has two. The colours that 
appear on the screen can be 
any from the 27 and are select- 
ed using the INK command. 

The INK command can have 
up to three arguments INK 
N,C1,C2). the first of which 
specifies which of the 16 inks is. 
to be assigned a colour. so the 
command INK 2,3 assigns red 
(colour) to ink number 2, INK. 
2,3,1 assigns two colours (red 
and blue) to ink 2 as flashing 
colours (alternating between 
red and blue). 

Once the ink has been set 

TES 
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these inks are then used by the 
PEN, PAPER and graphic 
commands. 

The program below demon- 
strates how graphics can use 
colours and switching of col- 
ours, at the ink stage, to create 
simple animation. 

Logo lists 

Graeme Watkinson of 

Burntwood in Staffordshire, 
writes: 

! own an Amsirad PCW 
8256 and have been trying 

to use the DR Logo program 
supplied. | have managed all 
right except that І cannot get 
the Dot command to function 
using any of the variables in 
the program below: 

to CURVE 
make “x0 
repeat 260 [make “a 80°sin: < docu] 
така ̂ x] 
end 

The program, which is de- 
signed to draw a simple sine 
curve, stops with the following 
error messag 

dot does not ike [a] ва input in 

Could you please explain this 
error and how this command 
should be used? 

! would be gratetul if you 
could also recommend the ti- 
tles of опе or two books which 
‘explain the language in detail. 

Your problem is one of 
levels, The dot command 

needs a list of two numbers as 
its input, ie, dot [10 20], is OK. 
However, unlike сотриег lan- 
‘guages such as Basic, the con- 
cept of variables is slightly dif- 
ferent, What you are actually 
giving dot is the list [xa]. 
Logo does not immediately 
presume that you mean the 
values contained in :x and за, it 
needs to go to the next level 
down so you have to tell It to 
evaluate the list [са] into num- 
bers. The command for this is 
list. Try the following: 

This has the effect of taking x 
and га and forming the list [10 
20] which is what dot needs to 
work correctly, The working 
version of ‘curve’ is 

o curve. 
make ^x 0 
repeat 380 [mak 
"xx +1 dot liat 
end 

а 0 * ain х mako 

There is another example in 
the Amstrad manual using 
'secursor Logo is based of 
the artificial intelligence lan- 
guage Lisp and most of the list 
processing ideas (converting 
їх га to [10 20] is a list process) 
are the same. 

И may be an idea to have а 
look in your local bookshop/ 
library for books about Logo 
that that suit you but some 
titles that may be of use are: 
Seymore Papert, Children 
Computers and Power Ideas 
(Harvester Press, 16 Ship 
Street, Brighton, Sussex. ISBN 
0-71080-472-5); Tony Hasemer, 
A Beginners Guide To Lisp 
(Addison Wesley Publishing. 
ISBN 0-2021-14634-7), which 
gives all the basics behind list 
processing, relevant to ad- 
vanced Logos; Harold Abelson, 
Logo for the Apple И (Byte! 
McGraw-Hill), one of the stan- 
dard works on Logo for micros. 
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REWARDING OPPORTUNITIES WITH 
MIKRO-GEN 

Following Mikro-Gen's move to new premises we now require 

additional 6502 programmers. If you believe your programming ability 

meets our high standard, please contact us by telephone or letter to the 

address below. 

We also require finished programmes. Top payment or royalties 
given to software of suitable quality. 

Mikro-Gen, Unit 15, The Western Centre, Western Road, 
Bracknell, Berks. RG12 1RW. Telephone number (0344) 427317 

PRICE SOFTWARE 

Hee TH 

s 

ипи ЫНЫ 
БЕЕЗНЕҢ 

ИШИНИН 2228 

ESTEE 

Prices include fast delivery. Free bonus gift with each 
order. Orders over £50 please deduct further 5%, 
Cheques/POs to: SOFTWARE DISCOUNTS, PO BOX 65, 

NOTTINGHAM NG1. 
Telephone (0602) 470897 some 

SUPASOFT DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 

mz. ПЕ! 
a = 
Е — 
Е Env 
E = 

НЕБЕ БЕ БЕ БОЕ БЫЕЫЕЕ 

=> ВНЕ 
Em БЕБЕ LM EL 
Ez BER ER 285 = НЕЕ E BES Ev HES 

Pat полун erue it ма Гаре ый ны окун. Заир aon этем” АР Тит. Weow, fuer CMM 

PLUS 4, C16, and VIC 20 USERS 
Соте along and pick up some amazing bargains, and see what's new lor 
your computer on 

SATURDAY 28 JUNE 1986 
from 10.00-4.00 

at 
Coopers Hill Community Centre, Bagshot Ad, Bracknell, Berkshire 
‘Adults £1.00 Children and OAPs 50р 
M you use your computer in an interesting or unusual way why not 
demonstrate it atthe show 
Coopers НИ! Centre is right next to Bracknell railway station, ten minutes 
от junction 3 of the МЗ and five minutes from Junction 10 o the MA 

For further details contact. 

JOHN PENN DISCOUNT SOFTWARE, DEAN FARM COTTAGE, 
KINGSLEY, BORDON, HANTS. 6035 9NG. Tel: Bordon (04203) 5970. 

Trade enquires welcomed 
Dragon software will also be on sale | к Рок 
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CALL JON BEALES on 07-437 4343 FOR SEMI/DISPLAY ADVERTISING 

400/800 

XL/XE 

informati 

BONZO МЕООЦЕВ AMSTRAD crt teres 
A FANTASTIC NEN ПЪТ! ami TAPE 065 aree, ТӘН: AL изби RASC BARI a Pen О би об ө тага НЕКОЕ mi 
ne TUB DAGER ULL in аит dom 
ANOS IT toes Os EXTEND CATALOGUE. BMG fe ot АМ AUTOMATEALLY RD: 
TANS DAMAY m mamet Сй мо тмн n bye. vri вий вс 
ym пой мм (2 have ня. 

NEMESIS Pem 
Y Carlow Rond, Ningieas Коми, Woran MEM AOM То 
о ик v vaa яа ne 

NOW 

ST 

ATARI OWNERS 

Are you having difficulty finding suitable software.If so, then 
look no further. We have available for both hire and pur- 
chase one of the largest selections of both UK and American 
titles to choose from. Games and Utilities for all ages. 
Hardware and add-on utilities at discount prices and special 
deals regularly being offered. If you would like further 

jon please send a large 
CHARNWOOD PRODUCTS AND GAMES 

30A Warwick Avenue, Quorn, Lou 
Leicestershire LE12 BHD 

е. to:— 

QL BACKUP SUITE V5 
ще? Don't be 4MATTER АМАТ» with password Но 8 tra 
полах. View sector тар ест invisible В celetea Мез Rese 

лде ва "MOV" 1 “FLP” within file, Find XDA coded 
Locksmith. A now tyke for byte mé dupli 

зано в unique Fancy window editor 
Creates maving backdrops Ки your own proga. User friendly. 100k. Supplied on mdv but 
‘contig or dink Supports Epson printer ‘Cheque £8.95 o Steve Jones, Zitasoh. P3 Foxboure 
Ré, London Зит? BEN. 
PS Doctors 8 Nurses coming soon! EO] 

Scared of corrupting your 

HOME ACCOUNTS. Put your house in 
‘order! Comprehensive coverage ol 
bank accounts, credit cards, НР, atc. 
Inbullt accuracy check. projects cash 
flow for any period. Available for Сот 
modore, Amstrad and Spectrum £8.45, 
Froe details from Discus Software, 
Freepost, Beach Approach, Brixham 
TOS ABA, Те! 08045 55532 

L Tol: 0509 412604 

FOR SALE 

BLANK CASSETTES 
WITH LIBRARY CASES 
сю cw сю бю 4m «в 100 720 500 то no во 

Fuy сіе (COD вар xv) 
биреле Tapes Doo? бете tor tess! 
JUS Now плод enum 
‘Swoon ату Bx таи 

FOR SALE 

COMPUTER NEW RIBBONS 

CABLES so үлүү 25 Way/RS232 extension cable. 10 1/3 
metre cable, male to female. wil extend 
amy curent working device on your 
system. But оле new, you never know 
when you may requie at, £19.95, P +P 
ai fi. Send cheque/PO 0 
Computacable(P), 20 Hazetwood Ave- 
mu, Harwood, Bolton, Lancs BLZ 

CAM SUA THIRD OF THE PRICE? "ом canona, sang pri make and 
‘a new оле [minimum 1), Юю 

ALADDIN (ран. PC. 4 Muu Crescent п Eyomouih. Borwichahre, TO 

ADVENTURES!! 
Solution + maps. "Price of 
Magick” only £1 + medium 
sae. J. Н. Barnsley, 32 
Merrivale Rd, Statis STI7 
ЕВ. - 

“GIANT NEW ADVENTURES 
"LOVETOY" and "GORDESS" 

CBM 84/028 Spectrum «ak 
oniy £200 ach 

жо BOX 1820, DUBLN 

^" ^ DISKS 
51" DISKS 

10 юг £8 ‘Ine plastic case inc PAP 
C16 & PLUS 4 OWNERS! 31" DISCS 
ии 

ntact шш tl ин 

1055/00 £25.00 
10 05/00 £30.00 

ING US NOW (719 695034. UK HOME 
COMPUTERS, 2 CHURCHWARD AVENUE. 

Инн, WALTS SNZ IMH sin 

CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISING 

RATES: 

Line by line: 30p per word, 
minimum 20 words. 

Semi-display: £7 per single column 
centimetre, minimum length 2 cm 
(Please supply АМУ as PMT. Or 
supply rough setting instructions.) 

THESE RATES DO NOT INCLUDE 
VAT. 

Conditions: Ail copy for Classified 
Section must be pre-paid. Copy 
date 7 days betore publication. 

IF YOU WISH TO DISCUSS YOUR 
AD, PLEASE RING Jon Beales 01- 
437 4343, 

Here’s my classified ad. 
(Please write your copy in capital letters on the lines below.) 

Please continuo on a separate sheet of paper 

1 make this per word so | owe you £ 

Telephone .. 
Please cut out and send this form to: Classified Department, Popular Computing Weekly, 

12-13 Little Newport Street, London WC2H 7PP. wae 
на а пш са иш ни пш ня ин эш ни иш пиш пи пш пи ии иш пи на ви пи | 
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SERVICES ] 

(EEN Tire Ist choice 
EXPRESS SPECTRUM, BBC 

and COMMODORE REPAIRS! 
‘FIXED’ 
PRICES 

YOV тю NOT une OUR ESTIMATE. ҖЕ WELL RETURN THE COMPUTER 

SOFTWARE 
p> ARP £24.00 FREE WITH 

EVERY REPAIR" 

MANCOMP ro 
Book 

your 

Classified 

or 

Semi-display 

advert by 

Credit 

Lane Levenshume paese иеме Manchest’ MIO 
Sie tapassen ou component- Phone 061-224 1888 

Flores. zeae „ОН 061.224 9888. E130'4116 50р Upgrade OPEN MON -SAT 9am to 7pm 
eas B renano. ropar эуен SO CONT > we bring down the prices for 

repars ard components! 

tar Ounesrmares Ane What we do today 
FREEANO WITYENTORLCATON Y! others do tomorrow! 

Card 

and his team 

of computer repair 
specialists are here 
to offer a complete 

professional service. 

SUREDATA | ecm Y сай 

" == Jo n 

Beales 
a 17.99 FREE, 

Spectr £29.95 | Sth every on 
Commodore 6^ 

Ия: „4295 | Spectrum LONDON 

pun parts & РР) : COMPUTER REPAIR 01-437 4343 
сега CENTRE epu epar Wie also тер чс 20. Printe 

WHILE-U-WAIT SERVICE 
FAST TURN AROUND ФЕВЕШ 
3 MONTH GUARANTEE COMPUTERS LIMITED 
FREE SOFTWARE оной Road 
DIY COMPONENTS Bedford MK40 2NR MICRO SUPPORT 

| Call (0234) 20452130321 days a week 14 hr. answering service Да М HAG TOR.” 
d] 

+ Spectrum, Commodore, BBC. rs, Di Atari, Amstrad etc 

Call NIGEL: 01-853 7168 
жж» 
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FAULTY 
SPECTRUM? 

As you are probably aware from press re- 
ports Sinclair Computers no longer have a 
repair department. 
Our computer repair workshop has been an 
OFFICIAL Sinclair Repair Depot for the past 
Six years and we are pleased to announce 
that we will continue to do your out of 
guarantee repairs as in the past. 
Send your faulty computer DIRECT 

SPECTRUM...... £18.75 inc parts 
ХӨТ .. £11.50 inc parts 
16K ВАМ. . £9.95 inc parts 
MICRODRIVE .. Rite ... £15.95 inc parts 
INTERFACE 1-11 ...... ... £18.75 inc parts 

CALL OR SEND WITH CHEQUE OR P.O. 

T.V. SERVICES 
OF CAMBRIDGE LTD 
FRENCH'S ROAD 

CAMBRIDGE CB4 3NP 
Tel: 0223 311371 

DUPLICATION 

CHILTERN COMPUTER SERVICE 

fimon STABLE PROMOTIONS CASSETTE DUPLICATION 

ON A PRINTER WHY NOT 
SPEND £10 AND MAKE IT 

PRINT PROPERLY? 

E PALANTR PRODUCTS, в Si tones n. Bedminster Brat 
RECRUITMENT. 

IF YOU'VE SPENT £200 

COMPUNET JOB 
Сотрипе!, the innovative network 
lor GPM micros, is expanding and 

an additional technical editor 
па good knowledge of 6502 ma- 

chine code. Involves working eve 
| | nings. Ring or write to Jane Firbank, 

at Compunet, 7-11 Minerva Rd, Lon- 
‘don NWIO ВН). 01-965 8888. a 

QL, disk interface (mi- 
cro peripherals) Sin- 
clair. V50 £60. Phone 
0302 22661 after 6pm. 

SERVICES 

SPECTRUM — AMSTRAD — COMMODORE 

NOBLES COMPUTER 
REPAIRS 

* Repairs carried out by our own engineers on site. 

> All repairs сапу а 4 MONTH GUARANTEE 
For estimates phone or send your computer to NOBLES. 
Spectrum Plus £16.95 inc parts 

post and pack 
from £9.95 plus 

parts 
from £18.95 plus 

parts 
Also repair specialists for Amstrad and MSX computers 

NO HIDDEN CHARGES 

*SPECIAL OFFER 
5FREE GAMES WORTH £25 

with each Spectrum repair Trade/Schoo! and Club dis- 

counts arranged. 
“For free, no obligation estimates phone or send your 

computer to NOBLES for the fastest, cheapest repairs in 
ESSEX. 

NOBLES 
14-17 Eastern Esplanade 

Southend-on-Sea 
Essex 

0702 63377/8 
63396/7/8/9 

ATARI 

IH viv — XSW 

Commodore 64/VIC 20 

BBC 

EINSTEIN — MSX 

Эно — моэуна 

DRAGON — ORIC 

IHV.LV — XSW — NI3LSNI3 
— MSX — ATARI 7 days a week, 24-hour Answering Service 

COMMODORE SPECTRUM — AMSTRAD — 

MEMOTECH COMPUTERS AMSOFT 3" CF2 $33.00 PER 10 
AMSOFT 3" CF2DD £59.50 PER 10 
AMSOFT 3° CF2 

CONTES YE COLOUR моктон E 
MTA зл? COMPUTER £17.35 PER 5 ped Er 
Tt Dix DRIVE а WTERFACE 

om MAXEL 52" MD2D $17 90 PER 10 
PACK & POST INC. ADD 155 МАТ 

RUGBY MICRO SPARES 
30 OXFORD ST RUGBY 
CV21 3NF. (0788) 71643 
Callers welcome by App. 

YOUR PERSONAL CENTRONICS PRINTER 

lus| ® DRAFT MATRIX PRINT 
£99 р t | ® NEAR LETTER QUALITY 

vat | e SUBSCRIPT SUPERSCRIPT 
© CONDENSE EMPHASIZE 
® 96 CHAR+48 EURO +16 MATHS 
* GRAPHICS 

p # OPTIONAL TRACTOR 

\ anen 313531 э 

plus £8 p+P 

ALL 
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FOR COST-EFFECTIVE 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 

CALL JON BEALES 
ON 01-437 4343 

COMPUTER SWAP 
WANTED. Printer tor Amst 
friction ana track lor less than £100 
Write to SSGT Kay, НО 2GP RCT, BFPO 
За, with details. 
INTERFACE ONE and microdrive with 
eighty cartridges (lor 48K Spe 
Є710 опо. Tel: 01-572 (Bill 
SPECTRUM 48K. PRINTER with paper 
tape recorder, programmabie joystick 
мейасе. three channel! enveloped 

"ware sound, two joysticks 
and books 
nings 
Popular 
SPECTRUM 48K, 
microdrive, зрее 

stick + UF, £10004 

Онога (0788) 832543 eve. 
Аво selling set of 

YOU DON'T 
NEED TO 
WAIT ALL 
MONTH TO 
ADVERTISE 

can 01437 
4343 
for details 

accept £200 for quick sale, Write to D. 
fester, 127 Poner St. Pinner, Middx 

HAS SXF. Tal: 01-886 7682 after 7 pm 
AMSTRAD CPCAB4, with colour moni 

Popular ст 
CBM-&4, as new, software bundle, Enig 
ma Force, Now Games, Doomdarks Re- 
venge. The Comet Game, Radar. Rat 
Race, Zoids. Encounter, Master of Mag- 

and Paradroié. For ё all Clive 
on Luton 0582 505840 алуп, 
AMSTRAD CPC 464 
Assembler £15; Lord of Rings £10. Erik 
Viking ES; Atari Brataccas f 
accepted. Ring Mike Morris 
54985, ovenings and weekends. 
MICROVITIC CUB moni 
boxed as new £150 Spectrum adé-ons- 

es. Lists from Turner, Lite Barn, 
ley, Hampshire GU35 ABS, 

Те! 0428-713019. 
AMSTRAD 6128 
corder. disks, tapes and magazines ас 
2nd $4" disc drive (Сотала) VGC f: 

Phone (0909) 48 
Ferguson TX 

(Colour) with tape 

mig separat 
atari 8001. 

your TV- 410 rec 
printer Touch Tablet 5 carte €140. 
Aiso lots of disk software for sale includ 
лд 5.31. Infocom, Sublogic. Ring 01 
602 0472 after 7pm 
СРСАФА and modulator immacuiato con 
dition. original manuals ЕТС. some 

+ 1020 

apes, Sorcery, Eden, Mal wou 
£300 new will sell for £150 ono ring 0532 
001 
COMMODOR SX64 with cassette port 
Сәм. games. tapes, disks. Аз new Sol 
£475.00. Tol 01478 7868 altor 6pm. 
COMMODORE SX-64 Computer with 

plus business and leisure software and 
documentation £385 ono Phone 0950 
73958 (н К 

BBC software for sale: over 200 titles 
айаье Ail originals, al Най price or 

less. Quick sais demands iow price. For 
з of ез phone Adam on 

Godalming (04868) 24272) 
GAC Ow 

'obiems 
үз! Write and sell your A 

Contact other writer 
ideas, opinions. Keep im 

touch with markets. Sample mai 
р  from-Advenure Сомас 

Hollington Way, Wigan. МЗ 6L 
13 

OL Progs Lands of Havoc, Zkul. Fanta: 
sia Adventure, Any offers. Wanted Psion 

West Вопдона Escape ек 
Phone Julius 01-228 7850 0 
QUILL OWNERS! Writo and 
acventures. Contact other 

' problems, ideas, opinions. Keep 
uch with markets. Sampie Maga 

Adventure Contact, 13 
Hollington Way, Wigan, WN3 6 

il your 
writers, 

OL SM Rom, Pision 2.3, Microvitoc Cc 
monitor, MP-1650 Printer. Chess, Bkul 
aii books, вис. mint condition, Original 
Boxes, must sell, returning to US soon. 
only по. Tel: 01-081 5724 
SPECTRUM 48K. PRINTER with papor 
tape recorder, programmable joystick 

(orace, three channel 
sound, two суз! 
and books, Offer 

‘enveloped 
эз, £170 of Software 
(0788) 83264: 

nings. Also selling complete set ol 
Popular 

1 keyboard, МРТ + 
sor, joy 

stick + UF ac. Wi | 
£200 for quick sale. Wille 10 D 

и. 127 Ponor St, Pinner, Mid 
HAS ЭХЕ. Tel: 01-866 7692 utter 7 pm. 

ka 
DRAGON USER 

To maie the most of your Dragon you ‘need Dragon User — he independent 
maga: Dragon owners 1 
ште that you recevo а copy of Dragon 
year's subscription costs ̂4 lor 12 ввцев. 
(overseas rates avaiad 
Send a cheque cr 
payable to Dragon Us 

^ application 
! order made 

t. and accompa: 
ведь, ne ал aes, 10 Dragon 
ноце, Perrymount Road, Haywards 
Heath Sussex RH16 JOH. 

COMPUTER SWAP 
Please write your copy in capital letters on the lines below. Computer Swap entries are limited 

words. All entries cost £250. Please 
enclose à cheque or postal order or give 
Access or Barclaycard No in the box 
provided. Only text appearing in the grid 
"will be printed. Send the form to: Com 
puter Swap, Popular Computing 
Weekly, 12-13 Liule Newport Street 
London WC2H 7PP. 

PLEASE NOTE All sofware offered 
through computer swap must be in origi- 
nal condition and for private sale only 
No advertisements for lits of software. 
will be accepted 

Ii cannot be swapped. 
‘Warning: It is illegal to advertise pirated 
software. 

COMPUTER SWAP 

[CMM cm 

О Please charge my Visaj Access card no: Т 
= = = 
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There’s а Dealer near you .. . 
= онон | 

срттопісаїоп 
1.6, MICROTEK ELECTRONICS тенор THE COMPUTER CENTRE LOGIC SALES 

1908 DUDLEY ROAD 5 HONEYWOOD ROAD 26 ANLABY ROAD 19 THE BROADWAY 

WINSON GREEN (Qf Cranes Far Ri) HULL THE BOURNE, SOUTHGATE 
BIRMINGHAM NORTH HUMBERSIDE LONDON IH. 
ШИШ ow BASILDON MENS n ТОНИ us 

Тас (0268) 20008 Шш 
ANIROG COMPUTERS VIC ODDENS 
29 West Hil LONDON BRIDGE WALK 

coppmunicotion tat Lao 
Г кн Tek 01-4091900 

заснагво NORTH cu eames TES „„ 
ЗА СНС SHOPPING CENTRE (second floor) 

SOUTHEND ON SEA HIGH STREET dgh.  .. 
ТЕТОВО ra SOUTHEND 10 NORTH STREET, SOFTWARE STORE LTO 

Tek (0702) 62426 ASHFORD, KENT ic 

те (0288) $2687, Tek 01-685 1476 
CAREY ELECTRONICS 

Fh NOBLES MCROWAY COMPUTERS 
THE BBC MICROCOMPUTER 14-17 EASTERN SS HGH STREET GAMES WORLD 

SYSTEM RAINHAM, KENT 129 KING STREET ESPLANADE 
COMPUTERS AND SOFTWARE, Еротика (Бүл? HAMMERSMITH 

PERIPHERALS. DESEA, LONDON Wa 
7 CHURCH ROAD ESSEX THEO И us. 

WALTON-ON-ANZE, ESSEX елле LL hl) Was н 
= INNOVATIONS 

FRINTON-ON-SEA (02556) 6993 COMPUTER & VIDEO 

шып 9 HARMONOSWORTH ROAD 
-| pcr зи, ВІЧЕ CHIP 

THE COMPUTER DEPOT (ЮЙ кое 
205 BUCHANAN STREET BLUE CHP ГИН aoc | MT TA ORSETT ROAD rein MM TI ALLERTON ROAD 

GRAYS, ESSEX : LIVERPOOL L10 20A 
(ш vo = wr Марна 

ШЙ 

MIKE COMPUTER STORE HONEYSETT COMPUTERS REIN Us 
18 LONDON ROAD 17 UNON STREET | | 
WESTCLIF-N SEA HEREFORD HA1 287 

ESSEX Tek: (0432) 2404 DIMENSION COMPUTERS LTD GATWICK COMPUTERS 

Te (0) 30554 ASK ABOUT 27-28 HGH STREET Я THE BOULEVARD 
Л mm CLUNER SALE = put CRAWLEY, SUSSEX 

е: | м e (Б) ТТЕ ии 
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ere’s а Dealer near you... 
зох | кинет f WARWICKSHIRE 

1st FLOOR 
FOR МХ, SPECTRUM, ПА BOLEBRIOGE ST POSITRON COMPUTING FAST FORWARD COMPUTER STORE 
COMMODORE, AMSTRAD TAMWORTH TS GEMTRAL ЛЕНТ 29 SMITH STREET 

na Ld LLANELLI WARWICK 

m т ЗАЕТ5 ТУЕ Tet 0425 492004 
Sudbury Micro Systems 0554 759624 

64 NORTH STREET | СТ СО AMSTRAD 8256 
SUDBURY UPGRADE 

TEL: SUDBURY 311839 YORK COMPUTER CENTRE 
T STONEGATE ARCADE 

ш У лок | 

à SS ст | OWE А 
TAMWORTH, STAFFS DEALER THETFORD MICROS | 
TESNO с, | в | 2 5 SPECIALISTS - 

COMPUTER REPAIRS 
Г rELEX YOUR | | MENSES 11 GUILDHALL STREET 

CLASSIFIED FREEPOST THETFORD 
COPY TO: POBOK 17 NORFOLK 
296275 CWMBRAN (ийиш 
SUNRGY СО s 

Software 
PLUS 

The largest independent retailer of software 

BASILDON 
Liberty Shopping Hall 

Telephone Basildon 27922 

IPSWICH 
22 St. Matthews Street 

Telephone Ipswich 54774 

and accessories in the South East 

ROMFORD 
72 North Street 

Telephone Romford 65271 

SOUTHEND 
336 Chartwell Square 

Telephone Southend 610784 
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John Cook looks through this week's 
new arrivals 

Amstrad 
Program Colossus Chess 4 
Type Strategy Micro PCW 8256/ 
8512 Price £15.95 Supplier COS 
Software, Silver House, Silver 
St, Doncaster, S Yorkshire, 
ома 1HL. 

Program Contamination Type 
Strategy Micro Amstrad Price 
£9.95 (tape) £14.95 (disc) Sup- 
plier PSS, 452 Stoney Stanton 
Road, Coventry CV6 506. 

's a pity this pre-production 
version wasn't here a cou- 
ple of weeks ago; everyone 

seemed to be down with the 
lurgi. If only we'd had Contami- 
nation then. 

You've seen flight simula- 
lions, you've seen business 
simulations — but an epidemic 
simulation — that's a new 
one from the Ere 
Infomatique incidentally, who 
are releasing their excellent 
games via PSS in this country. 

In an Andromeda Strain type 
scenario, a constantly mutating 
virus has been brought to Earth 
Ма a space shot, and you are in 
control of a team of scientists 
trying to contain/eliminate the 
virus and its virulent offspring. 
It may sound a bit dodgy, but | 
found the game fascinating. 

Admittedly, at present the 
game stretches my French to 
its equally dodgy limits, but it 
goes something like this. 

You are head of the World 
Health Organisation who are 
charged with attempting to 
stop the virus from killing ev- 
eryone. You do this by devel- 
oping anti-virus preparations 
in your computer controlled 
lab, then testing the potion for 
things like side effects — alter- 
natively you can try them out 
on the population; И you feel 
lucky. 

The other side of the opera- 
tion is carried out on a world 
map, where you receive infor- 
mation about the virus's 
progress, etc. You can place 
restrictions on infected area, 
even nuke them if things get 
ош of control, but the lafter 
doesn't make you flavour of the 
month with the locals. 

Naturally there's a lot more 
to it than that, but | think it's. 
likely that this intriguing mix of 
puzzle and strategy is going to 
appeal to more than Amstrad 
‘owning Biochemists. The En- 
glish version should be ready 
by late July. 

48 РОРУЕАВ COMPUTING WEEKLY 

Program Meltdown Type Ar- 
cade Micro 464/664 Price £8.95 
Supplier Alligata, 1 Orange St, 
Sheffield, S1 4WD. 

Program Night Gunner Type 
Arcade Micro Amstrad Price 
£7.95 (tape) £13.95 (disc) Sup- 
plier Digitali Intergration, 
Walchmoor Trade Centre, 
Watchmoor Road, Camberley. 
Surrey GU15 3AJ. 

Program Max Headroom Type 
Arcadey Micro Amstrad Price 
£9.95 Supplier Quicksilva, Lib- 
erty House, 222 Regent St, Lon- 
don Wi 

Program Core Type Arcadey 
Micro Amstrad Price £8.95 
Supplier A&F, Liberty House, 
222 Regent St, London W1. 

Program Nick Faido plays the 
Open Type Strategy Micro 
Amstrad Price £9.95 Supplier 
Quicksilva, Liberty House, 222 
Regent St., London W1. 

Program ADAM Туре Utility Mi- 
cro Amstrad Price £24.95 (tape) 
£29.95 (disc) Supplier Audio- 
genic, 12 Chiltern Enterprise 
Centre, Station Rd, Theale, 
Berkshire, RG7 4AA. 

Amstrad 6128 
Program Masterfile ЇЇ! Type 
Utility Micro 6128 Price £39.95 
‘Supplier Cambell Systems, 57 
Trap's Hill, Loughton, Essex, 
1610 1TD. 

Program Melldown Type Аг- 
cade Micro Amstrad 6128 Price 
1495 Supplier Alligata Soft- 
ware, 1 Orange St, Sheffield, 
51 40W, 

hat's this? A dedicated 
6128 game. And "И 
say one thing for it — 

it's big. 
Three levels of 64 rooms. 

with six ‘mini games’ on each 
one — each level linked by 
another game, the whole thing 
ending with you having to write 
a program in a new computer 
language, to control the core of 
anuclear reactor out of control 
Phew! Thank heavens for the 
save option. 

But luckily, size is not the 
only thing going for Meltdown. 
The 3-0 graphics are con- 
structed in a sit г mode 10 
Get Dexter- very colourful and 
cartoon like. The action is a 
good mixture of puzzle solving 

Program Batman Type Ar- 
cade Micro — PCW256/ 
PCW8256 Price £14.95 Sup- 
plier Ocean Software, 6 Cen- 
tral Street, Manchester M2 
‘SNS 

о. it's not a misprint 
Batman, the tabby, 
highly acclaimed, etc, 

arcade adventure is now to 
be found running on the bor- 
ing old Amstrad Personal 
Computer Word Processor - 
but why did it have to happen 
this week? 

As the mighty Joe Sun- 
shine handed me my 8512 
{complete with timelocked 
ball and chain) | couldn't 
help but notice his particu- 
larly wide serene smile -the 
‘one normally seen on the 
face of Christian Scientists, 
or aged Aunts half way 
through their third gin & 
orange. 

Personal ^ productivity. 
This was no computer to play 
games with. This machine 
was going to make me а 
better person; a more pro- 
ductive person. This piece of 
hardware was going to 
change my life. 

| accepted the gift with а 
tug of the forelock and а 
weak grin, resigning myself 
to a future of gloom, only to 
be interrupted by the odd 
game of computer chess. 
And then came Batman. | 

can assure you, never has 
the arrival of a Super-hero 
been greeted wilh such 
‘whoops of joy 

1 remembered the game 
as a great little Knight Lore 
derivative on the original 
machines and wondered cu- 
riously how it would convert 
to а text-only format. It was 
then that various jaws hit the 
floor. There it was. Detailed 
3-D graphics. Wonderlully 
animated figures. Fiendishly 
difficult puzzles. 

Whoever said it would 
never run games wasn't 
reckoning on Jon Ritman 
and Bernie Drummond. This 
is just like the original (albeit 
extremely green) and all the 
more enjoyable for turning 
up somewhere unexpected. 
And of course, if they can do 
it- so can many others. 

and zapping - with your venom 
being directed at cybermen 
types and flying saucers that 
seem to have taken over the 
complex 

With a reputed 180K worth of 

code on the disc, merely on a 
bytes per pound spent this 
would be good value, Com- 
bined with the fact you've got a 
highly entertaining and origi- 
nal arcade adventure to boot, it 
looks like a winner. 

A cut down version (two lev- 
els) is available on tape for 
464/664 owners, but | expect 
6128 owners to go for this in а 
big way. 

Atari 
Program Cioak о! Death Type 
Adventure Micro Atari 400/8007 
130ХЕ Price £9.95 Supplier 
Bug-Byte, Liberty House, 222 
Regent St, London W1 

Program Questprobe Type Ad- 
venture Micro Atari 800/130 
Price £14.95 (disc only) Suppli- 
er US Gold, The Parkway In- 
dustrial Centre, Heneage St, 
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Birmingham, B7. 

Atari ST 

Program Cornerman Type Util- 
ity Micro Atari ST Price £29.95 
Supplier Microdeal, РО Box 68, 
St. Austell, Cornwall, PL25 

4YB. 

Program Major Motion Type 
Arcade Micro Atari ST Price 
£19.95 Supplier Microdeal, PO 
Box 68, St. Austell, Cornwall, 
PL254YB. 

Program DOS Shell Type Utility 
Micro Atari ST Price £29.95 
Supplier Microdeal, PO Box 68, 
St, Austell, Cornwall, PL25 
4ув. 

Program Kissed Type Utility 
Micro Atari ST Price £23.95 
Supplier Microdeal, PO Box 68. 
St. Austell, Cornwall, PL25 
4YB. 

Program Miterm Type Utility 
Micro Atari ST Price £29.95 
Supplier Microdeal, PO Box 68. 
St, Austell, Cornwall, PL25 
AYB. 

Program Utilities Type Utility 
Micro Atari ST Price £39.95 
Supplier Microdeal, PO Box 68, 
St Austell, Cornwall, PL25 
4YB. 

BBC and Electron 
Program Raid Over Moscow 
Type Arcade Micro BBC B 
Price £9.95 Supplier US Gold, 
Unit 10, The Parkway Industrial 
Centre, Birmingham B7 4LY. 

ваш OVER MOSCOW 

here's no doubt that this 
| particular computer 

game can certainly be 
said to have made its mark оп 
the world. In fact, | can't think of 
any other game that has raised 
the blood pressure of people 
playing. 

The storm at launch was so 
great, that US Gold even 

changed the name to Raid. 
Well, it's now been 'born again" 
under the old title on the BBC. 

The war against the Red Per- 
il gets off to a poor start with 
two errors in the first two pages 
of instructions. After hall an 
hour or so, the controls were 
sorted out and the thing 
showed itself to be a fair con- 
version of the best selling 
multi-screen zapper. 

Re any controversy this 
launch may re-start (| don't 
expect ILEA would like this run 
on its considerable number of 
BBC's, for example) И you 
don't like the politics, don't buy 
it (the ultimate capitalist 

nction). 
In any case, play it with your 

brain in neutral 

Program Star Force 7 Type 
Arcade Micro BBC/Electron 
Price. 1.99 Supplier Bug-Byte, 
Liberty House, 222 Regent St, 
London W1. 
Program Questprobe Type Ad- 
venture Micro BBC/Electron 

Price £7.95 Supplier US Gold, 
Unit 10, The Parkway Industrial 
Centre, Heneage St, Birming- 
ham, B7. 

Commodore 64 
Program Rupert amd the Ice 
Castle Type Arcade Micro 
Commodore 64 Price £2.99 
Supplier Bug Byte, Liberty 
House, 222 Regent SI, London 
Wt. 

Program Law of the West Type 
Adventure Micro Commodore 
64 Price £14.95 (disc) £9.95 
(аре) Supplier US Gold, Unit 
10, The Parkway Industrial Es- 

tate, Heneage St, Birmingham, 
87. 

Program Questprobe Type Ad- 
venture Micro Commodore 64 
Price £9.95 (tape) £14.95 (disc) 
‘Supplier US Gold, Unit 10, The 
Parkway industrial Estate, 
Heneage St, Birmingham, B7. 

C16/Plus 4 
Program Ace type Arcade Mi- 
cro Plus/4 Price 9.99 Supplier 
Cascade Games, 1-3 Haywra 
Cres, Harrogate, N. Yorkshire 
HG1 586. 

hings are looking up for 
| the Plus/4, Tape 3+ 1 last 

week (freeing the inbuilt 
software from the disc drive), 
‘Mercenary the week before — 
now Ace from Cascade. 

Ace (Air Combat Emulator) 
saw life first on the Plus/4's 

little brother, the C16, and has 
come full circle (ог should that 
be loop-the-loop) via the 64. 
And it looks good. 

Very similar to the 64 ver- 
sion, this may not be a full 
blown simulator, but there's 
enough complexity to keep 
most armchair Squadron Lead- 
ers happy. Choose your weap- 
0n load according to your pro- 
posed target type (you get 10 
zap planes, tanks and ships in 
this one), don't fly too fast with- 

ош your wheels down and it's 
scramble, scramble, scramble. 

There's plenty of blasting 
and a reasonable element of 
strategy too as you repel all 
boarders, with the aid of an 
optional co-pilot controlling the 
weapon Another 
goodie. 

systems 

PCW 8256 
Program Collossus Chess 4 
Type Strategy Micro PCW 8256/ 
8512 Price £15.95 Supplier COS 
Software, Silver House, Silver 
St, Doncaster, S Yorkshire, 
DNI HL. 

Si ‘um 
Program Questprobe Type Ad- 
venture Micro Spectrum Price 
£9.95 Supplier US Gold, Unit 
10, The Parkway Industrial 
Centre, Heneage St, Birming- 
ham, B7. 

Program Rupert and the ice 
Palace Type Aracade Micro 
Spectrum Price £2.99 Supplier 
Bug-Byte, Liberty House, 222 
Regent St, London W1 

Program The Dragon of 
Notacare Type Adventure Mi- 

ro Spectrum Price £2.20 Sup- 
plier Microtech, 88 Whitley 
Spring Crescent, Osset, W 
Yorkshire, МЕБ OHS. 

Program Treasure Type Ad- 
venture Micro Spectrum Price 
£2.20 Supplier Microtech, 88 
Whitley Spring Crescent, Os- 
set, W Yorkshire, МЕБ OHS. 

Program Tantalus Type Arcade 
Micro Spectrum Price £8.95 
Supplier Quicksilva, Liberty 
House, 222 Regent SI, London 
WIR 708. 

few months, Quicksilva pro- 
duced a game called Glass 

- the general reaction to which 
was, ‘great graphics, shame 
about the gameplay. Now Paul 
Hargreaves has written anoth- 
er visual opus, Tantalus, and 
once again It's a case of don- 
ning the Foster Grants before 
loading. 
There's no doubt about it, ће 

graphics, one way or another 
are... well... stunning; al- 
though ! wouldn't recommend 
viewing alter a hearty meal 
Evidently Paul is not a Habitat 
fan — still, what about the 
game? 

Lots of very small print on 
the cassette inlay about inter- 
stellar wars and mutants in the 
year 3027, but closer inspec- 
tion reveals it to be a large 
zapper (1024 screens it says 
here) with some adventure ele- 
ments thrown in. 

А fair amount of play has 
suggested this isn't really my 
cup of tea — the aliens (all 48 
different types, each well de- 
signed) just arent vicious 
enough (as | speak there are 15 
оп screen, 14 not moving, with 
one aimlessly wandering 
around as | shelter in a quiet 
alcove) or perhaps it's because 
Ihave difficulty identifying with 
my on-screen persona - а 
Spike Punkoid. 

But there's no denying that a 
lot of effort has been put into 
the thing — and if you're an 
ardent mapper with a loathing 
of good interior design, there's 
а lot here that might interest 
you. 

Į you cast your mind back a 

Program Shape School 1 & 2 
Type Educational Micro Spec- 
trum Price £3.99 each or £6.99 
lor both Supplier Jodan Soft- 

ware, 68 Dinglederry, Olney. 
Bucks, MK46 SET. 

QL 
Program TechniQL Type Utility 
Micro QL Price £49.95 Supplier. 
Talent Computer Systems, 
Curran Building, 101 St James 
Rd, Glasgow, G4 0М5. 
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Top Twenty 

1 

Тор Тепз 

Фоюлосвог- 

(2 Silent Service (C64) 
1 

(2) Kik Start (C64, C16, Atari) 
Biggles (Spectrum, C64) 

(-) Street Olympics (C16) 
€) Fingers Malone (C16) 
(8) Commando (Various) 

) World Cup Carnival (Various) 
(19) Way Of The Tiger (Various) 
(4) Formula One Simulator (Various) 

(-) Green Beret (Spectrum, C64, Amstrad) 

Microprose/US Gold 
US Gold 

Gremlin Graphics 
Mastertronic 
Mastertronic 

Mirrorsoft 
Imagine 

Mastertronic 
Mastertronic 

Elite 

Batman (Spectrum, Amstrad) Ocean 
Thrust (C64) Firebird 
Knight Tyme (Spectrum) Mastertronic 
Kane (C64, Amstrad) Mastertronic 
Nexus (C64) Nexus 
Spindizzy (Spectrum, C64, Amstrad) Electric Dreams 
Pentagram (Spectrum) Ultimate 
International Karage (Spectrum, C64) System 3 
Saboteur (Various) Durell 
Samantha Fox Strip Poker (Various) Martech 

Ай figures compiled by Galup/ Microscope 

Amstrad Commodore 64 
ТО Kane (Mastertronic) 1 (У Shen Service (Mprose/US Gold) 
2 (-) Green Вени. (Imagine) 2 (Ө) Way Ot The Tiger (Grem G'ies) 
3 (2) Batman (Ocean) 3 (1) mus (Firebird) 
4 (-) Razdune (Mastertronic) 4 Я Nous (Nexus) 
$ (-) Tomahawk (Digital integration) $ (2) Intemational Karate (System 3) 
6 (1) Winter Games (Epyx/US Gold) $ (3) Word Cup Сатья (05 Gold) 
7 (4) They Sold (2) (НИ Squad) 7 (9) Bump Set Spike (Mastertronic) 
B (-) Hwy On The Mgk (Ggoyle Gms) 8 (T) я Simulator (Mastertronic) 
9 (5) Commando з (9 (Electric Dreams) 
0 (7) Р! Simulator (Mastertronic) 10 (-) бой Construction Set (Айоіавой) 

Atari BBC Spectrum 
1 м Kik Start (Mastertronie) 1 (1) Commando (Ee) 1 (1) Knight Тите (Mastertronic) 
2 (2) Vegas Jackpot —— 2 ® Tennis Г 24  (Mirrorsoft) 
3 (10) Scooter Americana) 3 (8) Karate Combat. (Superior) 3 (8) Pentagram (Ultimate) 
4 (4) New York City (Americana) 4 (10) Galactic Patro! (Mastertronic) 40 (Ocean) 
5 (6) Lastve  (Mastertronic). 5 (2) Winter Olympics. s m Beret (imagine) 
6 (T) Action Biker (Mastertronic) вр Woks $ (2) Word Cup Carnival — (US Gold) 
T Knight Riders. (Databyte) 7 t€) Сму  (Bugbyte) 7 (3) Ninja Master ) 
8 Otles Folies (Americana). 8 (6) Citadel (Superior) $ (8) Hvy On The Mok (Ggoyle Gms) 
9 Опе Мал & His Droid (Миови) 9 (-) Combat Lynx (ue 9 (9 топ (Hewson Consultants) 

10 ‘Shamus: (Americana) 10 (-) Great Wall di) 0 Н 

МЕХТ 
'I:WEEK 

© Communicating 
software 
David Wallin presents a 
comprehensive buyers 
guide to comms software — 
ona host machines from the 
cheapest home micro to 
IBM business systems. If 

you want to know what's 
available for your machine, 
don't miss it. 

€ Learn the lingo 
Continuing our series on 
computer languages. 
there'll be another look at 

alternatives to Basic, part 2 
of the appraisal. of Basic 
compilers, and a review of 
Comal on the Commodore 
64 

@ Pure Magick 
Tony Kendle offers a much 
sought after cheat routine 
tor Gargoyle's Heavy on the 
Magick, together with other 
helpful Pokes, and a look at 
the latest arcade games. 

€ Plus 
The most up-to-date news 

and reviews, Tony Bridge 
on adventures, Mark Jen- 
kins on computer music and 

pages of useful programs 
for all the popular 
machines. 

See your friendly news- 
agent today, and make sure 
of your copy 
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AMSTRAD CPC 464, 664, 6128 
Night Gunner £7.95 

3unner Disk £13.95 

£9.95 

SPECTRUM 
t Gunner 48K 

omahawk 48/128K 
Fighter Pilot 48K 
COMMODORE 64 
Speed King Disk 
Speed King 
Fighter 
Fighter Pil 

lot Disk 

Addre: 

ONLY THE BRAVEST FLY ... 

464, 664, 6128, 
COLOUR OR GREEN SCREEN 

TOMAHAWK - a stunningly 
realistic flight simulation that 
puts you in command of an 
Apache Advanced Attack 
helicopter. Flying low over a 
spectacular 3D real world 
display with over 7000 ground 
features – TOMAHAWK puts 
you in the hot seat. 

Ground attack and air-to-air 
interception is the challenge — 
day or night in the thick of the. 
battlefield. Your combat mission 
is to locate and destroy enemy 
ground forces. It could be 
Science fiction — it isn't~ the 
Apache is for real... the 
meanest, deadliest combat 
helicopter ever. 
You have the weapons, the 
machine ... climb in and prepare 
for take offi 

ONLY ACES SURVIVE | 

464, 664, 6128, 
COLOUR OR GREEN SCREEN 

NIGHT GUNNER - The 
amazing air battle scenario 
that stretches you to the very 
limit - guns blazing, enemy 
fighters attack from all 
directions - 3D ground attack 
sorties and there's still the 
flight back home. 

BY D.K. MARSHALL 
ADAPTED BY DARRELL D. 
Cassette 995 Disk 14.95 

Spectacular 3D cockpit view 
‘over 7000 ground features 

m Authentic aerobatic 
performance 

m Ground attack and air-to-air 
interception, with laser guided 
missiles, rockets and 30mm 
Boppier navigation and target в 

m Day/Night vision sı 
m Cloudy, Crosswinds, 

Turbulence 
m Pilot ratings - Trainee to Асе 
m Impressive sound effects 
m Pilots Notes 

BY R.J. SWIFT 
ADAPTED BY TIM MOORE 
Cassette 7.95 Disk 13.95 

NIGHT GUNNER is an action 
packed arcade game based 
upon a Second World War 
scenario. You are the gunner 
and bomb aimer whose task is 
to defend your plane against 
‘enemy attack and destroy the 
ground forces in each of the 
Challenging missions, The 
rewards are high for the expert 
marksman, but beware! The 
battle becomes tougher with 
each new mission. 
№ 30 ground attack missions 
№ Realistic 30 effects 



GET YOUR NAME ON THE 

BEEBE E AAN 
If you have ever bought another golf Quite honestly, leaderboard makes This is the sports simulation of the 

simulator ~ shoot yourself! all other golf simulations look clumsy year — if not the decade! 
If you are ever considering it — and antiquated in comparison. ZZAP64 
save yourself a bullet! ZZAP64 
ZZAP64 

А 

ECT 

And swing your way to a record round 
Now you can become а golf pro and experience the thrill of Features: 
having your name upon re "Leader е Choice of club, distance, type of 

realistic simulation you get a true. shot (hook, slice, av Les 
perspective view of your golf game. е Realistic Sou 
As you play on different 18 hole courses on отыр ER 
levels varying from amateur to touring professional you'll е Joystick Controlled 
need skill. eR EIE жр а, е Multiple 18 Hole Golf Courses 

Automatic Scoring CBM 64/128 [oe er ite маи | 

| ш H 
U. S. Gold, Unit 10, The Parkway Industrial Centre, Heneage Street, BIRMINGHAM B7 4LY. Tel. No. 021 3593020 




